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Chapter 10 - Recommended Measures to Resolve
Uncertainties about the Economics of Nuclear Power

The analysis of Chapter 5 concludes that at the
present time nuclear power is widely perceived
by potential investors to be more costly than
coal and gas alternatives. While segments of the
nuclear industry argue that nuclear plants could
be built much more cheaply than is widely per-
ceived, investors in what has become a compet-
itive electricity market in many countries do not
believe this is so. Chapter 5 also discusses what
must happen for nuclear energy to be competi-
tive with these electricity supply alternatives:
credible significant reduction in the perceived
level and uncertainty associated with capital and
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of
new nuclear plants; resolution of regulatory
uncertainties regarding siting, construction
time to completion, and costly redesign require-
ments; higher real acquisition cost for natural
gas; and a significant value placed on the reduc-
tion in carbon emissions resulting from dis-
placement of fossil-generation resources with
nuclear power., In this section we address what
measures the government should take to
improve nuclear power economics.

We note that a variety of reasons are put for-
ward to justify government support for energy
supply and energy efficiency technologies. They
all reflect an argument that one or more social
costs or benefits associated with the use of a
particular technology are not properly reflected
in investor and consumer decisions. Thus poli-
cies are designed, directly or indirectly, to inter-
nalize these social costs and benefits or to com-
pensate for market imperfections more general-
ly. Externalities that are considered include:

03 internalizing costs of threats to national
security;

O internalizing social benefits of favorable
learning curve effects;

O compensating for the costs of regulatory
uncertainty that may confront and be
resolved by "first movers" in a regulatory
process;

O3 internalizing the benefits of R&D spillovers
that accrue to society at large but cannot be
fully captured by investors in R&D;

O correcting other market imperfections,
including imperfect information, capital
market imperfections, and other decision
making imperfections;

E3 internalizing costs of damages to the envi-
ronment.

These are arguments for government support
that are not unique to nuclear power and
indeed are marshaled by advocates of many
energy technologies, in order to justify govern-
ment subsidies of one kind or another. The
result is that at one extreme, skeptics argue the
government should do nothing to support
technologies, and at the other extreme, enthusi-
asts argue the government should manage key
aspects of the innovation process. Indeed there
is nothing in theory or experience to suggest
that, in general, the government is better able to
manage technical development in a manner
that leads to its wide adoption in the private
sector. Credible arguments for government
support for R&D all turn on compensating for
some type of market failure that leads to under-
investment in the particular technologies at
issue. Government actions should be carefully
targeted to a clearly defined market failure. In
addition, questions of how much money
should be spent, how it should be spent, and
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when it should be spent must all reflect well
defined goals that permit measurement of
progress.

Nor is the government in a better position than
the private sector to judge the future price and
availability of fuels. On the other hand, the con-
sequences of rapidly changing higher (or lower)
than expected fuel prices may be different for
the private sector than for the government. If
natural gas prices move sharply higher than
expected, individual firms will be winners or
losers, but the government, as a practical mat-
ter, will be called upon to take measures to
compensate for significant adverse economic
impacts resulting from these higher prices.

Massive research, development, and demon-
strations of nuclear power projects were sup-
ported by the Department of Energy (DOE)
and predecessor agencies in the 1960s and
1970s. These projects advanced costly new tech-
nologies too rapidly, e.g. commercial reprocess-
ing and liquid metal fast breeder reactors. They
misestimated the cost of electricity from first
generation light water reactors; they paid insuf-
ficient attention to the critical issues of safety,
waste management, and proliferation that have
proven to be of concern to the public.
Ironically, the lessons of the unintended bad
consequences of past government involvement
in the nuclear industry are contradictory: first,
the government bears some responsibility for
reviving this important energy option, but sec-
ond, we should advance new proposals for gov-
ernment support with special clarity about
their purpose and realistic expectations about
success.

Our position is that the prospect of global cli-
mate change from greenhouse gas emissions
and the adverse consequences that flow from
these emissions is the principal justification for
government support of the nuclear energy
option. The environmental externality of car-
bon dioxide (CO,) emissions means that price
of carbon based fuel and electricity produced
from it are too low. In an ideal world, this exter-
nality would be internalized either with a car-

bon tax or an emissions cap and trade pro-
gram 2. A carbon tax places a price on carbon
emissions directly. A cap and trade program
would establish a national CO2 emissions cap,
issue tradeable emissions permits equal to the
cap, and require all emissions sources (at an
appropriate place in the vertical chain from fos-
sil fuel production to fossil fuel use) to hold
permits to cover their emissions. The market
price for these emissions permits then defines
the price for CO 2, in much the same way as
would a tax. Hybrid programs (e.g., cap and
trade with an elastic supply of permits at a spec-
ified price) are also feasible and under consider-
ation.

In practice we are unlikely to see the United
States adopt any carbon emissions tax; propos-
ing energy taxes, or what appear to be like ener-
gy taxes, has not proven to be career enhancing
for elected officials. An essentially equivalent
"cap and trade" policy that has proven success-
ful in minimizing the social cost of reducing
SO2 emissions produced from coal-fired power
plants is uncertain, at least in the near term,
although legislation has been proposed for such
a program. Instead we are likely to continue to
see "second best" surrogate measures designed
to reduce CO2 emissions from power genera-
tion. These measures will include renewable
energy portfolio standards, tax credits and pro-
duction subsidies for a range of renewable
energy supply and conservation technologies,
and direct federal support for energy supply
and conservation R&D programs. At the pres-
ent time, nuclear power has generally been
excluded from these programs and this under-
mines its ability to compete fairly to provide
carbon-free electricity.

Our first principle is that all external costs asso-
ciated with each electricity generating technol-
ogy should be included in the price of electric-
ity. For carbon emissions this means that all
options for reducing carbon emissions should
be treated equally. We should seek to lower car-
bon emissions at the lowest overall social cost
and not adopt arbitrary rules for which tech-
nologies are 'in' and which technologies are
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'out' of consideration for achieving lower emis-
sions. The energy bill almost passed by
Congress in the fall of 2002 contained a renew-
able energy portfolio standard mandating the
use of specified percentages of renewable ener-
gy technologies by all retail electricity suppliers.
Several states have already adopted similar
renewable energy portfolio standards. The
existing and proposed portfolio standards do
not include incremental nuclear power as an
alternative qualifying supply technology. We
recommend that incremental nuclear power be
eligible for all "carbon free" federal portfolio stan-
dards programs. Specifically, if tax or production
credits are extended to a renewable technology,
such as wind, photovoltaics, hydropower, and
geothermal because they do not produce CO2 in
conjunction with the production of electricity,
then incremental nuclear energy should be
included.

It follows that the external costs unique to
nuclear energy - notably waste disposal, safety,
and proliferation resistance - should also be
internalized in the cost and price of nuclear
energy. The already established federally man-
dated nuclear waste disposal fee for nuclear
power is a proper step in this direction, as are
the costs of security needed to meet Nuclear
Regulatory Commission requirements.

Our principal justification for federal action is
avoiding the external cost of CO2 emission. We
also see merit in other arguments for federal
intervention, but we are mindful of the need to
craft measures that least distort private market
forces, do not offer perverse incentives to indus-
try, and conserve taxpayer dollars. For example,
we are impressed by the widespread perception
that uncertain' regulation - affecting both
licensing and siting of nuclear plants - is a
major barrier to investment. There are two
effects: a direct effect of lengthening project
construction time due to the unpredictable
time required to obtain regulatory approval,
and the indirect effect of concern about the pos-
sibility of the retroactive application of a regu-
latory standard after a project has been
launched. Regulation always creates uncertainty

for investors. But the first to pass through the
regulatory process will establish "learning by
doing." First movers will effectively develop a set
of new- regulatory procedures that-will- then be
applicable to follow-on applicants. Thus, the
first movers incur costs but create benefits for
others that they cannot (necessarily) capture.

The federal government cannot remove all the
regulatory uncertainty, and indeed, other major
energy facilities e.g. coal plants, electrical trans-
mission lines, LNG terminals, face similar regu-
latory uncertainty. But, the government should
take action to reduce this regulatory uncertain-
ty as much as possible, without introducing
perverse incentives for nuclear power and other
energy facilities.

GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

We recommend three government actions.
First, the government can review existing feder-
al regulations to assure that the procedures in
place, primarily at the NRC, but at other regula-
tory agencies as well (EPA and DOT), strike the
correct balance between protecting the public
interest and encouraging commerce. The
Nuclear Regulatory certification of generic
nuclear plant designs and adoption of a proce-
dure for granting combined construction and
operating licenses (COL) is a step in the right
direction. We believe that consideration should be
given to the federal government paying a portion
of the administrative costs for:

1. site banking for an envelope of plants, i.e.
obtaining approval for sites that might be
used for construction of new plants. (In
many cases the site for prospective new units

• will be at the location of existing plants);

2. certifying a new plant design by the NRC.
Currently the Westinghouse AP600 and the
GE System 80 advanced boiling water reac-
tors are certified. Limited government finan-
cial assistance for certification of the
Westinghouse AP 1000, an HTGR design, and
the Heavy Water Reactor (HWR) designed by
the Atomic Energy of Canada (AECL) would
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add valuable options to those considering
relatively near term deployment of nuclear
plants;

3. sharing in the costs of applying for a COL
license at the NRC, in circumstances when the
license would be used or banked.

The size of government subvention in each
instance could be less than $20 million and 10-
15 projects over a number of years would go a
long way to reducing some of the outstanding
uncertainty with regard to early deployment of
nuclear power in the United States.

The next stage of government involvement
might be sharing of some of the costs of one or
more commercial demonstration projects. We
distinguish between two types of "demonstra-
tion" projects. The first, and most common,
type is the government sharing the costs of
demonstrating a new technology in terms of its
technical performance, environmental impacts,
and cost. Examples include past DOE efforts to
demonstrate synthetic fuel technologies, to
encourage liquid metal fast breeder reactors,
advanced photovoltaic and large wind energy
systems. Candidate nuclear technology demon-
stration projects of this type might be demon-
strating pyroprocessing technology or develop-
ing a modular High Temperature Gas Cooled
reactor. For nuclear power, each technology
demonstration of this type is likely to cost in
excess of $1 billion. We do not recommend that
the government undertake any such large scale
demonstration project of this type at the present
time. Such projects might be justified in the
future, when it becomes clear that there is a
need and economic basis for moving to alterna-
tive systems or, eventually, to a closed fuel cycle.

The second type of "demonstration" project is a
first nuclear project carried out by industry,
whose success would demonstrate to other pri-
vate generators that the risks associated with
nuclear power are manageable and the cost of
new nuclear power is acceptable. Evidently, this
type of demonstration is credible only if the
government is not involved in design and con-
struction or involved in an indirect manner.

Otherwise the project has no "demonstration"
value to practical investors considering future
investments. The purpose of this demonstra-
tion is not to demonstrate a new technology but
rather to demonstrate the cost of practical real-
ization of a technology selected by private
investors.

But a first project bears a risk that subsequent
projects do not bear. Investors in subsequent
projects have the knowledge that the first of a
kind project has been successful (in which case
they proceed with greater confidence) or that it
has failed (in which case they do not proceed).3
Yet, if the plant successfully meets its cost tar-
gets, a large number of additional plants will be
built by the industry, taking advantage of the
resolution of risk accomplished by the first
project were it to proceed.

The initial project backers cannot capture the
value of the information they provide to subse-
quent projects. Clearly there is a value to going
second and a rational reason to share the risk of
the first plant among an entire industry. Such
sharing of risk is a matter of bargaining and dif-
ficult to achieve in practice. So it may well be in
the government's interest to step in to assure
that the demonstration occurs and the uncer-
tainty is resolved. Given the circumstances of
nuclear power today, this government interest
in the demonstration of actual cost is justified,
even when the technology selected is known
and plants have been built in the past (although
at a cost that today would be considered unaf-
fordable). There must, of course, be a credible
basis for believing that technology and industry
practices have changed so that a lower capital
cost outcome is a reasonable possibility. If the
demonstration project results are to be credible
to the private sector, the government's involve-
ment must not be intrusive.

We believe the government should step in and
increase the likelihood of practical demonstration
of nuclear power by providing financial incentive
to first movers.4 We propose a production tax
credit of up to $200 per kWe of the construction
cost of up to ten "first mover" plants. This ben-
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efit might be paid out at 1.7 cents per kWe-hr,
over a year and a half of full-power plant oper-
ation, since the annual value of this production
credit for a 1000 MWe plant operating at 90%
capacity factor is $134 million. The $200 per
kWe government subsidy would provide $200
million for a 1000 MWe nuclear plant, about
10% of the historically-based total construction
cost estimate; accordingly the total outlay for
the program could be up to $2 billion paid out
over several years.

We prefer the production tax credit mechanism
because it offers the greatest incentives for proj-
ects to be completed and because it can be
extended to other carbon free electricity tech-
nologies, for example renewables (such as wind
which currently enjoys a 1.7 cents per kWe-hr
tax credit for ten years) and coal with carbon
capture and sequestration. The credit of 1.7
cents per kWe-hr is equivalent to a credit of $70
per avoided metric ton of carbon if the electric-
ity were to come from coal plants, (or $160
from natural gas plants). Of course the carbon
emission reduction would continue after the
public assistance ended for the plant life (per-
haps 60 years for nuclear). Even with this "first
mover" incentive, private industry may not
choose to proceed with new nuclear plant
investment until some carbon free benefit is
firmly established. If no new nuclear plant is
built, the government will not pay any subsidy
and the production tax credit will remain avail-
able as an incentive to future investment deci-
sions.

These actions address regulatory and startup-
cost issues identified by the nuclear, industry as
barriers to moving forward with a new genera-
tion of commercial nuclear plants. The actions
will be effective in stimulating additional invest-
ments in nuclear generating capacity only if the
industry can live up to its own expectations of
being able to reduce considerably overnight
capital costs for new plants far below historical
experience. With these barriers removed, it is
then up to the industry to demonstrate through
its own investments in new nuclear power
plants, that its cost projections can in fact be

realized in practice, and that nuclear power can
be competitive with fossil-fuel and renewable
energy alternatives.

The government should also continue a vigorous
R&D program for nuclear energy. In this section
we are focused on the measures the government
should take to lower the cost of nuclear power.
An R&D effort focused on lowering the capital
cost and the O&M cost of nuclear power is also
important. But the nuclear R&D effort should
also address a range of other matters: prolifera-
tion resistance, waste management, and fuel
cycle research. The recommended R&D pro-
gram is addressed in Chapter 12.

PRICE-ANDERSON INSURANCE

Originally enacted in 1957, the Price-Anderson
Act establishes a framework defining the terms
and conditions of payments to the public for
damages caused by a nuclear accident. The Act
has been amended several times, with the most
recent major changes reflected in the 1988
amendments.5 The act covers nuclear power
plants, other nuclear facilities, and DOE con-
tractors working on nuclear energy projects.
The Act does not provide payments for the costs
of any damages to a nuclear facility caused by
an accident. We focus here on the provisions for
nuclear power plants.

The Act requires that nuclear power plant
licensees must purchase the maximum amount
of commercial liability insurance available in
the private market at a reasonable price. This is
currently $200 million per plant. In addition, all
nuclear power plant licensees must participate
in what is effectively a joint-insurance pool. In
the case of a nuclear accident whose costs
exceed the first layer of private insurance cover-
age, each nuclear plant is obligated to make pay-
ments of up to $88 million6 to cover any addi-
tional costs up to about $9.3 billion at the pres-
ent time. The compensation provision of both
the first and the second layers of insurance are
"no fault" and not subject to civil liability litiga-
tion. If the cost of a nuclear accident exceeds
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$9.5 billion, there are no further financial obli-
gations placed on the nuclear plant owners.
Since the Price-Anderson Act went into effect,
$202 million has been paid in claims, all of it
from the nuclear insurance pools. The largest
single claim was $70 million in connection with
the Three Mile Island accident.

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of Price
Anderson is the current $9.5 billion limit on the
civil liability of a licensee where the accident has
occurred. Critics argue that this represents a sig-
nificant subsidy to nuclear power. Estimates
vary from about $3.5 million per plant per year
to $30 million per plant per year ($2001).
Critics of Price- Anderson often cite a 1990
study by economists Jeffrey Dubin and Geoffrey
Rothwell that estimated the cost of the subsidy
at about $30 million per year per plant or over
$3 billion per year for the entire industry.7

However, these calculations contain several
errors that are now widely recognized, except
perhaps by those who find it convenient to
argue that Price Anderson represents a large
subsidy. Heyes and Liston-Heyes show that
errors in the original calculation reduce the
level of the "subsidy" by a factor of between four
and ten.8 A subsequent paper by Rothwell
argues that further corrections would reduce
the value of the subsidy by as much as a factor
of one million.9 The correct value of the "sub-
sidy" that would arise from the appropriate
application of these methods is very small.

There have been arguments about whether
Price-Anderson is or is not a "subsidy" to
nuclear power. In some sense it is a subsidy,
since it places a current $9.5 billion limit on the
private liability payment obligations of nuclear
plant licensees. Damages in excess of $9.5 bil-
lion would be absorbed by some combination
of federal, state and local governments and by
the individuals and businesses suffering dam-
ages from the accident. However, it is not at all
obvious that this is the proper comparison.

There is no obligation placed on businesses to
carry full insurance against damages caused by
an accident. Indeed, full insurance would be
quite unusual. While a business would still be
liable for damages in excess of its insurance cov-
erage, any corporation effectively has limited
liability, since a very large accident could exceed
the financial resources of the company, and it
would seek protection under the bankruptcy
laws. So, for example, the collapse of a dam or
the explosion of an oil tanker could cause sub-
stantial damages and these damages could
exceed both the firm's liability insurance cover-
age and the value of the equity in the business.
U.S. law does not require firms generally to
carry any liability insurance, and the limited lia-
bility corporation places a limit on the damages
that any company would pay as a result of an
accident.

From this perspective, Price Anderson requires
nuclear power plant licensees to carry substan-
tial amounts of insurance coverage to provide
compensation to the public in the case of a
nuclear accident. It creates a second layer of
pooled insurance coverage over and above what
is available in the private market, and this insur-
ance pool is feasible only because all licensees
are required to participate in it. Moreover, the
$9.5 billion coverage limit exceeds the equity
values of many companies that operate nuclear
power plants. Absent Price-Anderson, nuclear
plant owners could decide to carry much less
insurance and default to bankruptcy protection
in the case of a catastrophic accident. In the
end, if there were a catastrophic accident, the
Price-Anderson framework may very well cost
the government and damaged parties less than
would be the case without it.

This being said, we would have no objection to
assessing a fee to nuclear plants for the expected fair
actuarial value of this third layer of insurance cover-
age. The estimates appear to suggest a cost of no
higher than about $3 million per year per plant.
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We have suggested five different roles for the
federal government in promoting nuclear ener-
gy; these are:

1. assuring that nuclear energy is considered on
the same basis as other technologies that
reduce carbon emissions;

2. taking steps to reduce regulatory uncertain-
ty;

3. providing partial support for industry proj-
ects that demonstrates the economic com-
petitiveness of nuclear energy;

4. nuclear technology R&D;

5. reauthorizing Price-Andersen nuclear acci-
dent insurance.

This package of government actions is appro-
priate for nuclear technology in its present cir-
cumstances. We stress that our intention is not
to advocate support for nuclear power at the
expense of the other major alternatives -
renewable energy, carbon sequestration, energy
efficiency - that also can reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Of course the appropriate pack-
age of government incentives for each alterna-
tive must be tailored to the particular circum-
stance of that technology. In order to be confi-
dent that at least one option emerges as an
attractive economic choice, the federal govern-
ment should support programs on all these
alternatives.

NOTES

1. We modeled this as a carbon tax in Chapter 5 to show
how alternative carbon emissions valuations would
affect the relative social value of nuclear power.
However, a variety of other policies (e.g., cap and trade)
might be used to internalize the social cost of carbon
emissions.

2. A.D. Ellerman, RL Joskow, and D.A. Harrison, Emissions
Trading in the United States, Pew Center for Global
Climate Change, May 2003.

3. The large uncertain capital cost of a first plant is a critical
barrier to nuclear power.- This uncertainty is one aspect
of"first mover"costs. A simple example illustrates the jus-
tification for government action. Assume that there is a
probability p that the first plant will have a $1500/KWe
overnight cost and a probability (1 -p) that the plant will
have an overnight capital cost of $2500/kWe,

Expected capital cost per kWe = $1500p +$2500(1-p).

For a realistic probability p, a prospective investor may
judge the expected cost of the first plant to be too large
to justify proceeding. If the government pays a portion
of the difference between the two outcomes, (in this
case $1000/kWe), an initial plant will be built and all
future investors will have the benefit of knowing the
answer - either the plant cost $1500/kWe and many
plants will follow, or the plant costs $2500/kWe and no
additional plants will be built.

4. It might be argued that with about 350 GWe of nuclear
generating capacity world wide that the "first- time" costs
are behind us. However, given the long hiatus in con-
struction of new nuclear plants, the retirement of signifi-
cant infrastructure needed to restart the program, the
lack of experience with new licensing regulations, and
the planned use of new reactor designs and construction
management techniques, it is appropriate to think of a
future program as having many of the characteristics of a
new program.We have been building (and subsidizing)
the construction of wind generating technologies for 25
years and prospects for "moving down the learning
curve" still are used to justify continuing subsidies and
other valuable preference for wind generation.

5. The provisions of the Act were extended to December
31,2003 in the consolidated appropriations bill passed
by Congress and signed by the President in early 2003.
A longer extension is included in the House and Senate
energy bills now being considered in Congress.

6. As of 2002.The value of this obligation is indexed to
inflation.

7. J.A. Dubin and G.S. Rothwell,"Subsidy to Nuclear Power
Through Price-Anderson Liability Limit," Contemporary
Policy Issues, p 3, 7 (1990).

8. A. Heyes and C. Liston-Heyes,"Subsidy for Nuclear Power
Through the Price-Anderson Liability Limit," Contemporary
Economic Policy, January 1998, pp. 122-124.

g. Geoffrey Rothwell,"Further Comments on Subsidy to
Nuclear Power through the Price Anderson Liability
Limit," mimeo, August 2001.
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Chapter 11 Recommendations Bearing on Safety,
Waste Management, and Proliferation

SAFETY

Our study has not been able to address each
aspect of concern as thoroughly as deserved.
One example is safety of nuclear operations.
Accordingly, we report here views of our group
that we believe to be sound but that are not
supported by adequate analysis. We have four
observations to make about the safety of
nuclear operations:

O Public and governmental attention is under-
standably focused on reactor accidents
because of Three Mile Island and Chernoybl.
But all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle pres-
ent safety risks, as with other major industri-
al enterprises, and these risks need to be
assessed in an objective and quantitative
fashion, in order to establish standards for
design, construction, and operations.

O There is an important body of informed
technical opinion that believes a nuclear
reactor technology can be made with negligi-
ble possibility of a severe reactor accident.
HTGR reactors are often put forward as an
example, because of the very large heat
capacity of the power plant and the fuel
design.

r3 Reactor safety depends on a strong safety
culture involving management and the
entire work force.

E3 The implied level of risk of serious nuclear
accidents based on the existing level of
worldwide deployment and number of seri-
ous accidents (2) that have been experienced
is about 1 accident per 104 reactor-years of
operation. If nuclear power is to expand to
the mid-century benchmark of our global

growth scenario, and if we assume the pub-
lic's tolerance for nuclear accidents is
unchanged, then the safety level that must be
met should progressively improve by about
one order of magnitude to I accident per 105
reactor-years. Advanced light water reactors
are believed to achieve this improvement.

03 We have given some thought but reached no
conclusion about the regulatory regime that
provides the best incentive for safe operation
of the nuclear enterprise. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regime is
based on prescriptive regulation, accompa-
nied by inspection and enforcement of rules
administered by an independent regulatory
commission governed by strict procedural
rules. Moreover the NRC is asked to address
more than issues of safety, for example pro-
liferation and antitrust concerns. This is not
the only regulatory model that can be imag-
ined. Indeed, the Environmental Protection
Agency and Federal Aviation Administration
each present a very different regulatory
approach.

Aside from technical safety considerations,
the NRC procedures offer a very important
opportunity for public involvement in the
decision making process that' leads to the
decision to operate a nuclear plant. If a dif-
ferent regulatory process is adopted the
interveners who seek a voice in the decision
will not go away. They will demand, and
legitimately so, another avenue to make their
views known. So changing the rules for safe-
ty decisions should not be used as a device
for stifling the legitimate expression of dif-
ferent views about the benefits and costs of
nuclear power.
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In sum, redesign of the nuclear safety regime
must address two separate and important con-
cerns: assuring safety and providing opportuni-
ty for public involvement.

We recommend: The government should, as part
of its near-term R&D program, develop more
fully the capabilities to analyze life-cycle health
and safety impacts offuel cycle facilities and focus
reactor development on options that can achieve
enhanced safety standards and are deployable
within a couple of decades. We propose $50 mil-
lion per year for this purpose.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The management and disposal of high-level
radioactive waste continues to be one of the
primary obstacles to the development of the
nuclear power industry around the world. We
concur with the many independent expert
reviews that have concluded that the geologic
disposal approach is capable of safely isolating
the waste from the biosphere for as long as it
poses significant risks. Successful implementa-
tion of this approach has yet to be demonstrat-
ed, however. Within the next 10-20 years, it is
likely that one or two full-scale high-level waste
repositories will be commissioned in the United
States and elsewhere. Public opposition will
continue to be a major obstacle to repository
siting in many countries, however, and progress
towards establishing operating repositories will
be slow.

For fifteen years, the scientific and technical
focus of the U.S. high-level waste management
program has been directed almost exclusively
on the investigation and development of the
Yucca Mountain site. The focus on Yucca
Mountain will continue as design and licensing
activities gain momentum over the next few
years. The successful commissioning and oper-
ation of Yucca Mountain would be a significant
step towards the secure disposal of nuclear
waste. However, a broader focus for the U.S.
nuclear waste program is needed to provide a
foundation for a possible expansion of the

nuclear power industry in the U.S. and over-
seas.

Our assessment of advanced technical strategies
for waste management and disposal in Chapter
7 led to the following key conclusions:

O3 Replacing the current ad hoc approach to
spent fuel storage with an explicit strategy to
store spent fuel for a period of several
decades, prior to reprocessing and/or geo-
logic disposal, will create additional flexibili-
ty and robustness in the waste management
system and, if organized internationally, can
also provide significant non-proliferation
benefits.

13 We do not believe that a convincing case can
be made, on the basis of waste management
considerations alone, that advanced fuel
cycle schemes featuring waste partitioning
and transmutation will yield long-term ben-
efits that outweigh the attendant short term
risks and costs.

We recognize that future technology devel-
opments could change the balance of costs,
risks, and benefits. But for our basic conclu-
sion to change, not only would the expected
long term risks from geologic repositories
have to be significantly higher than those
indicated in current risk assessments, but the
incremental costs and short-term safety and
environmental risks would have to be great-
ly reduced relative to current expectations
and experience.

E Technical modifications to waste manage-
ment strategies in the once-through fuel
cycle are potentially available that could yield
benefits at least as great as those claimed for
advanced fuel cycles featuring waste parti-
tioning and transmutation, and with fewer
short-term risks and lower costs of develop-
ment and deployment.

In light of these conclusions, we believe that the
following actions would both benefit current
waste management efforts and help to lay the
foundation for a possible future expansion of
the nuclear power industry. First, the U.S.
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Department of Energy should augment its current
focus on Yucca Mountain with a balanced, long-
term waste management R&D program. The
broad goals of this program should be to inves-
tigate and develop waste management and dis-
posal technologies that would offer improved
short and/or long term performance. The pro-
gram should encompass a balanced portfolio of
technologies, including both incremental
improvements to the current mainstream
approach and more far-reaching innovations.
The program should include the characterization
and investigation of alternative engineered barri-
ers and geochemical and hydrological environ-
ments for waste repositories, as well as alterna-
tives to the repository concept itself

Among alternatives to mined repositories, the
deep borehole disposal approach has the poten-
tial to reduce significantly the already low risk
of long-term radiation exposure and merits a
significant research and development program,
with the goal of determining operational, safety,
and regulatory viability within a decade. This
program should investigate methods 'for
detailed site characterization at depth, mecha-
nisms for possible radionuclide transport to the
surface, alternative approaches to monitoring
and retrieval of emplaced material, plugging
and sealing techniques, site suitability criteria,
and overall system optimization. Parallel inves-
tigations by regulatory and standard-setting
bodies should also be undertaken.

The DOE high-level waste R&D program should
be separated organizationally from waste man-
agement operations. A clear organizational sepa-
ration will be necessary to resist pressures to
narrow the scope of the R&D program. A stable
source of funding will also be essential to the
success of the R&D program.

The tenth of a cent per kilowatt hour waste man-
agement fee should be re-evaluated with a view to
creating economic incentives for waste genera-
tors and others to develop and implement tech-
nologies that would reduce the risks and/or
costs of waste disposal while ensuring the finan-

cial viability of the overall waste management
program.

A period of many decades of interim spent fuel
storage should be incorporated into the design of
the waste management system as an integral part
of the system architecture. A network of central-
ized facilities for storing spent fuel for several
decades should be established in the U.S. and
internationally.

The U.S. should actively pursue closer interna-
tional coordination of standards and regulations
for waste transportation, storage and disposal.

PROLIFERATION

The nonproliferation concerns associated with
the global growth scenario discussed in Chapter
8 call for an international response that:

E3 strengthens the institutional underpinnings
of the safeguards regime now, preparatory to
a period of expanded nuclear power deploy-
ment; and

13 guides nuclear fuel cycle development in
ways that reinforce shared nonproliferation
objectives.

Strengthening international norms for fuel cycle
fissile material security and facility monitoring

The IAEA, functioning under the United
Nations, is the key organization for implement-
ing the international safeguards regime among
NPT signatories. It also has the role of promot-
er of peaceful uses of atomic energy. The IAEA
has built a foundation of bilateral safeguards
agreements that, in effect, codify a compromise
between national sovereignty, with respect to
fuel cycle facility reporting and inspection, in
the interests of an international regime that
diminishes the threat of nuclear proliferation
and provides access to civilian nuclear technol-
ogy. Several steps to strengthen this regime
should be pursued promptly:
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1. The IAEA should focus overwhelmingly on
safety and safeguards, for which it is uniquely
positioned by reason of its bilateral agree-
ments and U.N. affiliation. This is consistent
with the spirit of separating regulatory/secu-
rity functions and nuclear power develop-
ment, as has been done in the United States
and many other countries. The process
already initiated for strengthening physical
protection standards needs to be accelerated.

Inspection resources should be allocated by a
risk-based approach and in turn, the indus-
trialized nations should increase their finan-
cial support for the safeguards function.

The U.N. Security Council should develop
guidelines for multilateral sanctions in the
event of serious violations of safeguards
agreements.

2. The IAEA needs the authority to carry out
inspections beyond declared facilities, spurred
by information developed by or reported to
the agency. The restriction of inspections to
declared facilities will undermine confidence
in the global growth scenario. Thus, the
Additional Protocol of the IAEA needs to be
implemented uniformly across non-weapons
states.

3. Greater attention should be placed on the pro-
liferation risks of the front end of the fuel cycle.
While we have emphasized the back end of
the fuel cycle as a potential source of
weapons-usable plutonium, the front end
also deserves attention, especially in the con-
text of undeclared facilities. Clandestine ura-
nium enrichment programs, as have
appeared in Iraq, Iran, North Korea and else-
where, may present a dramatically increasing
threat. Uneconomic technologies may in
some cases be utilized for *"batch scale"
enrichment sufficient to produce HEU for a
small number of nuclear weapons.

For commercial scale enrichment, the eco-
nomic choice today lies with centrifuges.
Centrifuge design information was not ade-
quately controlled in the past, so further dif-
fusion of the technology requires tracking
and transfer constraints on the specialized

materials and components used to build cen-
trifuges. This has proved to be difficult.
There are also nonproliferation risks associ-
ated with both older technologies (gaseous
diffusion, electromagnetic separators) that
have been used on a significant scale and
newer technologies (laser separation, chemi-
cal exchange) that have not yet gone beyond
bench/prototype scale. Some of these tech-
nologies have very small "footprints" for
tracking, detection, and control and may rely
on many increasingly ubiquitous dual-use
technologies.

A concerted effort should be devoted to
ongoing evaluation of isotope separation
technologies, development of associated con-
trol mechanisms, and appropriate informa-
tion sharing with the IAEA. Specifically the
U.S. and other industrialized nations should
strengthen intelligence collection and dual-
use export control regimes with respect to
isotope separation technology.

4. The IAEA safeguards framework should
move from an approach based on account-
ing/reporting and periodic inspection to an
approach based on continuous surveillance/-
containment/security. This is crucial for
PUREX/MOX fuel cycle facilities. For exam-
ple, the Rokkasho PUREX plant nearing
completion in Japan will process 800 tonnes
of material annually, separating plutonium
in amounts where accounting uncertainties
will easily exceed a significant quantity (8
kg). An effective safeguard system should be
integrated in the plant and process design,
with a "real time" measurement/communica-
tions system. This system should be bench-
marked by use of modeling/simulation for
the process flows. Such a safeguards para-
digm goes well beyond that currently fol-
lowed by the agency, including the require-
ment for extensive information sharing.

Additional important measures needed to
safeguard the fuel cycle are highlighted by the
PUREX/MOX case. Secure transportation of
separated plutonium from separations to
fuel fabrication plants is a concern to all
nations, irrespective of the transportation
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route. A design basis threat, appropriate to
the increasing capabilities of terrorist or
criminal organizations with international
reach._ needs to _be adopted and reliably
implemented (this is currently only recom-
mended by the IAEA). A broader set of IAEA
standards for physical protection, associated
with appropriate inspections, should be
institutionalized and become part of an
enforcement mandate.

Facilities should be co-located to eliminate
vulnerable transportation links and to
reduce separated plutonium inventories to
the minimum needed for fuel cycle opera-
tion. The accumulated Pu inventory of 200
tonnes should be recognized as an important
shortcoming of current fuel cycle operation,
and reduction to minimum working inven-
tories should be a near term priority, includ-
ing for the weapons states.

Internationally supervised, integrated fuel
cycle facilities are amenable to implementa-
tion of. continuous surveillance/contain-
ment/security and should be encouraged
where appropriate. In the near term, creation
of international spent fuel storage facilities
should be pursued, with no reprocessing
allowed, at least until final disposition is
resolved. For the longer term, internationally
monitored fuel cycle centers could be the
locus for advanced actinide recycling, should
it prove attractive.

Fuel cycle analysis, research, develop-
ment, and demonstration (ARD&,D) must
characterize and explore measures to
minimize proliferation risks

Our global growth scenario envisions an open
fuel cycle architecture at least until mid-centu-
ry, with the advanced closed fuel cycles possibly
deployed later and then only if significant
improvements can be demonstrated. The prin-
cipal driver for this conclusion is the clear eco-
nomic advantage of the open fuel cycle, with
proliferation resistance an important additional
feature.

The PUREX/MOX fuel cycle remains a particu-
larly poor choice since it costs more, produces
weapons-usable separated plutonium in normal
operations, and has unimpressive benefits with
respect to uranium resource extension (for at
least fifty years) and waste management.
Nevertheless, several countries have made a
substantial commitment to this fuel cycle over
the past quarter century. Accordingly, advanced
fuel cycle development will continue to be of
interest to a number of countries and a subject
of discussion for international collaboration.

The ARD&D program advanced later in
Chapter 12 takes into account the need to
reduce proliferation risks at every stage of the
growth and evolution of nuclear power around
the world. International analysis and research.
on advanced fuel cycles should focus only on
technology pathways that do not produce
weapons usable material during operation (for
example, by leaving some uranium, fission
products and/or minor actinides with the recy-
cled plutonium, which in turn can achieve very
high burnup to degrade the plutonium iso-
topics).

There are advanced fuel cycle combinations of
reactor, fuel form, and separations technology
that satisfy these conditions and, with appropri-
ate stringent institutional arrangements, can
have significantly better proliferation resistance
than the PUREX/MOX fuel cycle - and perhaps
approaching that of the open fuel cycle. In that
light, the PUREX/MOX fuel cycle should be rec-
ognized as not being on the technology pathway
to such advanced fuel cycles, and thus not a
focus for further development or deployment.

The United States is engaged in the still relative-
ly early stages of an international collaboration,
called the Generation IV Forum, mapping out
an R&D agenda for advanced reactors and per-
haps, eventually, fuel cycles. The nuclear non-
proliferation offices in the Department of
Energy, Department of State, and National
Security Council should play a much more
active role along with the DOE Office of
Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology in
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guiding U.S. participation and leadership in
Generation IV and especially in an internation-
al advanced fuel cycle initiative. We stress that
such collaborative R&D can inadvertently facil-
itate proliferation through transfer of know-
how and requirements for new nuclear infra-
structure.

The recommendations put forward on nonpro-
liferation represent a considerable change in the
way of "doing business" under the NPT regime.
The underlying basis of the NPT/Atoms for
Peace framework and treaty structure is to per-
mit all countries to have access to nuclear elec-
tricity production benefits and to support
nuclear technologies, while implementing IAEA
safeguards agreements to avoid the prolifera-
tion risk of supporting fuel cycle facilities (both
enrichment and reprocessing) that can produce
weapons-usable material. Commercial nuclear
reactors are not intrinsically a proliferation risk.

We suggest a new approach that retains this
framework and is based on technical assessment
of risk, but politically non-discriminatory. This
approach centers on classifying states as "privi-
leged" of nuclear reactors or as "fuel cycle states"'
Declared "privileged states" would operate
nuclear reactors according to their internal eco-
nomic decisions about nuclear power versus
alternatives, with international support for reac-
tor construction, operational training and tech-
nical assistance, lifetime fresh fuel, and removal
of spent fuel. Privileged states would not be eli-
gible for fuel cycle assistance (enrichment, fuel
fabrication, reprocessing). Thus "privileged"
states would be low risk for proliferation and
would gain several benefits: absence of intrusive
safeguards and inspections, relief from expen-
sive fuel cycle infrastructure development costs,
and in particular elimination of nuclear spent
fuel/waste management challenges. This
approach is feasible under our global growth
scenario - for example, in the balanced fast
reactor/closed fuel cycle analyzed in Chapter 4,
55% of the reactors are once-through thermal
reactors suitable for deployment in "privileged"
states with their spent fuel sent to "fuel cycle"
states for separation and transmutation.

On the other hand, the "fuel cycle states" would
be subject to a new level of safeguards and secu-
rity requirements, along the line of those rec-
ommended above. Both groups of states would
be subject to the Additional Protocol with
respect to undeclared facilities. Such an
arrangement is a technology- and risk-based
approach in the spirit of Article IV of the NPT,
offering considerable benefits for those who
restrict their nuclear activities while benefiting
from nuclear power1. In addition, a stringent
sanctions regime under the United Nations
Security Council would be put in place for vio-
lations of the nonproliferation regime, and
more stringent restrictions placed on those who
choose to be outside the framework.

Clearly this new risk based approach is one that
would take many years to formulate in detail
and negotiate. Its very difficulty - an enhanced
safeguards regime, international spent fuel
management, stringent sanctions - highlights
its importance for the global growth scenario.
The new approach is most easily advanced
while the once-through fuel cycle dominates
and before nuclear power experiences dramatic
growth in capacity and in geographical distri-
bution.

A strengthened nonproliferation regime is a
necessary condition for responsibly expanding
nuclear power globally on a significant scale. We
recommend the U.S. government actively pursue
the technical risk based approach to strengthening
the non-proliferation regime outlined above.

NOTE

1. Many of these elements (fresh fuel supply, spent fuel
return, reactor construction assistance, Additional
Protocol) have been discussed intensively over several
years between the United States and Russia as a means
of resolving differences with respect to Russian-Iran
nuclear cooperation.
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Chapter 12 - Recommended Analysis, Research,
Development, and Demonstration (ARD&D) Program

The government R&D program should support
technology required for the global growth sce-
nario. The R&D activity should include diverse
activities that balance risk of failure to achieve
desired technical advances and the time that
such technical advances are needed.
Accordingly, the highest priority in fuel cycle
ARD&D, deserving first call on available funds,
lies with efforts that enable, for both technical and
public acceptance reasons, robust deployment of
the open, once-through fuel cycle.

We give priority to two tasks that are not
presently part of the DOE program:

First, we call for a global uranium resource eval-
uation program to include geological explo-
ration studies to determine with greater confi-
dence the uranium resource base around the
world. Our global growth scenario and technol-
ogy plan are based on the judgment that natu-
ral uranium ore is available at reasonable prices
to support the open cycle at least until late in
the century. We propose $50 million per year
for this purpose.

Second, we have been struck throughout our
study about the absence of models and simula-
tion that permit quantitative trade-off analysis
between different reactor and fuel cycle choices.
The analysis we have seen is based on point
designs and does not incorporate information
about the cost and performance of real nuclear
facility operations. Such modeling and analysis,
under a wide variety of scenarios, will be useful
to the industry and investors, and to interna-
tional discussions that take place about the
desirability of different fuel cycle paths. Every
industry in the United States develops basic

analytical models and tools, such as spread-
sheets, that allow firms, investors, policy mak-
ers, and regulators to understand how changes
in the parameters of a process will affect the
performance and cost of that process. Changes
in one feature of a design for the sake of, say,
safety may affect other aspects of the design, the
overall performance of the system, and the cost
of operation. U.S. industries, for example, the
chemical processing and commercial aircraft
industries, have developed complex analytical
models based on extensive engineering and
economic information for the purpose of eval-
uation of alternative courses of action. The
DOE nuclear R&D program seems focused on
providing information about the operation of a
single process, set up in one way. While this
program produces knowledge, it does not allow
for transferring information to new, related sit-
uations and thus provides no foundation for
the accumulation of information about how
variations in the operation of plants and other
parts of the fuel cycle affect costs, safety, waste,
and proliferation resistant characteristics.

We call on DOE, perhaps in collaboration with
other countries, to establish a major project for
the modeling, analysis, and simulation of com-
mercial nuclear energy systems. Evidently, the
models and analysis should be based on real
engineering data, wherever possible, and practi-
cal experience. The project should support
assessment of reactor concepts and fuel cycles,
and acquisition of engineering data on princi-
pal technology questions associated with the
design of these concepts. This project is techni-
cally demanding and will require many years
and considerable resources to carry out success-
fully. To have coherence, the project should
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have a single program plan and several per-
formers who bring differing ideas and experi-
ence to the effort. The project should not be
given to a single DOE lab or divided into equal
shares for all interested DOE labs. We propose
$100 million per year for ten years for this pur-
pose.

We believe that development of advanced
nuclear technologies - either advanced reac-
tors' or advanced fuel cycles 2 - should await
the results of the Nuclear System Modeling
Project we have proposed, (with the exception of
advanced design LWRs or R&D on the HTGR,
as discussed below). Our analysis makes clear
that there is ample time to compile the neces-
sary engineering and economic analysis before
undertaking expensive development programs,
even if the project should take a decade to com-
plete. A development and demonstration pro-
gram on advanced fuel cycles and advanced
reactors is simply not justified on the basis of
cost, the unproven safety and waste properties
of a closed cycle compared to the open cycle,
and proliferation risk. Since deployment of the
advanced alternatives is quite far off, efforts
should focus on analysis and basic research
only, as opposed to development and demon-
stration, for a considerable period. Costly devel-
opment projects too far in advance of any cred-
ible deployment opportunity can be counter-
productive both for optimizing the technology
and for supporting the global growth scenario.

On the other hand, we support modest labora-
tory scale research and analysis on new separa-
tion methods with the objective to learn about
separation methods that are less costly and
more proliferation resistant. There has been lit-
tle exploration in the United States of alterna-
tives to PUREX and pyro-processing since their
invention decades ago with entirely different
purposes in mind: obtaining weapons usable
material and reprocessing metal fuel, respec-
tively. We note however that there is consider-
able skepticism for even this modest approach,
because some see any U.S. work on reprocessing
sending the wrong signal to other nations about
the credibility of our expressed attitude toward

the proliferation risks of reprocessing, and the
concern that DOE will move from analysis and
research to development before the technical
basis for such action has been developed. We
propose that this program begin at a modest
scale, reaching $10 million per year in about five
years.

The project's research and analysis effort should
stress low cost, safety, and technology pathways
that do not produce weapons usable material
during operation (for example, by leaving some
uranium, fission products and/or minor
actinides with the recycled plutonium, which in
turn can achieve very high burnup). There are
advanced closed fuel cycle concepts 3 of combi-
nations of reactor, fuel form, and separations
technology that satisfy these conditions and,
with appropriate institutional arrangements,
can have proliferation resistance approaching
that of the open fuel cycle.

Third, the DOE should, in parallel with the
Nuclear System Modeling Project, support
R&D on advanced design LWRs and on devel-
opment of the HTGR that will operate in the
open fuel cycle. LWRs will be the main reactor
type in a mid-century scenario. The DOE
should focus LWR R&D efforts on reducing the
capital and operating costs of these reactors,
moving to higher burnup fuel, and assuring
achievement of improved safety standards. We
believe that this program should begin at level
of $50 million per year.

The HTGR has certain potential unique safety
characteristics and, because of its high efficien-
cy compared to LWRs, the HTGR will use less
uranium resource and produce less fission
products and actinides than other thermal reac-
tors that produce the same amount of electrici-
ty. In addition, the HTGR may have some pro-
liferation resistance advantage, because of the
greater difficulty of processing its pellet fuel,
although this is, as yet, unproven. The modular
nature of the HTGR, with plants designed in the
110 to 300 MWe range, can be a significant
advantage for deployment, especially in devel-
oping countries using the once-through fuel
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cycle. However, past operating experience with
HTGR plants, at Peachbottom, at Fort St. Vrain,
and in Germany is mixed and there is no reli-
able basis on which to estimate the economics
of HTGR plants relative to LWR plants.

We believe the potential advantages of the
HTGR justify DOE's support for research and
limited development activity, for example
measurement and characterization of fuel form
behavior and confirmation of performance
characteristics of gas power conversion compo-
nents and suggest a R&D program for this pur-
pose at a level of $30 million per year. The focus
should be on moving to the stage where the
HTGR can be demonstrated as a potential
major contributor for electricity production in
the global growth scenario. History suggests a
demonstration plant built by the DOE on a
DOE facility will not serve to establish the cost
of electricity with credibility for investors.
Instead, "first mover" assistance to the private
sector would be more effective, if further R&D
indicates that the HTGR is attractive for elec-
tricity production. Establishing the cost of
building and operating an HTGR for electricity
production is an important milestone for gaug-
ing its competitiveness for any application.

The DOE is considering the very high tempera-
ture gas reactor (VHTGR) for the purpose of
hydrogen production by thermal cracking of
water. Moving to very high temperatures will
open up the need for still more R&D. With
respect to hydrogen production, a major uncer-
tainty lies with the chemical process of thermal
cracking of water on an industrial scale and not
with the production of high temperature steam,
whether from a VHTGR, or any other source.

The fourth area that calls for a significant and
redirected ARD&D program is waste manage-
ment. We have emphasized that the DOE waste
program has been singularly focused for the
past several years on the Yucca Mountain proj-

ect. As a result much analysis and R&D needed
to enable the mid- century scenario has not
been undertaken. As discussed in Chapter 11,
DOE must broaden its waste R&D effort, or it
runs the risk of being unable to rigorously
defend its choices for waste disposal sites.
Several important programs are required.
Characterization of waste forms and engineered
barriers, followed by development and testing
of engineered barrier systems, is needed. We
believe deep boreholes, as an alternative to
mined repositories should be aggressively pur-
sued. Reliance on central spent fuel storage
facilities will require engineering and develop-
ment activities on. casks, facility design, and
transportation.

There is opportunity for international coopera-
tion in this ARD&D program on safety, waste,
and the Nuclear System Modeling Project. A
particularly pertinent effort is the development,
deployment, and operation of a world wide
materials protection, control, and accounting
tracking system. Cooperation on fuel cycle
research will be more sensitive because, as we
have stressed, the PUREX/MOX fuel cycle that
is currently being pursued in France, Russia,
and Japan is not, in our view, on the technology
pathway to any future desirable closed fuel
cycle. Thus, this international collaboration
calls for a new international organization for
the collaborative research, one that develops
and enforces strict guidelines for participation.
There currently is no suitable international
organization for this task. A possible approach
lies with the G-8 as a guiding body. The G-8 has
already formed an umbrella structure for deal-
ing with nuclear materials security - the G-8
Global Partnership Against the Spread of
Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction
created at the 2002 summit in Canada.

The recommended program is summarized in
Table 12.1 with a suggested budget for each cat-
egory.
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Table 12.1 Recommended Federal Analysis, Research, Development, and Demonstration Program (ARD&D) by Priority
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The study of Generation IV reactor concepts would, of
course, be part of the assessment project we propose.
Government support for reactor development, however,
should not be contemplated until after conclusion of
the project.

2. The DOE's Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative calls for the
development today of two pilot separation facilities,
UREX (a PUREX derivative) and PYROX (an electrometal-
lurgical method), of about 20MTHM/yr capacity in order
to make a decision by the year 2007 on a 2000 MTHM/yr
plant that would initially operate in 2015. We disagree
with the assumptions on which this program is based, in

particular that a separation and transmutation approach
is needed before Yucca Mountain runs out of its nominal
capacity for waste disposal, and that the advanced fuel
cycle path will be politically more acceptable, despite its
much higher cost, unproved safety and waste proper-
ties, and appreciable proliferation risks.

3. There are many reactor concepts. With clear criteria
regarding cost, waste, safety, and proliferation resistance,
promising concepts are sure to emerge. We mention
only two: extremely high burn-up LWRs that can per-
form a good deal of transmutation in the core, and
breed and burn fast reactors that never reprocess.
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nriched uranium
Uranium enrichecd"in the U-235 isotope

nrichment
Separations process that increases the. concentration of
particular.isotopes, such as that of U-235 in natural:.

N uranjumN, " -
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Fuel fabrication s Ohcethroughi fuel cycle.
Manufacture, procesig, and assembly of fuel elemernts Fuel used in only one cycle, and there is no reprocess ing
:for reactors.

Passive systems
Fast reactor', Use of' stored ener gy, e.g,, gravity, instead of emergency

Reactor designed for criticality and operation by fast.' diesels<
neutrons'. . * ' 4

Fastreacor rcyci 4, Price-Anderson act,<<
Fast eactr reycleGoverniment-backed insurance for nuclear power. plants

Reprocessing :and recycle of fast r~eactor fuel, for breeding~

-fuel or: othe purposes Probabilistic risk asessment.
Fertle ueL. 4  .Analysis of reactor accident frequency

4Capable of conversion to a fissile material. . 'Proiferaton ~ ;~ j

Fistmover weapons< /,

First entity to undertakce new Usen ofoprocessesoor
Pyro-processintg j

Fissile fuel ~~A high temperature electro-chemnical eatiwrcs
Capable of fission, e.g., U-233, U 235, Pu-239 for spent fuel. <

(and higher odd isotopes) 4 I.
Radioactivity

fromio prouct Emission of alpha or beta particles, or4 gamlma rays from

Elements resulting frmfission~ 44 , substances by raiacieea

Underground-storage ofsetfe nlrreprocessiing,,_ Radioactive substance health hazard
waste>4 <4 ',,444 4 . 4 4

4 4 ~~~,t Reactor,"" -4<<~4
Gigawatt 44Devic utihzingnuclear chain reaction forpower-

One billion watts productionN, 4~ ~

Heat rate Reactor core .

See BTU/kWhr below 4 /Assembly of fuel elements in a reactor vessel for,
sutinn a4 c.hain5i~l~ reactionanpoe production

Hihlevel wasteN 4chi , anpoe
,.Spent fuiel or4 reprocessing waste containing fission Reactor vessel head<'.

products Top end clour ofarecorvssl

La Hague4 4' <44444444 4<4 44 Reactor-years 4

French Reprocessing Plant ~ 4YMeasure of'reactor experience., 4 44.4 4

Large early release 4 Reprocessingý 4

Major release of radioactivity from reactor containment' Processing of spent fuiel to, recover its fissile material
after a reactor accident <~ 4 4

Megawatt<4 Central region of a fast reactor core proidng owr and.

On ilo at.neutrons,.. -

Mining and milling. 44 «4- Severe accident' 44 <

Preparation of natural uranuum A reactor accident in which fission products and,*
actnies ecafpe from the reactor primary, system

Moderator4 44<4 14 - '444

Substance causing-slowing down of fast neutrons by,. Site banking4 . - 4 4

collision, necessary for thermal reactors - Obtaining regulatory approval of nuclear plant site
- i~before cnstrucrtionn

: 4: ! 44 •: ? : • , ::i• : ,~ •: : : : ::! : :: : : :! 4 / 4 4 - -$ 1 <4• : . :::• , , : :: • : : :: • 4<4i• . :-4: / :4i:• i,:i !i::

-. . • : " -, -.. 4:.•: .. 4. • . • ""i:' : . . . " : .:) •: . :,. .-.. .-. • .... .4. • 4.4:. " . . : . ' . : . . 7 . ? . ':. .4 ' :i' :::: ) ... •
Fu 4fb k to ... : -i.i•i. :i. .,•:. .:~:.:. : ..- " 4. 4.. 4. - 4.:..l::i?~iO c t r ug u lo d e :. ? ?.•:•:• i ::. .: ?::i:.: 4 4•:•: :;!( • ::.::I.L:

4 4

4 4

4 -4 .4

444 ~4Q

44 .44

4 -4

4<

44 4 4 .4

-4 4 41
4 44 N I

4444 .4 4
4 4-4

4 4 .4

44~-4 4*444

44 4. 44 4

44 ,~ 1

'A

4-4

; : !

4.4< : :'l
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, Spent fuel
Fuel removed from reactors at end of its useful life;.

.typically stored in water pools for cooling for -10 years
or more K

Spent fuel dry storage :
Stored after - 10 years in shielded concrete casks

Thermal efficienrcy
Plant- net electrical output divided by thermal input

Thermal reactor
Reactor designed forcritclity and operation byr thermal

'(low speed) neutrons,

Thermal reactor recycles
Reprocessing and recycle of Plutonium (andUraniurmn)
in thermal reactors

Thorium fuel cycle
A cycle in which fertile Th-232 is converted to fissile
U-233K ,

Tonne.
Metric ton -- 1,000 kilograms

Waste partitioning
a>Separation of fission products and actinides in spent fuel

Waste transmutation
Reactor. transmutation of long-lived fissioni produc~ts or
actfinides to stab le elements or those that are less
radiotoxic.

ABBREVIATIONS AND UNITS

Analysis, research, development, and demnsbtration

BTU

Brifs wTherma bynit, ije., heat required to increase I lb.
ofwae b degree Fahrenheit

BTU/kWhr
BTUs of thermal input rKequired to produce. I kilowa tt-ý
hour of electricity

a BWR . .* a

Boiling Water -Reactor a direct cycle LWR

CANIJ .

Canadian deuterium-niatural uranium reactor

CCGT
Comnbined cycle gas turbine

CDF'
Core danmage frequency

Cents/k We-hr
JK Cost of electricity per kilowatt-houry

CO, 
>

- Carbon dioxide

COL K

U. S. NRC Combined Operation License

K$/kgK

Natural uranium ore cost

$K /kWeK
SGenerating plant capital cost unit,

S/MMBTU
Fuel cost unit -dollars per million BTUa

$/ton carbon K

4 >Carbon tax rate on fuel combustion,

DOT> -

U. S.> Department of Transportation K

EIA~ K

Energy Information Administration, a part of U. S. DOE

K) U. S. Environmental Protectioni AgenicyJ KK

KEPPA K

MIT Emissionsa prediction, and policy analysis projecta..

EPRI
i Electric Power Research Inst~itute:

FP
Fission productsK

GenlIV
K International ad~vanced reactor study underway at DOE

K Gas cooled fast reactor

GHG K

Greenhouse gas

GWd
Gigawatt days of thermal energy production

GWe
Gigawatts (1000 megawatt) electric capIacity
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HDI
United Nations Human Development Index .

HEUK
Highly enriched (in U-235 isotope) uraniium.

HLW level waste, either in spent fu.el, or reprocessing

waste

HTGR >a44

High temperature gas cooled reactor4

IAEAk~~4444K~
Internsational Atomic Energy Agencyr' j7

,.INPO., ,

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, funded by nuclear
~plant operators for inmprovement of operationis;2

kWe-hr
Kilowatt-hour of electricity K

LER2 K

Large early release of radioactivity fromf reactor, contain-
mernt after an accident 4

4 Liquid metal fast breeder reactor 4

LWR ,

Light water reactor, the major power pla7nt type in service

MA4  4

Minor, actiides, isotopes heavier that Uranium created.
in reactors, except for plutoniumK

MOX~4,K KI'4444

4 Mixed (Uranium and Plutoniumn) oxide fuel K

MMBJU .4 K

KMillion British thermal units

MPC&A 4

Fissile materials, prod~uction, control, and accouintability

MSR<4 .4/ K

SMolteni salt reactor 4

4Metric tons,4 4

MT/yr, ~ K

4Metric tons per year4 4

4*

.4:1:.

:1'

V

MTIHMK os. ta ev ea
K/4Metric tosiiil ev ea (Uranium or Plutonium)

4MWeK
Mega (million) watts electric capacity

NEA
Nuclear Energy Agency, under the OECD

NOX4 , 4..

Np-237 4....K4 :,'~
Neptunium-2371' 4*~.; .. . .'4 K44

NPT
Nuiclear NonproliferationiTreaty'

NSPS
New source performance standards 4 K

SOECD>
44Organization for Economic Co-operation and4
Develbpmentý.., ..x..,.ý'§: ,

'O&Mcostý , , 44T 4

Cost of plant operation and maintenance4 44

PRA4  <

Probabilistic risk assessment 4444K K

PUREX:
'Original chemical separation process yielding Plutonium

PWR444 4

Pressurized water reactor, an indirect cycle LWR

PU-239 K44444 4

444Plutonium 239 isotope, a preferred weapons material

Research and development44.4 4

RO&D 444 44

4 4Research, developmenit, and demonstration.

SCWR 4  4 4

444 Supercritical water reactor

so, 4 4 ~ 4

Sulfur, dioxide 44 ~ K ;4 4

4Th>4 44

Thorium. Th-232 is fertile, and can be converted to~
fissile U-233 in a reactor

4 'K

44

4 44444 4 4

4 1

K 44,~

K 4 K

4 4 4

444 4

4 4 4

44K 44

44 4

44 .4 4

4 "C

44

44 4 4~4C
44

44 C
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TMI 2
Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear plant

TRU<>'
Transuranicelements, being those having an atomic
number higher- than uranium

TVA' ' "

Tennessee Valley Authority

U-235
Uranium isotope that is least abundant, and fissile/a• .

prfefrred weapons material capacity . .

U-238N
Uranium isoitope that is most abundant

uox >

KUranium oxidd
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UREX
Separations process for recover• of uranium from spent

fuel 4 44

U.S.DOE . " :4.

U. S. Department of Energy 4

U.S.NRC
U. S. Nuclear.N egulatory Commission

YMES ~
Yucca: Mountain' equivalents, referring to fuel storage
capacity 4

WANO , -A'

World. Association of Nuclear Operators, a world-wide,
owners group for improvement of operations . .4
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Ap pend ix Chap ter 1 -...... Nuclear Fuel, Cy cle Pri~me
" . "4q : : • • • . . . '. . . . - . 44". . : , , . : ! . " : .. 4 . "."'.
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This is a Primer to aid understanding of the nuclear fuel cycle. It is intended ,to~ explain
in layman's terms basic i~deas. and processes th~at underlie nuclear? power. generation;4
avoiding rigorous discussion of physics and engineerinig.. The bbli'4 '  ph roie
references for those who wishi to dig deeper into the sb ets. Cl ruapinsoh` povidear
fuel cycle quantities are 'explained in detail in the Chapter. 4 Appendii Fuel' Cycle
Calculations.. 4

: 4. : . : ... • .:? .. : . . • : : .. i .;... .• : ': .: . • . . J .. o.4..: .. .:. : .. • " :. :."" :' . . ' '•?. ;" . .4 : • . .

The nuclear fuel cycle consists of the steps required to produce nucleaii~power, indlud-
ing the input of fissile material, the processes that convert raw material to useful forms,
the outputs of energy, and the treatment4 and/or disposition of spent fe n aiu
waste streams. The steps appear schema tically in Figure A-1.1. -
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rigure k-,1.1 .Uel yle agram :

Uranium ore input Natural uranium Enriched ura

Mi48ng an : )0 <nrichm . Fen,:."• , •. •• • .. .. . •' 2•,Mill.in..g:. .'

nium New fuel elements4  Electrical output
: :. :.:.: , : . .. 4:" : .. " 4:! : .. 4.. : " .: . . : "

Mine tailings
• . 4.. : ., 4:.. . : .4

Enrichment tailings

• Once-through ABCDE .. :.-)

Recycle ABCDFC .....11

4 4 44 '' 4 4 Reprocessing waste.

-We w discuss the'three main nuclear fuel cycles in the Prer: 1)the On ce-through
" Cycle fueled by enriched uranium, 2) Therima Reactor Recycle, and. 2) Fast Reactor

'4 ' 4i 4 Recyde.We expla]fthese teirms as we come to them in the Primer. There are other pos-
sible fuel. cycle's buiit these three are the main ones developed to date.
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THE NUCLEAR REACTOR~

At the heartof the nuclear fuel cycle ist.he nuclear reacor that generates energy through.
[ the fission,• 6r splitting,;of uraniumand plutonium isotopes (Note: isotopes of •neliiement,

such as'uraniurni have different masses'andas a consequence, virtually identical chemistry
qbut i qte different physica• behavior)., The. fissfon process. is .caused' by. neutrons n the

reactor, coreý and both, liberates 'considerable energy and. produces more neutrons. The
energy released~ is 1 million watt-days' per gram of U-2'35 that undergoes fission, 'equiva-
le'nt.to 2.5 million times the energy released in burning one gram of coal. The produced
neutrons can in, turn yield additional fission eventsproducinga chain reacti'on that-sus.
tains energy production. The•probability for a neutron to cause.a fissionis' very high for"
certain isotopes.(in particular, U-235 iad Pij239) when the neutrons are sl6wed-down, or.
.moderated, with respe•t to the relatively high 'energy they, possess when produced by• fis .,
sion.. In allight water reactor (LWR), the moderation is accomplished rapidl• by"collisioni
of the neutrons iwith hydrogen nuclei (protons) in thewavter molecule.

Naturally occurring uraniumrcontains only.0.7% U-235. The rest is U-238, which does not I
experience fissionwith slow neutrons. hInlight water reactors, the fractionof{ U-235 must
be .increased. thrugh enrichment, typically into the 3-5% range in order td. sustain, the
....chain. reactionnudclear weapons, by contrast, thee enrichment- lel.is generally greater

than:90%."

Although the. U-238 in the fuel does not contribute directly• to energy production with
slow neutrons, it does sometimes capture a slow neuron, e dgto production of Pu-239,
which doesicontribute to energy productin, Indeaeda. significant part of the energy pro-
d.:::.h puced.i. pil>operation o •,a L'A:R comes from fissi-onof•te Pu-239 produced.earli.
er in the fuel radiation..The s.:s edlp 'ad losed .J.e cycle differ in' thatthe for-
mrer dispo~ses of' the-Pu-bearing spent~ fuel',while the latter captures the U and P nry

.realtr uel iiraitdfel by chemical sep~aration from the fission i'products and' recycle into'-

Tfie.fission process results in nuclear fragments that generate considerable heat and
radioactivity in the spent fuel .for a considerable time. These fission -products dominate the
nucleavwaste:problem during th.efirst century, or so. Other nuclear waste. components.
t .hatsAignificantlyminfluence fuel cycle :discussions are elemnents heavier than . uranium:Many
of theseiare present.in::small amounts but, because of long lifetime, play a dominant role
after a few hundred years:in the .residu i.radiotoxicity. A prime motivation for closed fuel
cy .cles is removal of these: very, heavy elements.

THE ONCE-THROUGH CYCLE

The. O'nce.-through :Cycle is the simplest. It appears as ABCDE in Figure A-1.1 of the Fuel
Cycle.Calculation* Pimier. It requ ite uranium ore as input, mnilluing and purifi'cation of nat-
ural .u€irium. conversion of. the 'uranium to a. chemical, f.o• suitable for enrichment,
enrichmnent of the UP' isotope', fuel fabrication, loading'. of uranium fuel assemblies in a
reactor, and then reactor operation. At the en'd'of useful life:; spent fuel is removed from -

the reactor, 'stored. in a po.ol,' of' wat'er for cooling, and' shielding, of. radioaictivity, then
removed and placed, in air-cooled~ casks 'at reactor sites. for inerm stoag,adfinally

A

C
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4 iiii removed to geologic waste storage, as in the plan for Y• cca Mountain in Nevada. Long-
term isolation•and:heat removal from spent fuel is necessary to prevent releaseof Aradioac-.
.tive isotopes "o5 ground water near a repository. Spen••fuel fission product radioactive
decayand. heat. generation' continues for hundreds of yrs;, and in s•ial•er'quantities for,
many thousands of years.,+ 4

,..:,. .: ?:: : .. :: .:,: :' .• :'" :' . " :Y : i; '• .;.:i .. .• i :.::••- .• "• : ':: :•?( ... .: ".. , . i':• % : i:,-::. .. ' :.:4.":.;:

URANIUM MINING.

.Natura ium ore is broadly distributed in the worid. Large deposits usually contain' 1
or less, but there are some rich. deposits in Canada and Australia containing upto 10%.to
20%/0 natural uranium. About 200, metric tons of natural uranium are requedanual"yfor
a 1000 Mwe LWR', or about 10o,000'44'metric tonsfof ore containing .02 % naturanuranium.

" ' Rich deposits also, leave behind less mining residue, i.e., tailings. For this reas6onrich
- depositare usually more economic•• to mine than low grade deposits. Uranium mine tail'-

' n ihgs are byfar the largest quantity of fuel cycle waste. ,
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URANIUM PROCESSING AND FUEL MANUFACTURING
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Processing of natural uranium into fuel rods and• assemblies. for "•gt Water Reactors . .
(LWRs) is a complex step because of the need for enrichnent of the U .. isotope. There are
two methods: ofenrichment in; commercial Use m the.nuclear hidusty, both depending on.:: .
. .the. :fact that,: .is. slightly. igljr, in •atmic.weight than the more, p•entifuli U isotope:

4'Gaseous diffusion is: one method: uraniuim hexafluoride gas diffuses thiough'porous bar-4
riers, in•which the lighter isotope. U?ý' in a..molecule Of gas passes. the barrier4 more quickly
than the heavier, thereby permitting isOtopic separation., Many stagesof separation are"

S 4'i requiredto obtain: thle requiredenrchent, andt process consumes much electricity for
. .pumping the hexafliuride gas,.through the plant systems.... " ..

Separati6on by centrifuge is the second method. In principle the process is simple: uranium' '.

hexafluo ride gas flows through a rapidl y spining centrifuge centrifugal force pressest
heavier gas molecule, U..F, toward the centrifuge outside4 wall, yielding two streams, ore
enriched, and 'he other depleted in the lighter. olecule.4 'The system transfersithe enrihe"

"strea.m to. higher stages. until: the: required enrichment is achieved'. Centrifuge separation:
uses much less electricity per unit of separativre work thani the gaseo s difffusioni process. '

Emerging technologies, such as laser isotope.separation, may•. ':eventually lower cost..
However, even.before reaching commerciaalviability, such 'technologies could contribute to
proliferation ifapplied 'to relatively small. amounts of uranium..' " ",: ",'

"Conversi:n of enriched: uranium hexafluoride' 'ga•b turanium dioxide. is the <next step.:
Zirconium is the material of choice forfuel'claddig, because: zirconium is.ma, very weak:
absorber of neutrons, an importa icharacteristic in reactors: asie shall see. !n Pressured

'Water Reactors2 '(PWR), the loadedlfuel. rods are formed. into fiielassemblies in a 17 "7
square array of fuel rods, held firmly i place'4so that they •ill not shift position in' the fuel
assembly.either.intranisportation or in the reactor. BWR fuel. assemblies have a smaller"
cross-section and contain fewer fuel rods than• PWR fuel assemblies' . ... ".'
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NUCLEAR REACTOR OPERATION

Control of a nuclear chain' reaction is: just as important as creating it in the first place..
Control rods that containn•'utroný absorbers such as boron are. one. method- of control.
Inserting a. contro• rod int•.o he-ea:ircýor'.catures 'neutons'o tha tla: cannot then.
cause fission, andpowoer~generation ,decreases Withdiaial,.of a controilrod has the oppo-'
site effect. Coordinating controllrod movement, with. measurement of 'power~ level makes
p9ssible adjustment to a desrdleevel. Another method'of control utilizesthe moderator,

• for this purpose: increasing theltemperature.of coolingwater in LWR: causes the moder-'
ator to expand, become less dense, and therefore less effective as a mioderator.A decrease
in moderator density causes power to decrease. L ARs depend on this effect for an.impor-
tant property that aids self-regulationi'of power.K~

Most .of the neutrons born offission are prompt, that is to say they appear almost imme-
diately'ati'the instant of fission.A fraction of them,,about'.0.65% in the case of U", fission,.

•.:.is delay.eDelayed neutrons are late arrivals, coming m delay groups with half-ives rang-
ing from:a. quar&t6:of a.second to.'alost:. inute Del ajed>n eutrons make possible reac-.
tor control with simple control systems.•;In effect delayed ,neutrons buytinme for reactor
control systems to function.Control systems, however, must assure that in•reases in neu-

"iron production do not exceed the delayed neutron fraction. Otherwise the reactor would
• :become prompt criticaland fission rate would increase exponentially an\dvery rapidly,..

We .briefly describe power-,conversion in LWRs.. The, PVWk is an indirect cycle that trans-
• ,,ports heat from the reactdr core to' steam ngenerators that raise steam in a separate, .indirect,

cy . cle. Steam in the indirect.cycl•. dives a steam turbine and electricalgenerator..rhe BWVR
: designl•isdirect cycle, andsteamý produced in the reactor flows directly to the BW'Rstearm

turbine. Both ces a thei advntagesnd disdvantages, but the two have remained
competitive through several generations of plant designs.

HIGH TEMPERATURE. GAS COOLED REACTORS (HTGRYr

A brief description of the HTGR. follows. It differs from a.conventional LW'R in a' number
of 'respects, one .bein•, hig-,temperature of operation, i.e., about 9000 Centigrade:at the
reactor•core outlet, a fact, tihat allows a conversi6n, effic iency bf about 45%/ crompAred to.

.33% in the case of LWR•- Helium is the reactor core~c6olant, and also drives the tturbine
Sfor the power con.version cycle and the compressors..

'6>
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Currently there are two concepts under development for commercial use: the Prismatic
Fuel. Modular. Reactor (GT-MHRYlby GeneralAtoimics, Co., and the Modular Pebble.Bed
'Reactor (MPBR) by Eskom, theSouth African state electric company. ,

6 The G..TMHR: has evolvedfrom-Fort St. Vrain tecnology,, using coated micro-spheres of,
• . . .. ii.:elin moreor less.conve•ntional f.el assemblies, aand haing the capabilityto' retain fis'ion

pr o ducts: at high temp eratU res .in case of a reactor accident..It employs a direct ccdli.e.,
. .. h helium from the outlet. of the: reactor core drives the power conversion turbine and, the'

".compressors that force. h/Urn.back through 't reactor.:.The:.proposed:plat ha:a termal.

' .rating of 600.MW-th, and'286 MWe: net output. The reactor vessel is of a"size: comparable
•...to..LWRteactorW ssels..Thisfacttogetherwih"lower power'output, has the result of small-
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•W er core power density than is the case with LWRs (see discussion in the sectio• on Reactori

Safety in Chapter 6). Due to smaller unit. output, multiple units are required to produce an
output equivalent to one conventional LWR plant. .

The MPBR is. based on German technology developed for an 'exper'imental plant and a
demonstration plnt duing the 1960s to 1980s.: The •EskoniprojCt began: in 1993, and is,.

now in the early stages of licensinig in South Africa. The plant rating is 400 MWth, and 165 .'
MWelnet: output. it differs' from the:GTM HR concept in its use ofi •fu in the form of
" pebble i.e.;a ball coated with pyrolytic.c•arbon• about 2 inches indianeter that contains
micro-spheres of fuel that: are: similar to those usekdin the GT•MHR fuel.In operatioin the
MPBR' reactor vess.elcontains about 450,000d of.these fuel balls. The advantage of this con-"
figuration is that it allows refuengm while at power:"fuel: balls are continusly added to
~and removed fromn the reactor, and the plant does not. require shutdow o dhed turos
:o. el•.. :T he .MPBR also differs from the GT7'-MHRý in its use of rti direct cyce: heli....p. .

ofrefeig inirc ctle heli-eh'raumreactor :coolant flows to an'interme ate-heat exchanger:and transfers heat to thesec-." .
ondary.power conversion0 cycle' 'that, driVes, the :turbine.B!3eca•usthereactor coolinzg and .
power conversion-cycs•esare separat•there, is•no::radioactive cairyover\•ft6m the reactor ,to.

'the ptower •onversi6n system.: Due: to. the temperature dropl across. the intermediate. heat
exchanger, there is some loss of efficiency, but handling of the fuelball would be consid-
erably more difficult if a direct cycle were employed..

Both. the GT-MHR and the MPBR haveý smallenlelectrical.output than conventional LWRs..
How. can their.:cost compete withth-e LWR?::The answer is that LWRs and HTGRs follow.
different• economic s g lawS.,LWR experience has shown that the incremental cost of

D : .... larger pla't outputi i.e.;, $/kWe of investment, declifes wit largeirplants.Thle economic_.
W " of the snifa11er HTGRs, howeverdepenpd onfct'i maufacture of:modules for as~sembly-

at the plant site; on shorter construc.Ition:schedules, andoin coiple t units seluentilly,
one year apart. The idea is that these three factors taken will make investments productive
sooner and. make'multipleHTGR wuits competive with the single unit LWR, but this is,

as yet, unproven.. . .

SPENT FUEL

When. reactor operation.has used as much of the• new fuel enrichment as possible, fuel
assemblies, becomes: spent fueeL Spent. nuclear :fuel• is. radioactive and heat producing.

• ".. " Typical. LWR spent fuel today reaches: a burnup of: 50,000 MWD/MT'. One year after
removal from. the 'reactor the total radioactivityý. is about: 3 million curies/metric ton
in.cluding: alpha:: particle, beta particle,.and garnma ray 'decay,.and' the decay heat rate is
about 13. kWth/metric ton (kilowatts therma 9per metric ton).:After 10 years these quanti-
ties. decrase;to about 0.6 millionrcuries/metric ton, and 2 kwth/metric ton.

In the U. S. today, spent fuel is stored. at individual reactor sites in large p0ols of water for
at least. 10.years. After.thatuit is storedin: large concrete casks that. prvide .air' cooling, .
shielding: and physical• protection. These, casks can hold.20-24 Pressurized, Water Reactor
(PwR)-fuel assemblies; or•twice"that numberofBoil0ig Water Reactor (BWR• fuel assem: 'n

blies. The assembliesaýresealed ina helium 'atmosphere inside •thecask •t6 prevni: corro-
."...... :. sion. Decay':heat is transferred by helium from:the fuel to0fiens onthe outside 'ofthe stor-'. .

age cask for ai-cooling. Eventually all spent fuel.will be moved from reactor sites to underm-..

"'NN

N N' '~ -

'N' N
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ground geologic storage, such as at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. Tranrsportation of these
assemblies will require l1arge•ail and, trucking.equipment, and careful traffic planning.
Shipping cask development is well ad&canced f or4many fuels..Shipping casks typically are
able to0 carry 7 PWR fuel assemblies, or 18 BW.R assemblies. The casks were designed to
withstand.high-speed truck and railr6ad train collisions without loss of integrity", includ-
ing sujcint ie alongthe way."'-a '

.. Having described' removal of spent fuel to storage i:n a geologic repository, we hiave••om-
pleted description of.the once-through fuiel cycle .

4,4

4~~

* '4

4,4 4

:" ..... :•":

Figure A-i .2

4,41 44/e

Depleted..." uranium::k,

'4430 MT/year::i:i•

THERMAL REACTOR RECYCLE > 4',

Pluonim podutio in th 'nce-through fteýcycle represents a significant energy,,
resource,4 ,bu~t requires rercsigo pn ulto eoe the plutoniuiw and to, fabricate
niewfuiel. Recycling of fuel can be done in thermatral rs,ýo nfs reactors. Veconsid-

Ser first' thermal reactor~ recycle, which appears as ABCDFC-in Figure A- 1. 1.

Close'd Fuel Cycle:Plu~tonium Recycle (MOX option - one recycle) -Projected to 2050.4

Separated Urnu
23,443 MT/year

'' ' '334 MTya

T/ eaa - Liquid W aste,,

f t''' '4' PUREX Plants?
•...if:.::

:1

Natural 'urIanhiu •:,
.257,345 MTWyear.

MOX Fabrication Plants
4

:
• "4::..•, : "4 ' .. . 4:, .

:. '4. :.4: .:•. . . .. ."•:-:::....:.

Freh MX , Spent LO Fue
.Fresh MOX.. 25,:,0 •TH yer G.:" . lass

4,764 MTHM/year 250 ~M~er2,886 M3/year
FP: 1,292.6 MT/year
M.. :•: .I MT/year 4'4 • I
Pu:. 0 MT/year ' .. .. '

4 4) * spent MDX.44

Thermal Reactors 4,764 MTHM/yearf ''4i

M~hM/eai' , .1,500 GWe

25,100 . .. • . • . , 240 GW e from MD .. ...U.., - .. .... . . . . .. ,OX ...

...., : 4. . ,; . i; 3

:.: 4, :. '.: , 4.,..• , .• ,
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4, . .Thermal recycle adds another process mn comparison with the once-through cylcle, i.e.; fuel
:: reprocessing.mentionedin.the preceding paragraph. France,.Japan, Russia, and the United

IKinxgdom 4 have: reprocessmig plants in operation. I 19,76-77 Presidents Ford4 .a.d ",: " . .

• stopped .commercial :.repro.essing i:m ..the U. S. The, technology employed. in" commercial... reprocessing to the present has, its s in the .during Worl Wir Il.. It

includes the folowng steps::a)Ywaiting for spent f.iel radioactive decay to reduce radiation
and heai generation;:.b): rem•oý cladding iremoval ("de€cladding"). so as to :separate it -from -
the fuel;c) :dissolving the fuel pellets in nitric acid;: anid finall. d)'4 separation of.uranium
and plutonium: by solhentlextraction..When separation is complete,:the uranium and piu .

• . :.• . :':::i.:. :: . i:::::i i:.!::. ..::.,.",. :•.:.:'.: :" ,: - -. i( .: :. ":•.... :! ." / ..: ":: :: ,.A :- , : •.....:. .:! ... ,.••; :..:.:• .;!. :• .. -", :.44,:
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DII toniurn products are returned to the fuel preparation and fabrication:steps of the once-
through cycle. For recycle fuel, fabrication, however, shielded fabrication lines are needed.:
for worker protection.: Oi of. the:,. options f6r vaste management in the separationsi-,
process is tocollect the -fission- products and actinides, and seal them in glass "iogs"' for.
waste 4disposal in long-term; geologic storage.' The. quantity of radioactive material-con -
taimed in. the glass logs. is approximately.the same as the amounts rem aing in spent fuel
assemblies'of the'oncethrough cycle (i.e., the fission product inventory is the same),

If the enriched uranium and plutonium areerecovered from spent fuel and. re-fabricated
into mixed oxide (MOX) fuel rods and assemblies, the result at best will be a reduction of

":ew fiel:required by about 30% compared•to the. once-through fuel cydc, recycled urani-
u. and plutonium making up the dierence. Spentnfuel reprocessing is very: costly,,. an'd"
given:i the.p.market price0of natural uranium .ore.for the4 foreseeable future and thetcost of
enrichment, thermal recycle is n Ct an.economic choice..

SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS '

" Consideration of safety and safeguards is necessary m design.and operation of a reprocess-..
: i gplantl because of:the.large inventory: of radioactive fueicycle waste and fissile materi-
a h..Te. radioactive. .materiýls'must .be. controlled and contained. In contrast to0 a reactor, a
repro••essing plant must .notý go "critical." and have a fission chain reaction. This requires.
strict control over:allmaterials in the plant at all times. Quantities and mixturesof fissile
materials must be. limited so' that there is insufficient material present at any.:ti e t"•
become critical, and start a nuclear chain reactin. Fire and explosionn must be precluded,

S.and laks of tanks that store or carryrfissile mat•a.•s or ra•ioactive waste must be.pr•vent-.)
ed, or. at the.eit detected and contained. Worker. safety and control of plant personnel
radiation exposure is a major requirement. Reprocessing plants may produce considerable
quantities oftradioactive and toxic chemical wastes that arise in the reprocessing process.

FAST REACTOR RECYCLE c" Y'4

A fast breeder, reactor. is ca'pable by des'n,6f 'producing: more fissile isotopes than it. con-'
sumes, thus making it possible to provid e a. growing energy re~source thtde o requr
'acontinuing supply of U11 or Pun' after aniiilinvestment: of'fissile fuel at the begin-
ning of its life. Breeder,. reactor cores typic.ally have two. regions.- a" sed"rginoth
inside of the. core, and~a",iblanket" region su'rrouding the ."'eed'~ "Seed" fuel assemblies
consist, of fissile fuel,' 1 5%-'20% fissile plutonitumt, and this region provides power and fis-
sion neutrons to mainta . :criticality, while "blant a : ssemb les contain fertile fuel; U•,
for 6r .eedinig of new p'lutoniumiii. A diagram for the fast reactof fuel 'cycle 'appears in Figure'

A- 11. Athogh the dýetails of: fast rector fulrprocessing diffe'r from thermal reactor'

recyde thew have similar repretpwoocessing' diagrams and process steps.

'There are important. differences between fast. and: thermal' reactors%' including: the high:
energy fast, neutrons, and t e -edto eliinate neuto moeaos, i ae wtr, n te

materials that cause neutrons to lose energy andbecome therm neutrons.As a result cer-
tanliud 'metals: suck as: sodim or lead-bsMuth,:are, use frcoigteasrator.

fuel insteadufwater. Becuse the oprobability of neulrotn asorption in fissile fuielt i's low in
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a fast reactor, the reactor core must have a4 highi oncentration of fissile isotopes.
GCorparis6n of fast' reactor and LWR cores shows that. there is. ri6ri e'fissile material per
unit of volume thiiiin LWRS. Fuel•enrichment•for fastkrea0tors is hfgher, i.e., 15%-20%,
tha•n it is in LWRs .The core is compact, adere must be ýothbhigh coolant flow rate and,

'lJarge;'h~eat transfer area to4 remove' heat 'from' the core. This is, accorn mlislied by means 'of.
closely packe fuel rods of smaller &diaeterthani LWRs: Wenote, Ithat neutron balance'
requireesvey cdose attention in" fast re.actorse ueled byPu because.th.e fraction of delayed

:'.neuttrnsis:only •'/3of the U23̀ delay fraction. As a result; a fst'reactor can bcome promptv '
cridtkalwith just 1/ of the reactivity increase needed to make a U" therma•Ireactor prompt,
critical. '. : . . :. :

C

Fast. reactor technology is very demanding,'and'more ,capital intensive than LWR technol-
ogy; A, fast ead•tor-'power generation edonomy• woduld also bring reproc•ssing and large 'v"
amounts of fissile material with weapons potential into commercial use. 'Such a develo)p7 ."
. ..ment.would rsemajor. safeguards and security concern, wich is discussed m Ghapter 8.4
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1. Natural uranium consists of O71% 2
3

5 by weight, and the remainder is U23S. :, "; '

2. The PWRis o~ne of the two types of LWRthetotherlbeing the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR).

3., The UK has extensive experience with CO2 cooledgas ,reactors."In the U.S. Fort St. Vrain operated for I I years
before shut d.wnin,•j 198 The Fort St.Vrain reactor coolant alsot as C0 2,,with an intermediateheat exchang-
er, and- asteam d~riven.'tu~rbine. "' ': '''',~> '"'

4.:The heat energy produced by fission'is called burnup, anid is expressed inr megawat-dy per etri to

(MWD/M'T). The designatidn per:metric ton" generally refers t ohea•y metal" meaning the tons of~total fissile -

andfe•drtile material as-metaimostly Uranium in the case.of LWRs 7-.. . 1;.. : . . '' .

5. Terrorist: attack:on spent fuel shipment was not considered originailyand this possibility requires safety review.
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'Appendix Chapter 2- Global Electricity Demand ..•
and the N'uclear Power Growth Scena~rio,

The United States. National Academy of Engineering declared electrification as the leading
engineering accomplishment of the twentieth century. This recognition, for a century of of"
extraordinary techniologicaldevelopments, acknowledges the profound uinpact of electric, .''

S. -. ity on quality of life "and suggests that governments: around' d the world will continue to
attach very high priority to providing; adequate 'electricity infrastructure and supply to
their citizens, within their means, to make such;investments. Today the per capita con-

sumption of electricity spans three orders" of magnitude, as shown in Figure A-2. 1 (S.~
Benka, Physics Today. (April 2002) p.~38). The empirical dividing kline betw~een adva.nced'
and developing:economies,.as represented by the United Nations,.Humana Development;.,:. .
" : ide (HDI);, is 4000 kWh per person per year electricity use. The HDI is based on health;,
education, and ecbornomkcriteria.;

T.. henderlying assumption in. our mid-cen" Figure A2.. Correlation between HDI and Per.Capita ElectricityConsumptior
tury electricity demand.scenario: is%. that. th:e
developed c6untries continue .ith: a modest 1 . Ne.7 : .:. . .. " . . .:'.: •, .•' ." • : . 7 :. .. . ". % .. ,• ; i..: ' . : •. . . . ."u

annual t crease. im per capita eflectricity use 0. 9al. •.. o .i anc *
. nd.the: developing countries :.move, to. the Chile: .:

~4000 kWh 'per person per year benchmark if< OS usi
at. all,: feasiblei ,. Specifically, we: have,. taken .V *": .b Ca0•evelo.ping Aso:..

Snuta SidArna d oni
:develped- country Annual, per. capitaelec-. " Southnfr:

tricity growth rates between. 0.5% anid:l %, r 0. E/ope a ...*. USSR
values: that bracket EIA• expectations for, the : 05 s .. :..
:United States over the niext twenty years (EIA ;?W • o::a:

Aninual Energy Outlook, 2O01);.'oer the last. ::: 04

quarter. century, the growth. rate averaged 0,3 Ethiopia

about .2%, falling tod. 1.J55%.in 2000: annd:
expectedV to 'decdline further,. in.the yearsi< .* 02

ahead;. We present the -i.%: case in our: table, ..: : .'... .... . .
•" :below..W.e.take:the; same per.capita growth ' ____"___"___:_.:

rate for. the Former Soviet Union countries. o..0 2000 4000 .6000 ...' .1,0,o000 12,000 14,0.0 ,6ooo"

• .Althoughithese are not .. ecessarilyobust.A.al•:: Per Capita Electicity Use (kWh)" :. . .

economies: today,- they 'do enjoy su.bstantial
per ýapita.electricity use alreadyý.: Tota electricity production is then computed using the
United Nations'populationi 6rojections to mid-century.

I'

For the developing economies,.we assume -that the investments needed to reach the 4000
kWh per .capita benchmark will -be a high priority.• When this is combined with the; UN
population projections, the total. electricity production growth rate is then calculated, For
example; China needs a.2.9% annual growthý rate. in per capita electricity use,•.nd a 3.2%./
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annual growth rate in total electricity production to mid-century in order to reach the per::
capita benchmark.

~>For the countries further down the curve, in Figure A-2.l1, this, algorithni woud produce.
unreasonable, growth rates.. In other words, the per capita benchihark is not rea.istica.y." ./
achievable in the mid-century..tinie frame. We have limited itoa electriity growtIý rate to, j >

4.7% per year, Which is 0.5% higherthain the El~s projected'average:(to.202O) for all devel-
oping countriies combined. (recall that we have lower growth rates for, the mnore advance&5

developing countries).

This algorithu ggest a clsiicto Jint aioscteois

' C3 ~ Developed couriiries (eig., US, Japan, Germany,...

0 Former Soviet Union, (e~g., Russia...~

E3 More advanced developing countries; those that can achieve 4000 ko h per person per,
year within* the cap on annual electricity production growth' rate, (e g., China, Brazil,
M vexico, Iran, Egypt,,..)j I& 2<j j

0 Less advanced developing countries- those that cannot achieve the, per capita bench-'
• .'. •mark within the cap, but can reach "acceptable" levels in the 150o lt 41000 kWh per capi-t,,

. i~ii]ta range (e.g.' zIndia, indonesia, Pcakisetan, Philiippines, Vietnam `

0 Least developed c-unti. se counte ies: t ht ce a 000 kWh per person per year even.

at the cap (e~g. Nigeria, Bangladesh, Demnocratic Republic of the Conigo, Ethiopia,...).

The result for individual countries, excluding the large number of nations withppl
tions below three million, is shown in Table A-2.~1 ('referen~ce: C. oeMTMS theppl-

ss203alitnfo:all countries can be found there). K

Figure A-2.2 Comparison ofTCPoetos(%prya e aiaincrease)- It is easy, to see the inverse correlation between,.
,',level, of development and population increase

45 withini'the developing'~country' catiegornies as
14'r c Toa rnc~ C~umption Pojecto~ ~ 10,10 Pftj&trni Based onAlgxitrhlm.J k he '' s

3953 . 40--. constructed. above. Thgobalu electricity s
generated by this algorithm lies between the

35 EIIAs "business-as-usual7 and, "low growth"9
scenarios, as shown in Figure A-2.2.

30 
0

25 Finally;,,we use4 this', pqt'tern., of. electricity,,~
2demand to estimtetlienuclear power mnarket,

DAo~ot'.. . . 20 E, share for,, each country in the cointext' of a
nobut g~ grow~th scenario. This is cerainly"

ntaprediction of rapid, growth, in nuclear'
poe.Rather,, it is an attempt to understand'

what the distribution ofnulapwrdlo'
ment' would be if robustigrowth were realizedý',.

________________________perhaps' driven. by ,bra,"cmimn to:
1900 1990~ 2000 .2010" 2020 2030, 2040 2050 reducing greenhouse gas emissions and a con-

Year 9

Will

C

ecV::::"
7-. ,.:",.

• C.=•

.. ., .

<'C..:
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current resolution of the various challenges confronting nuclear power's acceptance in var-
ious countries.. ~

Within this conitext,. our judgment 'ow nuclear power market: share is based on, various
country-specifi'c factors, such as current nuclear power ,deploymen~it, urbanik' tioii;"stage of
economic development, and eneirgy r~esonte~base. TableA,-2J.1'explicitly shows th'erange.
~of market share taken for each c' cutry' le Iading, to the; nuclear: powýer demand 'map, that

~ shaped some of. ourirecommendations, particularly. 'those dealinig with nonproliferation'
concerns. j' ~ 7 ..

Several commients are in order. First,.we. do not~ anticipate any nuclear power deployment

in" the least developed~ countries.. Second, the developed nations, remain telcs for a
D major part of nuclear pow~er 'dep~loynient in the growth scenario'In particul'ar, the United'

States, because, of the very-large: demand increase associate&, with' its economic strength"
and 'projected larg.e. population. increase; must~ experience. v'ery' sub~stantial expansion of its ;

.7nudear."reacor flee if the global. growth. scenario is to be realized.. In addition,, nations
suha ermanyi where there is cur~rently strong anti -nuc ear'sentiim ,wudams

c ' >ertainly n'eed, to part'iciPate.-This. is' indicative of the substantial: diffi'cult inherent in havri
'ing nuclear. poexad severalrfold by mid-century.'.

Among the developing .nations, India and China clearly are the mrajor contriibutors to
growth. of nuclear; power in the growth scenadrio. Howeveras nuclear weapoins states, these
are- not, the: dirivers- of'our nonroWrliferation: considerations. Rather, it is: the. remaining'
<countries in-the "more advanced"~ and "'es~s advanced" developing categories that shape our'
nonproliferationriscsin Thescoutritie~s account for ab'out 10% of dpoe i-en

tuy7 ucea pwe i the global, grow~th s~cenario;.%dp~ii-e-

)
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Table A-2.1 a

COUNTRY

DVFLGPIEOWORWD

Electricity Consumption Projections (Developed World)

TOTAL TOTAL ELECTRICITY -, PER CAPITAn :
POPULATION,., CONSUMPTION - CONSUJMPTION:

4' tnilitca), (billflonkWhn) '' (Khrs/P40

2000 .. 2050 -.. 02 20W,: p 2000 2059>,,

!.':

USA
France

Japan
Germany
Korea, Souath (ROK)
United Kingdonm
Canada<
son
Sweden)
Belgium
Taiwan
Finland
Switzerland
Netherlands
Norway
Australias
New Zealand"
Austria,
Denmaurk -~
lsraek'4"
Ireland,,'
ýChJna, Hong Kong
Italyý
Greaec
subtotal

283, 397 >3,621,0
59 62' 40&,5'

127 "109" 943.7
82 71 501.7
47 52 254ý1
59 59 345,0

S31" ~40 499,8

S40,' .31' 201.2
9 8"' 139-2

10 10 78.1
<22" 23 '139.0

*44~7< 6, 52.6'
16 18 100.7

19 27 188.5
4 4 333ý
8 ~ 6 54.8

'n 5 5< .33.9.
6- 10' ' 349g
4,,5"4 208'

2' 7' 8 35A~
58" 43 283.7

924 1,010 8,211

701

1,334
712
461
563

259
'201
...120 .

4233
122
68

165
202
429

.. 64

72
53~
96

,4R
63

348
'64

15 '.80

12,785 21,026"
.6,896'- 11,342

7,425 12,212
6,117 10,061
5,436 6,980
5,807, 9,551

16,249, 26,724
5,041 8,289'

15,740 25,887'
7,62, 12,537
6,277 8,054

15,848 26,064
7,338 12,069
6,349 10,441

25,172 41,399'
9,849 16198
8,818- 14,503
6,778' 111t47'-

5,777 "49,01

5,475, 9,005,
4,975' 8,182,"

' :,932' 8,111
4345" 7,146
8,88 15,: 6 •9

NUCLEAR PRODUCTION
(billn kWhrO

,.2000 , 205 L' % L 2051D H, % H

4717 2'I2.' 505.30 4,174 M: .

3..~15.77%~ 5~61' VA 596, 85%
274 .29% :534> 40% s00, 60%,

151 3096 285 '40% 427" 6096
97 38% 230< '50%~ 323 701%

2. 79' 23% ,169 '3096 281' 50%6
~i>60,12%" >324, 30962 540 SO50%

156' 28%6 104; ,40%"ý 156 '60%

'51. 37%. ' 101 .: 50% ..141"5 70., .

4S 589% 72'760%',967 t M0
'435' 2596 93, 40% '1404 60%

23 28 49 40% ' 73  60%'
19 371%' 34 50%ý >47, 70%
4 41,1 17 10%" 33' 20%'
O 0% 20 10%. 40 20%
0 0% 43, 10% 86 20%
0 0% 6 10%b 13 20%
0 A' 7_ 10% ,14' '20%
o0,0% ' o 0191 0 0%

• :" 0 o\0. M. lo• " "t%*'•<.19'.'. 20%
0 096' 0 ,0%' 04 0%
0 G%~ 0' 0% 0 0%
a 096 35 410%t" 7014 20%'
':", & 0% 0 CW s 0 , 0.', .

1,926 23% 5,197 33% 8,071 5196

: , . . . .. . ... . ." .:.... ,r: . " :. :.'. .

NIJCLEAR E0"CAPAOrT-
towel ~~%/year'~

2000 2050k; 20'ON .'

'82"' 286 477 1.7%:

36 • 4 68 . 1196
'.31"' 61'"' 91 ''0.7%.

17 33< 49 ' 0ý7%
11 26 37 1296
9" 19 32 1.0%
7 37 62 1,6%

6 11 ''16¼ '0.7%'
6:..:•:•::,"'....:•3..::...<.: .00

2 4 5 03%
0p 2 4 1,0%
0 2 5 12964
0.5'' 0" '1.76

0' 1 13%
0 ,t '2' 0.5%
0', 0 o 0.9%
0 ~1 22' 20%
09 01 0 1.796
0 0 ~0 1ý2%
0 4 .8 0,49t
o 0 0 0,7%

220 '593' 921 1.3%'

%lYear4 ,%/yewr~
LOW HIGH11'

NUCLEAR, NUCLEAR
2

21596 3.6%
11% 1-396
13%' 12%,
11%9 21%
1.8% 2,4%
15% . 2.6%
3
.
4%t 43

1,296 4 21%,,
13%6< 2 09b "
0.9% ~1.59.
2-0% 2896
1596 2.4%

29966 4396

2.0% 2.9%~

49

4>

'C

'44

ec
4'

4' '

44 ' 44 44~4 4

444' 4'
'44, 4'

Ct

4 ~44 ~'444,4
4 '4~44'

<'4
2'

4 <'4

'''4 '4

444'

<~
'4 4
>4'

4 4 44

a'

4 '4 4

,i>4

4 ' i'c ~"~<'

4 , ?4"4 '

4 "'4. , 4

4 ' 4 4'

"4 4 '4

'~4 4',

'4'

'4' 4

'4 4444~'
'44 4 '9~

44 4

4 ' 4
,~44 4444

4 ' , 4 4 44 4 , 4

4'
4 4 '4< 4

4 " 4

4 ''4
444 4

''4
~9444', 4 '4
'4 4
44''

1 ,
4 '4' 4 44

4 '4' '4
"'''4,

4 44

4 " 4'

4<,'
4 4

;!i. .,:..

i

4 ' 4"'

''4 44" ''4 * 4'4'~

4 , ' 4 4 '4
4, 44 '

4.4 4,4~4' 4. 4
i '44444

4 4 4

<44'4
4 44

4' 4 4

<"4 4 -

'4 '4

4 44 4 4
'4 , 4, 4~t

4' 4 ''4449'

44'

4 4444 44

4~4' 444

4 '4

'4 4 44~
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•C
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•alA21 lcrct Consmpion•Pirojcions (oe Advanced •Develop •ing);:;;•i

...'COUNTRY.! i:.li ::

•EEOPN WORLDv~,; i.:•

:.TOTAL• : . TOTAL ELECTRICITY. PE. CAPITA ... " .. ' :.. .:.: .. :; .... " ":.::.
POPUL:ATION.•;i "CON•SUMPIffON•::: CONSUMPTIlON:..:: .. i." ."NUCLEAR PRODUCTIONI.:'':••
•.(millons) (bilio . k•" whts)• " ..:: ' ::•, ....pir (billion. . ,• k'Ahm),:! : .:::: :
200 2o0:50 200 20501• 2000 ,.2, , o•:••!,' ,z O W.!!O ,:: 200 %.'o. .: 2050L••. %L•: 2,0:0"• %"!•

:",;:"i: .(GWe)•.I:,:/?, % /y.' ear: •....'.

' , : ,,,,,Puerto RICO:,: ,: :,; :

. .. .. South:Ai'rcaL"::2 '.: •.:

.. ... .•i: Hungary..:.::• " i : .•

. ,. .. M exico . :..+ , . .... .

. ••!L .:Ecuador• i).:.;% :.• •.

T .: .•; .. : :lhailand :i:.,'.:..,• . .....
..:. •:' : . Syria:..',•::D :..i .. ": .

• .. ,. .:,..:, M ongoli ,.a :...:•:.. ::

1 .': Oman:,..•:;::::.:" :..

Cr :•," . oat • ::...ia i:•.:.:::':. i
• .:. ! .. PewO.:. :.• ::' :::: :'
• ::.:":". :Ch~ina•;.:: :...: ..':: :":

..: .. :•i :Albania, :, ::: " . : .:

. .• .i Korea,'North"(DROK)i:i,•i:
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.. 4. 2...,9-" . . 0 . . . . - 100 •.. .•; 15, ;. 24 .:,927 ::- 0.. 0. ... .. : 0%,... . .0 . • • w . .." 0:- . 0. '. . 2.: : 5.%..• .
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" 4: i•.. 5.:- ".5.:,•!'• •..• ýq 6:, 4S:.?.I3 8 10, 6 ; 2 0;1• :":: :: 0 :" 09 .-1) '..0 ' i. 0 :% : :0:' !.096•:i 0'-• 0.:•" •:. '0 13::..i.::I;% :•
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. 4. 5- ., 19. 1 :3•,2, '.!.::9 4,8 • 6 94:• '8,009 • : : 0 . :0%• . "0:' 0'. 0 •i•q .:• 0% i ;. : .0 -. : 0.: -.. 0":. •:i:.: .13 ,
,. 8:. 5,.. . . 34 : .:. 4. 32 . 4 :;•:i:• sl !:•2• .... •i=•."0 .. . :'.:. .:• :• ..:::!: ii:;.:••: .ii".•.::• i:;,330. 7,121• ... 4496 1..: 50 23.: 70 62 2 3.1% ,::,

4•• •3 ... 47 .. :• .. 181.5 •..•.326. .. •• .4,191. `•6,93.:;L.:• . 13". " 7% U ." 65'. 20% ' :130. .' "40% " '"'..,1 :.:% •7 :;.'15:•;•. " .".' 2%':'

•".5 "" 10 .. ... 18,0." 56 . .;3,411:.. 5,6:• 09. .0. 0%: 6. 10%. ' 11 : 20S. : 0. .:1 : 1.: : • "2.3%;.
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Table A-2.;c. Electricity Consumption Projections (Less Advanced Developing)

%/yea?' LOW" HIGH'
COUNTRlY4 /

DEVELOPING WORLD

TOTAL.
POPULATION

(I "l =...a."

TOTAL ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION'.•i(billion kWhn}i i

PER CAPITA
CONSUMPTION 4. NUCLEAR PRODUCTION ':' ..

(kWrs/pe) (blllion kWh .:)
NUCLEAR EQ. 'CAPACITY'

(Gw.. ,

LessAdvanced:. 2000. 2050. 2000 205.. 2000: 2050- 2000? %: 2050L .% L 2050:H %H 2000:20S0L .2050I H'": TIC NUCLE.ARO NUCLEAR;

India " " 1,009 1,572" 509.9" 5,099 505 '3,243. IS W-, , 3~ 765' 15%"1,530 30%r. 21' 87' 175' 4.7%6 81%' 96
Philippines . . 76 128. . . 8 .. . .. .378 500 2,946'.'.• '''0 : 0% 38, )0% ' 764' 20%• 0.: . ':.'.. 9, 4.7%

MoncOco' '4 30" 50 14.3 '143" 480 2,849k 0.' 0%" - 14 10% 29 20%ý 0 2, .~4 
3
-'"'~ 4.7%

H -onduras',, 6 13 36 : 36. 560 2,797 0 0 : 0 0%.: 0 0%, 0" . 06 0 4,7%

lIndonesia 212 311 861 861 406 2.765 0 0% 172 "20% 344 40% 0 20 39 4.7%

hSriLanka 19 23 6,2 62 3252.2,6 00% 0 0% 0 . . ' 0 0.0 43.'%

.Boivira ~ 8 17 4'3-6 "36'" 433"2,125 0 G% G0 0% 0$ 09b 0'0 ~0' '47%
Zambia 10 29.".. 8 .5.8 5 560 1995 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0. 0 0. 47%

Vietnam 78 124 .24.0 240 307 1937 0 0%? - 24 10% 48 20%. "0. '3:' 5 • 4,7%

Nicaragua " 5 11 2"2 22 429 1,896 0 0% 0 0% 0 NO ~ 0 0 0 41%
Guatemala 11 27" 48 48. 42'1 1,807 0 0%'0 0%. a ,0% ' 0 0 4,7%

4' 
4 ' 4

s•. 4, "'-. 4 , 4 ""4 ' • : " ' ' "" :

.Pakistanl.:.:... .>• • 141-: • 344 •:, : 58.3: .5a3,:.•. 413. .1,694,,'-.: . 1•, t;,.1%, • <87.m 15S . 175 :...30% ."-... 0:•.-: 10"..20...: .. 4.7% . ... 105%,: : 121% ..

4'Paraguay 5 13 z, 20 355 1,52- . 0%'1: 0.0% 0 A' 0, "0 4.7%.
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4,.. . .A '4':: "'.4. :.:1;::• L::
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"TabIeA-2.1 d.i

COUNTRY.'

DEVELOPING WOLDl~
Leant Advaanced"

Papua New Guinea
Ghana,
Ivory Coast
Cameroon

Kenya4.~

Senegal
oigeruia:

Tanzania
Yemen

'Sudan e .

Nepal,
Congo, OR
Angola - '4

Uganda
Ethiopia

Eletricity Consumption Proje;cbtios(Least Developed)' 4', .: . ..... .. .,, .. , .. 4.. . . :' . •I.: ::}.R:..:.. .4 .. :" .,4. .. '.•..: :.:

•..:. . .::.. : •..:. .... ;.,..... •i:,:: •. • .::,,..•,...:..... . .... . ... .. . ... • .... .,:. • .•

' O" TOTAL TOTAL ELEfC.RICI.Y
• POPULION,' 'CONSlMPTION

(imllions) (bIOnoa kWhn)

2000' 2050 2000' 2050V

5 11 1,5 4 15,

19 40 5-5 55

16 32 3-6 36

15 32 34 34

31~ 55 44 44
48 69 4,5 45

9 23 1.21 12

114 279 14. 8 148

137 265 125 125
35 ... : . . .:. '"26 ' 1 46 26:".,

18 102" 30•0' 30

31 64, . 18' . 18 '

23" .52' : ' 1.4,' 14 :

51 204, 4.6 46

13 53 1.1 11
'23 '102' 0~'3 13"T
6". 3:l:i';":-; .ii: .15l i s:""i~ :., .:.

PER CAPITA '

CONSUMPTION I NUCLEAR PRODUCTION'

2000 20W54 4 20001 2050ZSL- IlL,' 2050H1 %H6

4' 4' ' 4" 4' 4'

4''' 4 4

319 K.
284
222
227
14S

94.
130
130
91

75
162
59
62
90
84
56
24

1,369:.::. 40 0% 0 '0%.'
1,103 0 0% '~0 0%$
1,044 '0 0%~ 0 09b
801 ~0 w%4 0 09b
656 G Nb% 0 0%
541 0, 06 ~0 0%
530 0 0% 0 0%
473 • " 0 0%' 0" A: ..

3164 0''0%'' '0 A4
,291 4'*0,'0" -4'%
289 0• 0%v 4'0 0%

273 04''ý 0 ,4'.'* 0%
225 0 A% 0 A%

208 0% 06 4 0%
129 0 0% , 0 0%h
81 0 0%:. 0 0%

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

'0

0

•0!

.0.

0

~096'
0%'
0%
046

0%

0%
'0%

096
0%"
0%
0%
0%
096
0%'

0%

G%•i0

NUCLEAR EQ, CAPACITr
IGWe3

Il/yea,
2000, 2050 C 2050HW TEC

0' '0" 0 47%
0 0 0 :4,7%.
0 0 0 :. 4.7%
0 0 0 4.7%
0 0. ". .. 4 •7
0 0 0 47%6
0, 0 0 47%
0 0 0 4.7%
0 0 0T 4,%
0" 0 '0 4.7%

" 0 0 0 47%

0 0 0 4.7%-
0 0 0 4.7%
0 0 0 .4.7%"'

. '0 0 . " 0.. .47%""

0 0 0 4, 7%

:: 4 :.: . : ',':i. :. ... .. ... i.:.

. - ' 4. "• -. • b . .. ": ,

i.: •• ."::% ::i• .: :. •i.:: :'".. " C ...
: -;• ': ::: 4:••., ds•.:::'?:

•4444.4. ' i .. ". '• K 4":::::

• •.; :"L:' .: ::•% :•:;:. " i"..!' 1 '

. . .4,- :.. . ; ,• . . . ,

.. 4" 4 : " 3''•b:? ,":.. ::". 4o~;':•

:: :t•;y,'.::.: • : ..4' : :'..:):

• 4-'w f•L., :::.•:., ".:~

.:_u_.______ •i : C. :P• ::

70. 8... . 5%.. .. . .. :•.:.j :•::'u

'"A: :.. i" ": :~ -.. : : :
. 4 - ': : 4e -- . ,.. , .:.

Subtotal* '*' 4,614 '7,395 '.4,224' 21,315 ~ 916 2,882 91 2% 2,69D0 13% 5,347 25% .: 10:: 307 610

. Forn alldevoping ou.ntries ni1'ubies A2. b; c., nd '.':'.:., .,• ..•,.... .. ~~.... ..:,...: ..": .. '... -4::. ":: 4 ;d.

4' ''C

4@
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S ' Table'A-2.1,e Electricity Consumption Projections (Former Soviet Union)

TOTAL TOTAL ELECTRICITY
POPIULATION, CONSUMPTiONl :

(m~illibns' (Wilts" kWhraI

2000 2050 ~ 2000> 2M50

PER1 CAPITA
CONSUMPTION NUCLEAR PRODUCTION,

(kwhis/peT) (bills kwh : i

2:0, 20o 'l•0' 2' %f 205•:• L 2050 H • ' H-
COUNTRY
Fornern So viet Union

NUCLEAR EQ. -CAPACI"'4
(GWe) -:

2000 205.0 L 2050oH

%/yea, Vdyear
%6/year :LOW. HIGH

TEC , NUCLEALR NUCLEAR

:., : : :Russia ,' :
'Ukraine'

Slovakia
Czech Republic

: • : '. :.Lith'uania:'::.::!

Slovenia
Armenia>

• Tapikistan
Kazakhstan
Uzlbelstan'
Moldova
Kyrgyzulan
Belaru5
Georgia

3) Turkmeniustan

Subtotal>

145' 104 767.1
50. 30' *1517.

5 5 25.2

10 8 54,7

4 3 69
2~ 2 10.6

4 3 4.9

1 1 54
6 10 1215

16 15 483
25"ý 41 41,9

4 4 3,7

S 8 98

10 8 26,8

5 3 7-9

5 8 7.7

8 9 '4167

306 261 1,202 1

904'
120

36
74

12
13
13

5
39

61
162

14

30

33

13

34
36'

598

5,272 8,671 115 15%' 271
3,0691, 4,000w > 65 439.6' 0

4,668 7,678 12 48 9% 22

5.325 8,758 10 1996 22
1,866 4000 5 7796 10
5,342 87866 4 3596 7

1,291 4000 2 32% 5
3,848 6,329 0 '0% ' 0'
2.060'4,000 4' 0 0% 0
2,989',4000ý '0 0% 6

1,694< 4,000. .0 096 16
851 4,000 0 0% 0

1,995 4000X 0 0% 3
2,621 4.000 . 0 0% 3

1,499 4000 0 ,.0% 1

1,627, 4000" 0 0t 3

2,075 4,0N0 0 0;6 : .4

3,925 6,118 213 18% 433

3A% 452 50%
50% 72 60%":
6096 25 704$7
3 .. 30 40%

80% 10o 85%6'
5096 666%
40% 6 5096
06 00% 4'

096 0 440%

10% 12 2016
10% 32 20%
0964 0 0%

10% 6, 20%6
1096- 7 20%
10o, 3~ *096
1096 7 *20%

10% 7 200%,6

27% 677 42%

13

7'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

31

7

2

3

0
0

0

0

49

52 03% 1ý7% 2 896

8 -- :%6 ,: -0,2% 0.2%
3 0.7%•' 1.2% 1.5%

3 06964 1.596 2.196

1 1196 1.296 1396

1 0ý5% 1,296 1,6%

1 1 9% 2496 2896

0 -0296
0 2396
1 0.596

4 2,7%

1 23%

1 0,496

0 10%ý

1 39

77 0.6% 1.4% 2.3%

TOTALS '". '.. ,8441 8,666>; 13,636 38,723 2,333 4,468 2,230 16% 8,329 21% 14,094 36% 255 950 1,609: 2.1%•:.7 3.8%

4"'
'I

'9,

"444

,, . ; , •{,, ,

S alame rmprsemur per yea increase m electrciy consumptuon fron 2000 to 2•.U
2050oafter witalfrumbeu4  ' '"

2 • ,..'. Countries ranked by 200 nudear production . ' '. .
''4 !

¢
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o Appendix Chapter 4-Fuel Cycle Calculations

4..: 4.'. ,' " : :.i .:. .. .. .:

4,

4444

• .i :" THERMAL ONCE-:THROUGH URANIUM FUEL CYCLE> .". . " :

The majorityoof the world's nuclear electricity production is based on the once-through
fuel cycle? usin.,enriched uranium in light water reactors (LWR). This fuel. cycle is repre-,
sented infi•gureA-4.1 below. Note that the s secifi¢ numerical mass flows and enrichments
i, Figure'A-4•: are for a burnup of 33, GWd/MTIHM, whiclhwas the average burnup, for ,. .
U S.u reactorsi about 2 decades ̀ ago.In the rest of 4.this section, we use. a.burnup ,of 50
GWd/MTIHM, which is currently the average for•U.S PWR..4

Figure A-4. 1 can ble greatly simplified by lumping together all the front-end operations, all
the back-end operatio~ns, and neglecting losses (typically about 0.5% in an gie sae In 4

addition, the enrichment tails are of little interest because, although they are producedm in:..
significant. amounts,, they are low level[ wastes!and can be managed easily. Figure A-4.2
shows a simplified representation of the once-through fuel cyde fo-r 1500 .GWe of LWR
reactors operating under today's conditions of 50 GWd/MTIHM burnup and 90% capac-
ity factor. The. enrichment tail', which are low level wastes produced •i significant
amounts, are not explicitly considered here. The mass flows that appear in Figure A-4.2 are ".4
obtained from the .aalysis, presented.next. Note that Figure A-4.2and the calculations that
follow apply to PWRs (for.sinplicityý we :assume PWR characteristics for all LWRs. BWRs
differ principally in that the fuel requires lower i~nitial enrichnment anid achieves lowe r bur-,
nup, which would ..slightly decrease the required natural uranium feed and slightly increase
the miasisf ospent fuel: produced)..

!ii i:i
:4 .4 :.. .",:4 . .

44 .:..:! t . •. . .:
4 .4.i :• .. !::: . : -

4. 4:.:• i •: !.• v 4.::

44•%.i 4 :T ::.:

4.,: 44 •: : 4: "• :

4:,!:i 4i,. . : • :. . •:

4:.::. 4: : .: . .J . .,

Figure A-4.2. Oice-t.irou.gh Fuel Cycle (simplified)

Fresh Fuel
29,864 MTIHM/year 29.864 MT/HWyear

...l . : . 4. • 44i...~ :.

Natural uranium
.306,197 MTUlyeoa,. Conversion, Enrichment,

and Fuel Fabrication
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Figure A-4.1 Once-through Fuel Cycle

t, . ' MnnanMiin

? L' {- ::/
iii i!!: •q:.i:•}?i

0;5%6lossJ'

"4

C
Spent Fuel Cooling Pond
25.9 MTU: U235 0.83%
246 kg Pu

Spent Fuel Dry Storage
25.9 MTU U235 0.83%
246 kg Pu

i; "-• :••.::.•;v

U S

4 ;' " A
: ' F'F'": •.,"'•¢ : : ' 4 Soww'e Adapted ftormAppendixC, N~rman Rasmussen MIT&A~en~rf RLNdBwseaifa~sac~u~ip1510)

The amount of energy produced per 'unit mnass of fuel' is called the fuel burnup;.meas ured
in GWdIMTIHM2. The burnup will vary with< reactor design and fuel: management
schemes. In' the US, pressurized' water reactors. (PWR) reach a burnup of approxurnately"
50 GWC". MTIHM. This.value : :is. us : ed:for the... calculations presented in this section. The

mass of fuel that, must be: loaded. into the r .eactors per year3 is obtained as:,

: .: .. .: .• , .: :,.. • . . i .s. •. .

'F •4 : . ' . 4 . . •" '. 4

:,F. . .. . -: , , 'F..'F'F '

'F . ', 4' ' .. :".: >- 'ff F..:.

'4 ( i
'.: F:;.::5 ..2 .. ':4i,; : : :i

• .:• ¢'.F ,,. .4. :.• ..

"F.•:• . ~ . >. ' : ; . .. '. "

:::F- .:" ;:;('. ' 4!i• • C

4', 'F

where:'
M: mass of fuel loaded per year (MTIHM/year)
Q: annual thermal energy output (GWd/year)
Md discharge burnup (GWd/MTIHM)

'F .4 :' @ .'4}: •i ,, . ,• .• :..": • .4 ,:.s

The annual thermal energy output is given by the followiug expression:.

'F ~P n rrFr ''365

<'F>~T lth '

'F ~where:' '4

1311

>:

"'Ft
'F, 'F

'4 'F,'4
"F >7'

'F,

"F, 'F

<'"''F

[2]< "'F' ' 'F 'F

'F '4'F

"F ~>

'Ft

'F 4 44

Pe: installed electric capacity.(GWe)4I: .:
'(F: capacity factor : . : ' . .:

Tisti: thermal efficiency (effectively.'.GWe/.GWth)
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Combining equations [ ]I and [2], we obtain:. I

M Pe CF -365:
...~ ~ ~ ~~t ,. .Bd: . :.:f.:

[3]

,The capacity factor of nuclear power plants in the U.S. is, about' 90%and! the thermal effi-
ciency, of LWR power plants is approximately 33%... Hence, usingequation,[3]. with an.
instaled caaiof. 1500 GWe, we find that th'e mass :of fuiel loaded in' the reactors every,'
year is 29,864 MTIHM. ' ..

T" I The mass of naturaluranium required for fuel production can be obtained by considering
the enrichment process (the variabl ex designates enrichment):.

Figure A-4.3 Enrihment Process~

" F: natural uranium 'fed , " • ' >
=nkh-entp,.,

R. enriched produict, xp '

The enrichment of natural uranium is x,=071 I% and the enrichment of tails is assumed
to be x,=0.30%. From mass conservation of U-235 in the enrichment process:

F ' ' [4]

P X,-X

Hence, for a givenp:roduict mass of enriched uranium, P,ethe mass of natural uranium feed
required, FO. epends on the•enrichment x". For PWRs,.the requiredenric• ment for a given,
burnup can be approximated using the following correl.tion4 (valid for enrichments up to
20%): '

x• x 0.41201 +.0.1150:8(•,:. + 0.00023937 _.- I.).. ... ....... ..""... : : :: '2n":".."" 2 n..:•: / . .. .."'"... ": "" 0•:••" ..
. [5.. ] ::.:

where n'is the number of fuel: batches, ie. the fraction of the core refueled Per cycle is 1/n'.•

The number of batches:is selected a'oding to the fuel management schheme iadopted by
the reactor operator. In theU•.S.,ithe number is typically approiately 3. Ulsjng equation
[5] 'with n-=3 andi Bd50 GWd/MTIHM, the resulting U'235: enrichment is Xp=4.5 1%.
Using (4), w• find F/P= 10.25;jand hence the mass. of natural uranium required is 306 191
MT/yr forthe'needed:29,864' MTIHMyr of enriched uranium to load the 1500 GWe4reac-
tor fleet."
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The contents of spent'fuel discharged from the reactors can be roughly divided into 4 cat-
egories:0 1) utaniunt 2) plutonium; 3) fission products (FP); 4) minor actinides (MA).TheA

'content. of spent fuel irradiated to 50 GWd/MTIHM is as follows: 93.4% uranium (with a N

'<U-235,enrichnient of 1.1%), 5.15% fission products,. 1.33%' plutonium, and 0.12% minor.
actinides. 5  

N N ANAN N N

Since the mass of spent fuel unloaded, per year" is 29,864~ MTIHM6, the total amounts ofl N A2c

these mat-erial discarged in aA 002r for a 15, ins-taled capacity, are: 27•893 MT -.
uraniumS 1538 MIT of fissionN pridt1cts,ýN397 o plutomium, MTd NN AI of N'or

actinides as, tabulated, mA Table A-4. LN

.TabeA-4.1ntpentsoFue. Material Fiows - ruu (1500 u.e at 90%.canacitv)y

50 GWdJMTIRIM 100 GWdIMTIHM NN

Spent Fuel (MTIHM/yr) N'29,864 A4,93

Spent FuelComposition .N.. ?N.A. -N.. . . N, .. . :N
I . 93.4% (27 893 MT/yr). 87.43% (13 055 MT/yr.,
FP S.15% (1538 MT/yr) N N 10N30%oS13SMTI9O'
PuN 1.33%'(397 M1/yr) "'~ 1.97% (294 MT/yr)A
MA : 0'. 12% (36 MTfyr) " 0.330% (45 MT/yr) ,:• !. .• -:,• . ....- ::r .:. , .i:?:. ,, :,..• :..'• • i,.:.:: :• .• •":.::,L•:!,. i:% :•..•: 7 ••!::.:".• '•:,..:.N. N N".. A. N: :.

• :. •.::"'. ." :;:,:•.. . ;i•,.•.•.: •:: "

NNA N."i,•:ii :..:•..!:::. :.::..

:.> .. .•.. . .,.• ., .•.,:• ..• ..'A
• N " ' N". '. , .i.• ' ' ' '
. ::?:"•., •:• • .:?•: "'. N , E..i

,:• ' A":.•.:: tAN'•-. :::• . '.. ..

• Ni,...<:• •,.A6 ! A... N:.?

-: . A': '•• ::°/ . .: .

N N N N N .NA•'•-7':..:.#::,t • N "

N .... N. : :• : ,',N:••'N""A v; •

:NAN •• : A7•: ' N N:'j" -

High Burnup Case
If the bumupis increased to 100 GWd/MTIHM, the mass of fueld loaded .and discharged N

per.yearis reduced by.a factor of 2,to14,932-MTIIM/yr. The.enrichment reqired, usingn ' "
(5), is 91 5%• givinga natural uranium' consumption ofN 32.1,444 MT/yr for the current. ' N ' .,. A

S typical. 3-batch'fuld management sch'eieme.This value is 5% highet thawith'current bur.. .N.• "":• .. "' " ' "":: •"= :" *•N" N, NN N 4  ~ '•to n, 'N:'oN8,, 1• •!• • :-:" = .... N"'ow r thl NN•:';:. ..... ... .... '• ::
2'nup.If a 5-batch fuielmanagemenit sc~heme is adopted in this case, theirequired enric~hment N

is.8.18%, givingNa natural ramniumconsumption of 286,231NMA .yr (8% lower than.with.. A.

'current burnup),.> ,1

It is important to note that the gross amount of fission product genierated to produce a
given amount of electricity i's independent of fuel burnup because.the energy yield .of fis-:: .
sion' isalway1• 000. uGvWdMTHMfji;•.0 . Therefore, in the case' of highburiup el t6 "A'

N N N-N.same amount of material must be fissioned and the same quaintity of fission products is. .A

N generated; but' the flission products 'aresimnply concentrated in a smaller mass of fuel. TheN " AC

contentbof O~p,.In
tluZIat 100 GWd/NMTIHM is 'as follos 87.43%~ uranium (with. a U-235,N"' N A

'NNNA nrichnient~olf. L'66%), 10.30%N fission "products, 1.97% rltnu,,h 0.30%t;~"" mnmfl.NA NN Nactinides.. • The. total amountfof~matertal discharged per yeari's therefore:' 13 055 MT of

S..'. uramum,. 1538 MT of fission products',294 MT 'of putonium,,45 MTof m.inor ac.inide...:
as tabulated in Table AA4. ENWe note that the amount of plutonium discharged per year is . A

.lowerthan for a buupoff 50 GWd/MTIHM. . 'ANNA.' . >. . .C': " ?: .. ."i:' ,.: . : . ::.: ... i• : : .•::. .•••..•;::. " . '•:. .:i.f • i•: ... :.•L :.2:. ','.. ,.N'!" N',•'?... . : ":N . . ..NN N N N.i•i, i• .. :": 'N'•=:

N. .. "N.:: Av". N .N•? :• .. • •:: • " ." "" •.•" '. . .S .,.•".'. : @ . i?:.::•• .:: •. •:• •7 t~ !" . . ,• - . .• .:.• . : : . : / . .': '.. .:. . .i . ::•.
'.A, " '•: :• : ... :.:.. .'..'A N .N •,. . •>: ... 'L.:,:.• .A.:NN. . .N.. N .. NA:.N . :..: :.2 "..<' ... , . .: . . L N,. N:'. .,. " ... , .•

N NAN <NNN

A 'A
A AN A

N ~A

AN AA'N ANN N

N SANNE

AZ
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THERMAL FUEL CYCLE WITH SINGLE-PASS PLUTONIUM RECYCLING

The plutonium present in spent fuel can be recycled and •s•d as fissile material in new .
nuclear fuel. Recycled plutonium is mixed with natural or depleted uranium tomiake MOX'.
fuel (Mid OXide fuel), typically composedof 7% Pu 2  and 93% Uo0. AOfuel cycle where
all: the UOX spentfuela (but 'none oifa the MOX spent fuel) is recycled for MOX' fabrication'
is represented, ini Figlure A-4.4.8 The mass flows that appear in Figure A-'4A are obtained
from the 'analysis presented next. ', ".

Figure A-•.4, Plutoqnium Single-recycle 1.500GGWe Fleet

Fresh UOX Fresh MOX
25, 00 MT"IIMfIyear 4,764 M•• -I/ ,.yeaI "

)epleted uranium.
.430MTlyeor,

Cnes ion ,

Ls-1500G,

126 .~ frmUX

240 'A'fomMO

MOX Fuel
Fabrication -

:!
Natural uranium

257,345 MTU/year

.....

' . .Spent UOX
25,100 MTlIHM/year'~': I ePa rate'dPu

Spent MOX Repro"ess :".. ;:4:.:.ing . :" " .
4,764 7MTIHM/year

Glass: 2,886 ml/year Process Waste Separated uranium
' FP: 12926 MT/year 8,785 m3/year :i 23,443 MT/year
...A MA: 301 MT/year

Pu: 03 MT/year

D 0

The LWR fleet .consideired is fueled with both UOX 'and MOX. By design, an individual
reactor can be ftieled by UOX only or by a mix of UOX a.d MOX In practice, current reac-.
tors employing, UOX and MOX are fueled with a 2:1 ratiozof uOX .to MOX fuel.

A For simplicity, we assume that MOX fuel is irradiated to the same burnup as UOX fuel, 50..

GWd/MTIHM•.• We shallalso assume that: all.power plants% have a thermal. efficiency of
.... .33%.and a: capacity factor of. 90o1%:If all'.the spent-UOX fuel' was reprocessed and all, the

plutonium it contains.as, recycled: tomake MOX fiuel., the fraction of nuclear capacity that''
could be based: on: MOX can be determined.as follows;.: .!"'.. ' '

•.sing equation [3] to determine the. mass' of spent UOX discharged per year:

'. ". ' :• ••-: .::i.:.:..• ..i. ' A.'.. :.;:. M ass .o ,s~ n UOX .: -._ (P4:g . -O.9:•...365 MA A ' yA r] 'A::::.:: .. :....i
Mass .... spent UN. .[MTIHM peryear]

' 0Q33 5.0'A
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Recalling that spent LUX fuel has plutonium content of 1.33% and assuming that 99.9%
"of this'plutonium can be recovered by PUREX (equivalently 0• 1% of the plutonium is lost 4

Pu:k',:i:: . l.•R•ecydled from m-spe nviu oxtE=.:.I (.euo .... =. 3.: ! ':::0? .01033 *'0.999AMT•PuO p~er~ye ari:.?•.:ii
during reprocessing):,03*50v ,;

(P)o - 4'"-36

The mass of MOX fuel nede er year is also determined using equation [3]:
•': ' " "" : . + -" " ::" " : ':• ": "' : •: • : ..'' .• '" .• . " . .. " . "% % •,% . .s• : : "< ,• " .sk : " .: •:'r :•' '+ : ""' .' -", ': :.: .. " : . '". .;... :2 •: , "¢

. ...!!'.

2

i

And since
.! ' 4.. 4 :.X : . • • : .

.4,<.i i . •. :•.' :> <'. "

(,,x-0,9 - 365 [TH e er ~''
Mass of MOX [MTIHM___ pe yar

& 0313s5.0•.

MOX fuel has an initial plutonium content of 7%:IO''

(P Qx 0. -365
P. ..needed for MOX -=. 0.07 [MT Pu per year]

i0,•3 - 5.

.. . . '. . . .. .... .. .. .. ...4 ..' • . .... .. ..' .34 < .. .,..:". . .... ' "'.:, . 4 ., ,.. .. v .: ,. . ..:.

4•
4' "74•'"'

.4' 4%

'•4 "4

4•

If we now require that the amounit of pluitonium recycled from spent UOX be equal to the >4•
amount of plutomium needed for MOX fabrication, we finid: - .T

•j • 0•. 0.... 7 .. 7:

Nlote that the value that, is••most frequently used for this ratio isJ7 in~ current conditions.
"This is'.because the plutonium content of, spent~fuiel is usually taken as4 'l% (this is a good'

7 approximation for UOKifuel irradiated to- a bu'rnup of 30 to 40 dWd/M'rIHM).

Once' the UOX to MOX ratio is know~n, the mass flows in Figure A-4.4 are obtained'using
equations f3) through [5j'as follows: for a total capacity of 1500 GWe and a UOX:MOX...
"ratio of 5.27, we have" 1260'GWe based on UOX and 240 GWe based on MOX. Using equ'a-
tion [31 we fmnd a throughput of 25 100 M'TiI-1i/yi for UOX and476 IHMyfo

MO.Uig. equation [4], the mass of natural,,uranium reurdfor UOX fabrication' is 2
257 345 MT/yr*.' '¾ ' 'K~'

~ The'tpent UOX'4is s5cnt to-reprocessing. For the PUREX'Processýwe&sueta altefs:J~sibn' produ~cts, all of 'the' minor actinides,ah thafth.putnu peet all the fspet ,'"'~4
'¾U OX fueldare separated and incorporated in borosilicate glass. The volume of borosilicate

glass is 0. 115 Mi
3 per MTIHI4 of fuel reprocessed.: In. addition, P~UREX generates radioac-'

tive process waste at a rate of 0.35 mn3 per MTIHM of fuel reprocessed.""Assummg :o'n ce
again that the spent UOX contains 93.4% uraniuim,5.15% fission products; 1.33%. Pluto-

7 inand 10:12% minor actinides, we 'itfd 'that the> bbrdsilicdte' glas'stcontains •1292.6
MT/yr of fission,'products, 30.1 MT/y omfi mnr.actinides, an.0103 MT/yT of plutbniunt4" W
The' Amounth of separated, uranium ~is 23 443 MT/ -rnd334 ATý fsprtdpuoi'
urn i.s.dae an, fomur nMOXefabrication. SincetheOtotal mass of MOX( is 4i764, MTIHM/y, ,he,..
depleted urauniurn requiirement is4 4.ý30 MlT/yr."

C

•4

4•

CA)

'•4

C

C
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.. The total piutonium conten-t of MOX .fuel decreases by approximately 3ý0% diuring irradi-.
.ationrin the reactor;2 since fresh fuel• has plutonium. cotent of 7%6, the spent fuel. has a,

content of approximately 4.9%. As.seen ...inFigure.A-4.4, 4 76•MT•HM.of.MOX' is: di['s-
charged• from the reactors each year, so totalw• . t of plutionium discharged is.
approximately 233 MT/yr. This is a reduction o6f40%c.ompared' to a oncerthrough cycle,
(recall that:the miss of pluitoniu dischairged in'.the once-through case was 397 MT/yr).
Indeed,;•although the spent MOX fuel has a. higher plutonium content than*"spent. U "OX
(4.9%v"'s. Q123%), the mass of spent MOX discharged is much smaller and the total amount.,
of plutonia :min spentifuel isslower. •n addition; the plutonium, discharged in ispent. MOX....

I has a :degraded isotopic composition (i.e.rmore Pu-238 and Pui240)" and i's therefore less,
suiiable for weapon pro•luction. However, because the PJREX process produces separat-
ed phitoni•m, the' MOX cycle is generall`vie•ed unfavorably, in termsofoproliferation

I) resistance,

We. note" that the natural uranium consumption.in this case is only about 15% lower than
in the once-thrhug casd.' H~ nce-the MOX option:.has only a modest impact iimproving,,.,
utilization. of uranium resources'. iThipcould r b oe":ftved uranium separatedy theby
..PUREXprocesswas remacyc ed.and re-enichedý tornenew fuel. At present, separated ura "

D naiiri'i not recycled because its isotopic composition would complicate enrichment plant
uperationsu i•eos.gr c i Uc236 or present) anid because uranium ore is inexpensiv•. If
:...'..:uraniumore prices% increased .renrichmet.costs decreased,.: re-efrichment.f sepparted.
uraniumfor: production. of UOX fuel could become an attractive option. Currently, how_'
ever;,separated uranium is:: stckpiled for possible, future use. Multiple-pass iecyclinghis
.another optio. tat, althugh~ not attractive- under current conditions, could. fuither

D reduce uraniuntconsumption.

' Finally ,we note that approximately 25, 100MTIO M of spent fuel need tobe reprocessed.J..
every year, in this 1500. GWe scenario. The. : Hague COGEMA reprocessing plant has a :.
.. .capacity.of 1700.MTMIy. Thereforet•i scenaio:requi- es ab•ut 15 La Hague equiva- . -

•'. "i~nreprocessing plants. Table-4.2 tabulate's thlasespent fuel'material fl6ws for this sin-
. gle pass pluto.nium .recycle case.

1

'1

TableA-4.2 . SpenFuel Material Flows-Single-Pass Pu
-'--- Recydling .(150 .0 GWe at 90%-capacity);

Reprocessed UOX'
Separated U.,
Borosilicate Glass
FP

Spent MOX (MTIHM/yr)
. Pu (4.9%)

25OOMT IHM/ylr:
- 2ý3,443.1I/r:

1292.6 MT/yr
: .. . 30.1 MT/yrK

.. • .0.3 MT/yr.
" 4.764 MT/y-

• . 233.MT/yrl"
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The main purpose of recycling spent fuel in the MOX.fuel •ycle is to recover fissile pluto .,,..
nium anduse it to produce energy;. However, if fast reactors3i.(FR) are used, all the pluto.'.
: .um and'n minor. acti, desani••bexecyclel, incorporated into new fuelE and fissioned in a ...
fast neutron flux.In, this.way• uranium resourcesfare:uiized much' more efficiently, and4 .
the radootoxf•¢ity.ofspent• nuclear fuel is greatly reduced. A fuel cycle.where FRs are used!,
in tandemwithLWRs is shown in Figure A-4.5 (note~tlat we assume that all the spent fuel,
including the LWR spent fuelispyroprocessed):. `4 . ."

Figure A-4.5• FR/LWR Balanced Fuel Cycle l- 1,500 GWe Fleet". ',,"" 444

;•: ::,, .. . : ?:: : ,:.. ' •'."•• .: " ; ,: :":':.:• :.::•., : :; :..:•.•.•:. , :"I .•':..•-.. ;I:.: " i :-!:,i.L :.@ :•.:. : .44. 4: ::444. .' :,:. •:.1 • .. ,, .::

Natural uranium .. ' : '... . . . ...
.::',. . ": . 0 y.166,460 MT/year »4 ' L ' .4. ::: : :

4 4" "' ' ~~~~~FreshUýOX> 4 ~ ' ~~'4 44 " ~4
44 44 44Spent UQXa

4' ~~16,235 IMTLIMear' 4">

"'>1 ~ FP: 1398MTA ear 4

4 'MA +Pu: 1171 MT/year MA+Pu:I MTfyear

U.3514MT/year J: 551 MT/year '4

Separated uranium " 4

4,428 -4 4 4r

l'Fresh FR Fuel speri2BMT/yar '"4

I4685 MTIHM/year 4685MTIHM~year4.

The 444s of fuellade eah ea in the~ LWRs and, the ERs is d'etermine~d using. equation 4

4 4 ~(3). Fo6r'the4F4R, a b'urnup of 120 GMd1MTll1M a th4ermal' efficiency of 4.0%,.and a capacý ,

ity factor. of 90% are.'assumied. The composition "of heavyimetal in FR fuel is. taken 's 750/
uranium and 25% 4 transuranics (plutonium and 'minor actinides). If" we assume: that the '

F.Rs are operated 'as burners such that the transuranics content of the fuel decreases by 20%'4"
during irradiation,14 the 'ratio of FR capacity 'to LWR capacity can> be' determined as f6l-'

' 4 .. . .44.: •. . : : .:...' :. .:'. . ' : ', ,.;•'. • .••''.. ".' .. 4.",.:.':..•:. .. :.• : 4> 4 .,444, 44''4- 4

The annualized mass of FRfuel~is given by equa~tioni [3] "

4 -4" ~~Mass of FR fuel 0.4"-(P)F 109 [MTIHM, per year] : 4

•::. :• ( . .. :" . • : .,.:• • . . ;. .• :• ••.:::: " :. . .. L:'::::.:..• ." ..:•: , • .." i:•< .,,,.',..•: .': ... '. • • '.;:,O .. :... .. . . .... 1. .2 0. ..,..'

i
C

C

C

4i:

4 ~C

:: 44c

4"::!~lc

9i•::"i:

g

444

4 44'

4 4'

The mass of4'plutonium and miinor~ actinides; that must be 'supplied ftui'the',fabrication of
FR' f• elis (recalling that FR fuel.contains 25% tranuranics):4 - :

_(Pe)'FR -0.9 -365~
Pu:+ MA needed for FR . 0.25 [MT Pu +: MA per yearl., . .

0. - 12,."!i".:::.:::••!? .:•. . .': ... : . . ...:..:::::.::,,. . ... :! .: . .. .0 ::. !. 1 2 0 .:• . .i : i... . • . ., i ,....:: :.,,• •:% !: .•::.i•!:•..:•: :!:4 44 " 44.,:.:
:;.i. .:, I•..• .• " " " .".. . : .:" ""'..' ,:: . ... • ' :. " :". ... : ... . . " . . " " . " : . :...: .. ";.•:.I ?:•., :•( ." ;•? ,.; ,: .444 4:.

: • •;.::.Y •..:,:" :, . :. ... •.:. :. . . :":. .i'::.. . "• • •'" .J (. ' 2 . . .:. . " ,. '.:..:: -. ,•:.::,.• !;,'• ?.• i.:;:" :.:'.4 '.: :: :." 4• .

,::":". .' .. :: :;.. : :" :: . . :. ": .:". ". "" . " ,:"• i; • i •. •i ':: ".. " v .:. ::.::% ,":.''i~".•S :.,':c •':.::•4.. .4'4: ,..:.
:.: :- ,:." ::,. :. . . . :. " :. " . . " .' " .• .: :: "•. .: .: . ,.:- .:?. .. . .. " . ' . . S . :: : .••. : •.: .. •. g .:•..." :; ":",4: :..
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Since the transuranics content of the fuel has been assumed to decrease by 20% during, .,
irradiation, we havre:

Pu + MA from spent FR fuel>- (Pe),~jý 0ý9 -365 02'(- .)MPi>MAprya]
014- 120<

The mass of spent UOX is obtained using equation [3]:

9.: :" : 9". • , ' . ,99". - :.. . : : . • . : . • ! .. . : . J ? -".. . . .. :' . .: ".'": . J " .. : : : ." :i" . " . :II? ::9:.•.:.: .i . .. .• " .

. .. , .. •,.... ;?.

Mass of spent UOX~ - (P,),,, 0.9'- 365
.... "....• ., •" ...

.D .•
9,0.3 * 50

Since spent UOX contains 1.33% plutoniummand 0.12% minor actinides, the annualized
mass of plutonium and minor, a.inidesis:-. .• :::. ::: :.i: ":".• . ... , ., " "• " ." ; : . ;• . .. :• • . . .. ." ? ' :. . ;•" q : . . !:":: •':. .:., • :-": .."b . .• :...:.: .:.?:' .' .•:.: •:., : • 9."9:9 9.9 . : .

• ~• .: ." . .'. .. •. ' . :i.. . . :,• " • :•• . ..: •,. : .:9• : 9 9. 9999 : . : • . :... •: '. ... .:: ": .: .99 :..: .•. •,9 •. .. ,:: :.:: .

"9." 'd . ::v . 9.•• x .: •:. .9 ,'4.. . 9:." 9. . .9..9.:" : Z .,: . .:.9"• • .• .. . • . • :J,6 • ::{ .:,. ... '.:"- " • • " • .. :.::...v• .. i. ,:,• •: . .

• . i.:.I Pu + MA from spent UOX = ('e..x .9 -365
990.33- 50,

-0.014 [TW Pu MA pe~r year]~'9. .. • : . ::..?. .•..:, .. ' , .: . . -. . L : ., ,.: > .

Assuming that 99.9% of the Pu and MA can be recovered in pyroprocessing, we get:

Pu + MA for FR fuel 0.999:P; +M from-fF , Pu.+ MA from
spent FR fuel J+ I.spent UOx

From thie expression abov0e, we find the ratio of installed electric power capacity of FRs to

LWVRs: , 9

J

(NUO)FR
0.0145 0.4. O .120

=.0.84
5 : 5 0,33 . . . (.. .- . (1 -. 0.2))

.Therefore, iiftotal nuclear.-capacity is 1500 GWee, the FR capacity can: be taken as 685 GWe
and' the LWR capacityca be taken as 815 GWe. Using quation (3), we find.:thata the mass
of fuelfrequired forithe LWRs. and FRs is 16,235 MT.IHM/.yr. a d:4,685 MTIHM/yr respec-
tively. Using equation (4), we fimdthat theaoiountof n•at•u anium-reqlired for UOX
fuel fabrication is. 166;460 MT/yr,;about: 60% less than: for the once-throu& •case.

Note that the FR:LW-R capacity ratio, is dependent on'.the' assumptions mafde regarding.FR..
fueicof0mposition.if the fractionoftransuranics in FR fuiel comingfrom.reprocessed UOX
was.lower than..20%; there Would be ai.wer L.R share of totalcapacity. Furthermore, f..
the total transuranics 'contenit of FR fuel were reducedbelow: 25%, the LWR capacit' would
decrease:....'., . ' ' . . .. " . i.. .: , . .: '
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With full actinide recycle, the: b of the wastes..from pyroprocessing.is composed of fis-'
sion products (the waste il so ,containis 0.:1% of the aciidesi:which!come ofr6imi losses dur-.
ing reprocessing). The quantity of. fission products generated in a given .ye;ar by the FRs canbe obtained basuigtt in n a fast reactor, fission produuces 1000GdM•i••l
on average. Hence, using equation (2). to' get the annual thermal output, Q (GWd), and I
dividing by 1000 GWd/MTlHMfi,0 j•we. obwtaiiin the iannualized production of fission
products:'

685'- 0.9-365
FPFR =562 [MT FP per yea r].

...... ..'. •

0.4IUI100

The, reprocessed LWR fuel (16,235 MT/yr) contains 5-.15% fission products or 836 MT/yr;
.''•! . leading to a total discharge in fission 'Products of1398 MT/yr f tothisftiel'cycle..,

The production of the FR fuel (4,685 MTII-M/yr), assuming it is comnposed~ of 25%~
.. triansuranics and 75% uranium, r•quires.. 171 MT.of transuranics and 3,514 MT;of ura- ..

mium•• . Assuming O.%,ljsses•in tr••n anics durintgreprocessing, the input of traisuian-> 4 •
.' • cstopyrprocessm g must1be 1172 MT. (1 MT oftliis amount will end upm in thewaste):..,

iThe amount of separated uiranium can be obtained as follows-,
.Table A.3 Spn FeMtrBalanced F..LWR the total mass of spent FR fuel i•s4,6895 ,MTIHM/yr. The spentSpet"• Fue0ateral Flows'- ,-fuel contains 563 MT of fission products and 80% of the ini-(1 500 "~ at, 9% capacity) .. ial I•'7 MT of transuranics, or 937 MT. The renainimgmass,

.eproessed.UX ..:. ... 16,235 MIHM/yr..o, o 3,185 "MT. is u•r'an.ium-.• The spent UOX fuel (16 ' 2..3
Repoced F fui',. i, *4*~SMl~M~r MTIIIM/yr),acontains 93.41% uranium, (see TableA-4. 1), or:l5

S6parate'd U 'K14,285 MT/yr 164 MT. Therefo~re, the total uianium input to py'roproc~essing
Fyroprociw ..' .."..e.is 18,349 MT. Due to process limitations in pyroprocessg ."g,
FP.i.." :. •1d:::.398 MT/yr< 3% of this amount, oir 551 .1 MT . is dischargedwith he wste...Acnides ••1" " M'•' .. ... Since onlry,.3;513:MT are'required for FR fuel-fabrication, the

551 MT/yr..... amount. of-separated uranium to 'be stockpiled' is': 14,285.
MT/yr. Table A-4.3 tabulates these spent fuel material fiows'for
this balancedFR/LWR fuel cycle. .

• < .... . • .,. .... • , . . ? • .. .... :... • . . .,. .,.....&:. •' ..

I C

' C V

'C

C

'C

Table A-4.4:, Spent.Fuel Material Flows Exi
FleeitModeled as*LWR• on a Once
Fuiel Cyde with Some Pu Recycle
(352 GWe at 90% capacity).

Spent UOX,. :. , 588
Pu (1:33%) .: . S .'

.. SpenitMOX. ' 179.

Pu K49%)
Repocessed UOX . . .. '. 9
Separated 'U
Borosilicate Glass..

FP "'5

PUi+MA

Current, Situation: Once-Throughw'ith So•mePlutonium'

sting World : ,V ,The simple models develo'ped so. far to. evaluate mass flows 'in
e-through, various fuel cycles can be' applied' to the current world nuclear':.

fleet. Of course, this will only yield a: rouh estimate of the actu-
al quantities involved ecause: the models are greatly simplified.

5 M.TIHM/yr As of 2002; the installed worknulear capacity based on ther-

IM iTIHMy,'r mal reactors s approximately .352.GWe. For simplicity, we will,,,,
9 .yr: ... assume, that all reactors are LWRs,:and. we apply the same

mTliH.yr. assumptions as befoie 'for burnup (50 GWdiMTIHM), capaci-
8817 MT/y' ty factor (90%), and' therml: e:ffimncy .(33%1/o). MOX fuel cur-

...6 ..... rently: represents-: approximatelky 2!.5%'-. ofo..:orld • uclear, fuel

.. MT/yr. production.,'. so we assume that 9 GWe of installed capacity is
based on MOX. ~ '''~

:
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V .ý . Figure A-4.6 Once-through Cycle with Some Plutonium Recycling- 352 GWe Fleet
• . • " . .. • . . ;• . . :• ... . : :• : .:. . .:. : ,. 3 .. : .3,..•. . . . . . . • . . ,:.F : . . : : .: . .. : ::::. 4 • ::•

Separated Pui
126 M U ar3 !i 3:: : ' ::i , ': : : :

:33. I
9t

* Depleted
uranium

1.•66 MT/year

Fresh MOX ..
79.2 MTI.M.• year

Glass:109 m
3  

,

.FPý 48.6 MTfyear
MA + Pull1. MT/year

--)Process waste: 30 M3

Separated uranium

K, 8817 Mlyearr
~pentUOX
58B5MHM/yeyea

Spent Uox

179.2 MllHIM/year

3~3
3,

D

* ,Natural uraniumi1{
70O,015 MT/ Ieayr.:

UCI Fabriatio 'ox

UR
i

.:i .. ,.. I
6829 M IHIHMyear,

The: mass flows inK FigureA-4.6 are ialculated using: equations (3) to (5). recalling:. that
spent UOX fuel is composed of93.4% uranium, 5.15% FP,.L33% Pu, and,0.12% MA and
ihat fresh.MOX has a •lutonium content of 70%0. The spent: fuel material flows for this fuel
cycle. are. summarized in Table A-4.4.

D ..- ;., ;::..,:::••

It is interesting to consider how plants and: their fuel cycles Sare deployed to generate this 9
GWe freom.. 0MOX fuel.. In the current. .world situation, plýats run either..oly on: UOX fuel
(we refer to them as UOX plants). or -on a mix of UOX and MOX fuel (werefer to therm:as
MOX plants). The U.S., and Aia rely on UOX plants,.whereas Europe and Russiareliesy on.
a mix of both types. Further, the MOX .plants currently have ½/ of their core, loaded with
MOX'and,2/3 la•ded with UOX. Hence, the total capacity of these plants is 27 .GWe
(although of coursev0nly 9 GWe,is generated from' MOX fuel). Figure A-4.7 shows the cur-
rent fuel cycle with UOX and MOX plnts represented separately. . '

•! .: "• ...; T ., .. :.. i ,.: . •; . !i':• , :i.x.:i~i . . : . " • ,: . • :::" ; ••::;; . i :i ::. :• ',; ' ! . . .. •:3" " !. .. . . . ..

D W

3' ' 3!'.

,:•-" -4::

:3.3 i< .:" :.::

: '.. 3 3;..i: •.-

!;'• :/ •••I

Figure A-4.7 Once-through Cycle with some Plutonium Recycling • 352 GWe Fleet.

Fres UOXSpent UOX
N a tu ra l u ra n iu m C n. v. r si o n ,,64 7 .. .M . .H M .ye . 5 ": ' :.e a",
66 340 MAT/year Enrchenan

'LUO Farictio Spent UOX
Pu. 26 MT:ear 586•MTIHM.year

Depleteduranium
I"fk.A .TI- A - SpenrUOX

D

Natural uran. •m•
. 3675 MT/year. > Conerson

1i9.2 MiliIM/yeaf.
__ .,• ) o ..:......

Flesh UOX
358 MTIM/er.

! 358 M IIHMIyear Reprocessing
(PUREX) I

SpentMOX •. Glas: 109 m3 '. Process waste:. Separated
179.2 MTIHM;ear FP: 486MT/year .30 m u ranium

MA + Pu 1.1 .MT/yea. 881.7 MT/year
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The total UOX consumption,. (6,829: MTIHM/yr) is split' between the UOX and
.plnts according .to UOX-based .capacity. Hence 325/343.4 of this a-mount, or

. ,MTIHM/yr, is required for the UOX plants..The UOX consumption' in the MOX pla
therefobe 358 MTIHM/yr. A total of 944 MTIHM/y0 of spent UOX needs to.be reproc
to produce enough plutonium for: MOX fabrication. Therefore, if all'4the spent'uoXl

"the MOX plants were toabe reprocessed (3. 58 MTIHM/yr), 586 MTIHMIyr. of spen
fro the UOX<4plants must also be reprocessed. 4'

The uranium requirement and waste production can be tabulated accordinig to plant
7as fo~ll'ows:44 4>''>4 4 4 4 4

44 44Table A-4.5 Utanilum Consumption and4Waste Production by Plant Type,- EXisting 352 GWe Fleet

'. 4 "4 ' . , ' . . ' .. ' ' : : . .. ' • 4 . ' ' . . • " . . " " . " " " : . " 4'. . " . , 4 ,4 4::4 "44 '. : : " ' '. " , ' : • " :" 3 : :.4""4• , ) £ ' " ; ' " " " • .4"4 4. . ! ' " " .

<4" U. feed'
MT/yr

HLW discharged
MT/w 4•

444:4:44 . .i{ 2.. .

UOX Plants
'325 GWe

MOX Plants,
27 GWe

44 466340

'3675
44.44 :4 " 4 4,r..! s :.:.

44444.., ,: ".4 :t..:7. "",

Spent UOX;4 6471

:•:...Spet MOX: 179:.2

Glass: 109 m3j
(48:,..6 , .1•,MA+•,)

Process Waste.: 330m
3

4 u' Ptdischarged

Discharged in spent UOX: 86.1~

Consumed for MOX fabrication: 12.6,
Discharged in spent MOX: 8.8>,

Note that all the wastes from reprocessing4are.4assigned to the MOX plants, even though
4.44 fr.action of the reprocessed fuel comes from the: UOX.plan ts. T s,.b us te reprocu

.-.. operations would not bere MOrequintred.tifl ttthesaro
of spent fuel fromthe UOX plants shown in thi table.(6,471 MTI.M/jr) is the total an
.discharged (i.e. including the spent. flielthat will: e reprocessed). Thereforethe amo0
spent fuel from the UOX plants that goes to reprocessing (586 MTIHM/yr) must be sub
ed from this number to. get the.amou•t of spent UOX that goes to the repository. .

Finally, the figures in Table A-4.5 can be expressed on a per GWe basis by, dividir
numbers in the: first, and:second' rows by 325 GWe and,27, GWe;,respectively. This gi'
idea of the uranium:consumption: and waste production for a .IGWe plant.-

"" . :. . "• :• " "> :Y• !..'• : : . ; ' .' r ; ' " ' . "" " ." ". • '<' :': • . ': • " <' .. : . "•::.• . . • ., • . : : " " 5 " ." : : .. '. "'•. . • .'. " : : ' :. "..
• . . :...:' .''.• .:L .:•' ," :' : .. '. . .. i : + ' . • " .. • .,'" t • '.,,, .. .' • r :<'• .. . . • .:v . • -. >• " " ': :T :"4"4." • '4 ". " ".4:.
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NOTES

I. Mass of nuclear fuel refers to the mass of the heavy metals present in the fuel. For example, for a fuel consisting
of uranium: oxide (UO ,with zirconium cladding, them•ass of a given amount of fuel wouldr.refer only to the.
massof uranirmn present int the fueL.The massof theoxygen and of the cladding would: notbe included.

2. GWd/MTIHM:gigawa•tt days per metric ton of initial he• metal;we always refertthe initi., mass of heavy

metal. i the fuel because the heavy metal atoms are fissioned as the fuel is irradiated, and therefore their mas's s

3) ~~decreases with time. - )
3. This is the to•al amount of fuel loaded in the reactors per.year.Theactual cycle timefor US PWRs is now typi-:

cally 18 months,~ ~
4. Xu, Zhiwen,ýDesign Strategiesfor Optimizing•High Burnup Fuel in Pressurized Water Reactors MIT doctorali,'

thesis, January 2003. See equation 2.8

5. X, Zhliwen,•Design Strategiesfdro Optimizing High Burnup Fuel in Pres5urized Water Reactors" MIT Department .
of Nuclear Engineering ,doctoral thesisý January 2003. See detailed MCODE results.

6. We ofcoursf e are n.eglecting the reduction in .the f. el mass discharged due to conversion of mass.to energy in
the fission-.process, .g.a loss of 1. MT in thiscase. -

7. " Xu, Zhiwen;,Design'Strategies for Optimizing High Bumup Fuel in P•essurized Water Reactors•.MIT Department
: .•< of Nuclear Engineering doctor•l•thesisJanuary 2003.See detailed MMCiODE results.:. ' . -

:8. The fuel cycle we are considering in this section is not self-generated iýrecycle•(SGR)n l SGR, all the spent fuel,
including the spent MOX, would be repr oessedfor.plutonium exraction. As of2002, in all countries using plu-

. tonium recycle, the spent.MOX fuel is nota gain'reprocessed, in parf tode the" egadclM.isotopic composition.
Se of plutonium i •nspeiMOX. However, further recycling of plutoniu'mmaybe: car ried out ie the future,.,

9.: Current.¥,MOX fueln inLWR.isgenerally iradliatedtoa burnup lower.than-50GWd/MTHM Kbut parity with UOX

--- is anticipated" exerence is gied. ,-

10. We assume Pu is mixed.with de•pleted:U 238; admixing with natural uranium or spent fuel uranium would pro-
vide some-U-235.and reduce the Pu requirement slightly. .

i1: COGEMA, B.BARRE, State of the Art:in:Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing, SAFEWASTE 2000, October 2000.Values are for
the year. 2000 .(ta ken from table 3). '

. .. .12, OE~Cb/NEAlutonlum, Fuel-- An.A ssessment'.1989.See table12 B1.1.. ... ' . • : • •.., . . .. . • " An .- ,,s .s en " • . -. : x . " ... ' :..,: ... " -. ... ." " • !.. . "- ,

13. The question, of.Wlether thermal or fast reactors are preferable for burning actinides is still being debated. It.+.

should be noted,. hwever that full actinide recycle in a thermaispectrum is theoretically possible."

14. These.values (25%. forMA+Pu~content and. 2m for makep. faction) are representative of.FR burners. For
examplej see tableV. (LWR Spent-FuetFed) in. R.N. Hill, D.C. wadeJ.R. Liaw, and E. FujitaOPhysics Studies.of-
Weapons Plutonium Disposition in the. the Integral-Fast Reactor Closed Fue Cycle"Nuclear Science and
Engineering, 121,1T7-w31(1995). -, -- --- '

15.. World Nuclear Association, Mixed Oxide Fuel February 2002, (httpV/www.world-nuclear.org/lnfoAnf29.htm).
This.article reports that MOX production reached 190 MTIHM in 2000.
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Appendix Chapter 5 Economics
99

Appendix 5.A -- Calculation of the Levelized Cost of Electricity

" . i .:. eThe real !evelized cost of electricity production is used to assess the economic competitive-.ness of:alternative generating.technologies.,The.'real levized co.st .aof•a•project is.equiva-

lent tothe constant doar (eal)price of electricity that would be necssary over the life
of the plant' toi cover? all. operating.expenses,..inerest and. prihcipalrepaýyment obligations
on proje.ct debt, taxes an• provide a ac ceptable return-to equityinvestors: over the eco-
nomic•life of the pr.ject.7The real• levelized cost of alternative generating technologies with`

D similarioperating:. haracteristics (e.g. capacity factors) is .metric used to identify the alter-:
native that is. most economical.

99
/ '9

A project's real. evelized cost can be computed using discounted cash flow analysis,, the~method.employedin the modelfd~scribed below. Revenues and expenses'are projected ov.er

thel.life of the. proect and discouited at rates sufficient to satisfý:interest and principal
:repaymennlt obligations to debt investors and the mi dmum~hurdle rate (cost of equity cap-
ital) required by equity investors...:

E3@

An alternate method, based, on traditio••. regulated utility reenue requirement calcula->.
tions, is often: used to calcate ieveliezed :costs i for:geeiaeting. technol6gies. Thi: approach

. .has two problems' First, it.ffils.to. account .properly for inflation and yields levelized nom-
.. . inal ost.numbers that. cnnot.easily.e compared a:crosi• technologies with different'Capi-:.

tal intensities. Sec6nd. it I imposes a particular •apita- cost repayment profil .that, while.•
consistent with the way regulated investments wer:.treatedis no.t consistent .With the mer-
chant generation inv6tment:environrr ent that now chlaracterizes the'U.S., Western Europe
and a growing number of other couiintries.

The, spreadsheet nmodel ý. used to.
:.. -. ".. ".. calculate real levelized. costs for

nuclear, coal, and . :atur -r gas-fired
power plants' is described in, the.
followinig,,secios Table'A-5.A.l
defines variables uised throughout.

• ' '. the abpendix-.The.cash flows are:'

first generated, in. nominal. dollars
in order to calculate.income taxes
properly and then: adjusted. to
Son. s . .. Stant> 'real prices. yusing the:.

..::. assumed -general ihflation. rate
(3% in the examples below)q:..

Table A-5.A.T ModelVariables.

Overnight. cost (5/kWe) '. HR Heat rate (BTU/kV~h)
Tc Constrctrofiýiime(years) ' Cr: Unit cost 6offfiel ($/m•BnTU)
CjoT Total construction cost ($/kWe)' ,"' Cw,,te Nuclear waste fee (mills/kWh).
DA' Debt fraction:of initial investment : :...' ' Com. Fixed O&M ($..f".yr),
E.N. . Equity.fraction.of ihitial:investment"." Co... Variabl6O&M.(mills/kWh).

"Y. .No.I minal cost of debti: ' . : Incremental capital:costs ($/kWe/yr)
rEl Nominal cost of equity C 1 Decommissioning:cost (Smillion)'
N Plant life (years).. ======= Carboin emissionstax ($ .ton ne-).
L ." Plant net capa.ct (MWt) " ,, Carbon intensiti of fuel (kg-C/mmBTU),
("': Capacity factor R"K:, . . R. Revenues in period'n :.I
• Nominal.price oflectricity in period n . l Interest payment in perod :
T:.: Marginal composite cor porate income.tax rate: C•.o: Total operating expenses in penod n.

• . ... .
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0

CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Twer clatsh flqmioe Sigiocat capi tinvesmens before electricity production can begifi..
The ca.sh..flW model allocates the•ovemrightcost of the plant, C0 ,,specified in $.kWe of the,,,
year production.begihs (2062Z),over the consetuction period,. Tc,. allowing foran addition-
at- periodafter.construction for final licensing and testing. By convention, all investment

.. . , expenditures are counted at the beginning of the year in which they .ccur, and all revenues,

and operating expenses- are assumedi to. occur at the end of the year. N umne~rousl construc-
tion expenditure profiles are available in the model,,including a unffbrvroW'fll ad>oe 9

that peaks at mfiidcon•struttioi9n, characterized by-a siniusoidal function. The ,annual capitaL:,'
-expenditures for the• nuclear plant costing $2000/kWe in baseyear prices: (2002) and a corn-'

.> bined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plant costing $500/kWe are presented m Table A 5.A2.

> =Ii!

0: :i

C
99 >9

999~9

9 >>
9 99 9. 9

9 9 >9 9

Table A-Sj.A.2 jRepresentative Construction Outlays (nomin'al dollars).

>9 s' -4>
YEAR 51kW.' $I/cWe

-3> .299 >1
S1kWe9

V$kWe--ý 5kWe

TOTAL- OVERNIGHT
.. OUTLAY,,, COST.

(mixed 5IkWe), ' (2002 S/kWe)<

'TOTAL.-
~,COST->» 9

(2002 $1kWeY9

.. ... 999;.,:.. : :

9.9.. 99':.% i
Nuclear>'-' 1659>. 444> 566 99>>471 185 1,831 2,000 2,557

CCGT-' 0>5 0» 0 '236. 243 4789 500 549

:,.;..

.Ndear 5 yem constr'ud O• pertod: Onusod pmfile,, = 3% . . . . . . : :. ... , ..

CCGT, 2 yeat consqnctrum pe odd, nifovm pwofl~e, 30k 9

.' 999 9.. ."~9 :: 9f .9: " ".Noei that the overnight cost 9.. in cn.t .. • the year ":dc:. beg ins,

. ion o N theovernight cost •liso ecified •io n y onrtanditheorat of the yera production.begins ord
o .(yearn2c00$c)tandtson the capital expenditure in eablyeat is adeflatedatos urrent year (nomrs

99> w inal) dolinre.qThisemxpts. hb hdeqtotal Outlay ieach heminaln dors misnimume eoify sallern
eq uthan the oded- t the overnight co t f 9cs o •uction-

whrue asthe fowbutla in y easrn (of0i20,n<0drn construction) Fst taigsoacon the timrac- o
tioneof the tovngtalcostsith Tallocte to... yearespandi the rate ofdebteralifltion> =8%ord
to% finx or srcin the nula cs projct takes on ardebt/4 oblgtiosadatrsequity-investr 1% ors th6ý

CCT.s > rf' 9.6%T

.. . . . ...> . ., ,. . ., . . . . . ,, , • . . . " • • ..... ... :. ... ... :, f :: :. ; ., . . r,, . +.:: . : . .. . . .rE • :•.. >.9.9.9. . . :.. .; ... :: ::• :.!: . :..•• 9'. •• • •.. .-• • .. 9 9• , . • • ... '" "'.•• .. ' .•" •, ... • ' - •• " .9L X."re f v9 " = .k..,- '9 -. "." . :9> •.,:% :

•:/=/: ; :•.:•-::weenipoin.an effectlive int: eares rat r(ne•ff T02,he .,total.cdst ofconstruction doe•:s nt repfresent.'=i::::.-":::

.... ->,.....,,. cash. to ofowsi bu¢lt.¢ist a mecasuedo-~ntoyer•niand~ costhe accoufgntethe.tifiame vaIn-ordrf •.:
•:':•';/: :=: 15,%i: sO.fnne ois~in:te .(rofef t 115)taeson deb 6/0~dbtia/nS h~ritequity,.rDi8 %rEe2% tors•:: the.i= % '..

.:: ::::, =i: .• .•• ;.• ••.= " .: . " ,:': ." : •;. ' •.. . • ; :.=.= ... • • : • ?" . :=.>9 .9. .:.. . .. : . . .- 9, .: •" :.. .CCGT-s .:9.. >9 cran:rqreet..Dbandieq•Yea..hse:.,e> etdm9m at.fre9r !. 9 . 9:.;• ¢.;

if" C"

99>i

»9.C..i:

c.i...;:::
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ASSET. DEPRECIATION,

Once put in servicei,the: power plant depreciates according t a specifiled schedule. The
treatment of depreciation isdi••portant in the calculation of the.amiual tax liability, since.
asset:depreciation isatax-deductible 'expense. In the baseý case model we. use accelerated
idepreciation, based.on Moditfid Accelerated C6st Recovery System '(MACRS) guidelines,.

O ' " assuming a 15 year asset.life. The.total capital> expenditure (excluding interest and equyity
appreciation). during construction is used.asthedepreciabl'.e asset> base. The depreiable.

.asset base is based on, nominal rather than real ex•enditures. So, for example, ifthe base'.
ye:: o•r ernight constructioin cost is $2,00OOkW and inflation is.3% per, year,,the deprecia-
ble asset base will beless"th"n the oyerniigh•ost inibase yearypicest6.reflect..hedfaprcthat..::
actual expenditures will be made during earlier years with l•6er nominal prices.

REVENUES>

The sole source of revenue for the power plant is the sale of electricity, The price of elec-
tricity in 2002' is determined in an iterative process such that required' returinsto invetors'

S:.".; ': ; are met. This price, p, is. equivalent to the levelized cost of the plant. Inic•ki'dto repre~sent..
a real levelized cost, the price of electricity escalates at the rate of 'general inflation.

Annual revenueis the product of the quantity of electricity produced and its price. The,
plant's net capacity and capacity factor determine the annual electric generation.

,.. : 'N- , , : .

,Q= - ( -8, 76 0 jly,,r. (G Wh/lye ar)
103 "

R. Qp-;ip, = p, (1 + On

where the rated capacity, L, is spec:ified in MWe. A 1,000 MWe plant with an annual capac-.
ity factor of 85% produces 7,446 GWhýof electricity per year...

OPERATING .EXPENSES

Operating. expenses areý incurred: throughout the. operational life of the plant and inclu>de
s feoperating and maintexiance costs,. and decommissioning funds. Carbon emissions

.taxes and in~cremnental capital expendtue siimilarly' are treated as operatig expenises.,
(Treating incrementa capita expend itures a oetigexnssntad of additions to;

'the depreciable asset b ase is a simplification t~o avoid havgingtospecifyaddition.aldepreci-
:7 'ation sch dules. Be~caus~e.expenditures, aire> assumed. to occur, every .year, the error intro-

dcdisstcmponlnt aondfuel oper J9atin ýpe ses can bd broken down 'into fixed~ an'd 'variable
cost coponntsandare gene .rally assumed to inc r ease at the, rate of in~flationi, though in

some cases a real escalation rate is' included. The a ss .umed esca~lation of real fuel> prices is a
N"variable input to the model., Thisý is particularly usefujl in. the GGGT case where increases'

i -n ..natural gas Prices ha ve a large impact on the levelize~d cost of generation',. T able:A-:5 ,A.3'
lists the plant's operating expenses along with their. arithmetic expressions.
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Total operating expenses air

Tot~ opeatig exense~ C, inmcrenmental:,'4capital4 expenditures; and carl
taxes are4 subtracted from<'ideeniies befor~e' computing the annualitai liabil
adjustments are mad to taxable inco•ne. •i'setdepreciati.n, D, h and inter.-
to creditors are 4 both treated as tax-deductible expenses anid thus reduce ta
The tax liability T',, is. siimply the product of taxable income and the comp
6orporate income tax rate,, assumed to be 38% 'in the ba. se citses.2 and ar

44, 4, 4,

44 r 4, i 4 4

" ,:".":: ':.. 4, : ? ;'4: 4•::: ! . !. ,; .

Crt ca rbon 4

• .< , .. 4L . . , .4,: 4. .. , . y .
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bon emissions,44<
ity.4 Two other
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xable• income. 4 4,

osit. mnarginal. : 4, C
g;,. co sru to CZ•,<. .. =. .. •. .

es4^ Th'moe

4 • " ::. ,',&. . 4,4

.:• ": :,T :. .: ::.; :i :......., 4,' 4<,•:•• ;.• :i ,• :.i'

•carb onc e isa .4 . .

vide adeqat te '

i~•)) consruci on:..•.-: <)• 4•?:;!:!i ; ,":.:. C.•<i!
....d .. , ter .... o f ::: th ... 4 .: .::,,, ::.,• • .. :.
et". ' ..f:. a : :es .a :..id : .<4*Q•.-v '. :: .
o .je c t. a f•.!... -. . .:., • : :":s. . .-.ic h... .. . 4,.4,. 4 .-: , ., ....:.4 .:,.:-,
lsth:.. te• ih... # :,':ed.:f .:' . •i'•. !ii~:•.:,,..••i:;::

i: full eac fear..: .. :::(..;I " ... • ; •!*: <•<• •.
: .isume that :: the :: : :.:::.: .>k:'.;,.?Lv' B

T, RTt-[C4 - CR:.n§:cf op Cn: Cn carbon Dn I nlI

A production tax credit is available in the model to simulate, along with the
sions tax, public policies to curb CO2 emissions-• 4... ' , ,., " . :: 4,. : .. $4.;• . . :.-. .:.i•:•: !:•:..... " .: . .• . i . • :. ;:. : . :; : :.• :,• • :

INVESTOR 44,E S ." . ,.INV:ESTOR RRETU RNS~i..i=::!::! i,44,
44'4,

4 4

::.,:.::The model solVes for a.constant real price of electricitysufficient to pro
returnSx toI both debt and equity investors?. Interest on debt accrues dmi
and i wtrep h. the priipial., in equal annual payments oyer the specifi•

. :.. debt.: Equit.. holders4.invest funds duringiconstructionand: reidve profits ni
;.:.:.debt'.obiati .duri•n•g t operatior: Net profits over the life of theor

.... " ." . that:the internal rate of return, (IRR) of the equity holders>& h, flows'equa
.. :nominal4 return; 15% in- the.iiuclear ,base case and 12%.in the fossil ci

4 , 4 4 "' .includes a. constraint'that the debt payment obligations specified: are made ii
(the project is not.allowed: to default on debt obligations)..:Fo example, as
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Table A-5.A.4 Base Case Input Parameters

YEAR' . -NUCLEAR i
. . . . . .

Inflation rate
I nterest rate
Expe ct .ed return to equity
Debt fraction
Tax rate
D Debt term
Net capacity
Capacity factor
Plant life ,
Heat rate
Overnight cost
Construction period
Post-;c6nstruction period
Depreciation schedule
Decommissioning cost
Incremental capital costs
Fuel costs
Real fuel escalation
Nulear waste fee.

.Fixed O&Mi
Variable O&M
O&M real escalation rate
Carbon intensity:
Carbon tax

3%

investor 15%
A 50%' .

38%~
10 years

1,000 MWe
8S%6 "

40 years
'~ 10,400.

$2,000/kWe
5 years

:Accelerated, 15 years
$350 million
$20/kWeflyr

S0.47/mmEITt

1 rnill/kQ~h
$63/kWefyr'

0.47 mills/kWh

" ' ... " 1. 0%. 9• :": .!:i

COAL

12%
60%
38%

10 years,
1,000 MWe

A85%
* 40years,'

9,300
S$1,300/kWe

4 years

'Accelerated, 15 years

+$1 5/kWe/yr
S1.20/mmBTUJ

03%&

S23/kWe/yr
3,38 mills/kWh'

1.0%
25,8 kg-C/mmBTU

/NGCC'

3%

-12%
60%
38%

10 years '
1,000 Mwe

85%''
40 years,

7,200
$500/kWe
2 years,

Accelerated, 15 years'

. $ 6IkWe/yr'~

1.5%'

$16/k We/yr
O.52mills/kWh

1.0%,
14.5 kg-C/mm STU

• '4 .4:•• .~.•i:'•: ::,
4. .:: : .: .. : 4. .

: 4 .::• :: 4 ::: '.

' .. ; "Note: Compiled from public informaton, including reports fomte :Energy Information Administration. A

model' solves for a constant real :price of electricity: that satisfies the return required by
'equity holders. In most cases, the solution would be::deemed the leveized cost of :electri

4ity.However, if theresultant operating income (revenues.less operating enses) 4s insuf-A
ficient:1to cover the entire debt payment in aniyyear, the' electricity prce;is.:raised until all
:debt payments 'can be made. If the. debt. service:,constraint is bi nd~ing, the realized return~
"on equit*ywil the n.xceed the minimum requied:return specied.

Since the: purpose .of the levelized. cost calculationr is. to. compare alternative generating
technologies and •asesstheif potential contributionto future energy supply, the technolo-
gies compared must generateýelectricity:over equivalnt time periods. In orde.r to maintain
the level bais:for comparison, plants are not allowed to shut down prematurely when
operating. expenses: exceed revenues, as••in the 'case f escalating.. natural...gas.prices. The
result in: thesesituations is a•cash flow str~am: for the"p•ar i nthat:dosal gt: reflect Te't:
ed business decisi6ns..Nonetheless, for compahson: of future electricity supply.options, it
is more appropriate to include the effect of high natural: gas prices in the out yearsi than to

•exdude it by'running the plant shorter than its projected li. In this. case, the plant must
still meet all debto:bligations: and a min~unim returnion investment to equity investors.

.... '.: .. : .. :; : ..:.::: ... : ,..,! " ... . . ::. " . :' 7 . " '.:.::? : ;••'... :• :" : .:':. :• ;• ;: :=: . . ; .. ::: :.A:. "'. . 4 "'. . :. . .
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"' KK*

'7

Table 'A5.A.5 Nudear, Base Case, Cash Flows (nominal'dollars)

YEAR-'

Electr 'ici'iyp (cts/kWli) 6.91 7.12 2k 7 33'413tKi
Revenue ($million)' ' 515 530 546.7

2'Operating expenses ($million)iý
-Fuel cost 38 39 ~ 40 '

'-Waste fee ~ ' 8 8 •8
-Fixed O&M 66' 68' 71
-Var~iable O&M 4 4 4
- Decommissioning 9K 9 9~~

In'crementaI, cap. 21 21z4 '22~
,Operating inicome .. .•370".4'. 381. ,: :.39f,

Depreciation (tax) 92~' 174 157'"'
Interest payments 92 86 ~.79
Debt principal repayment 80 86 93
Taxable income 186 121 156
Income tax payment 71 46 59
Net profit 127 163 ' 160"

5

7.78
579

43
K'9'

177>
4
9

23'
414
127"
"64
"108
223

157

•. .. ., 20

672"'.9 903

51 73
10 ' \13

94 K" 139

9' 9
27X1' 36ý
4754. 625
108 01
13 0
159 ~ 0
354, 625
135 237

19 '387~

'30" '40

16.28.: 21•98•

1,213. 1',631

103 'K145

18 ~ 24
206. 306 '.

9 9 7
49- 65,

0 0'
0 0

817K ' 1,063
310> 404
506, 659

'i• • :8 :'.:".K 2 :8';•~ •

'K

~KK,

K ' K.;• ,•:": :C : ;•; •; :.,..,:,., ;:..":..' :. •• Li.i • . ,• •., . '.•• : ::• :.
... •.: . • ..,. K ,.. ., ... K,.. . K . < 4, 4 K.".K• . .. .. • .:.• .,., - •.

•:. : .. .:'•. ." i.' .,. :• " .'. • ." "• '. " . . .'• ' "< .'. •. :• " • : ;¢, ',.•:• .'.'

• •:...Table A•.A:.6 .:7C..CGT.Base:Cas~e`Cash.Flows.(ho•miuiadollrs)• "

K'. " ' '.K"., :. ' • "..' '••< - : : .. K., : • . : ":• .: "''K, .

K. ? ," ,• • .; . '':: ' . :,• : :::. ,... '. K.• .I :.• : .K.;2 .:, :•:::3 :• L:

. . K 2' 0

•" i.oi .,:s.2'•. 20:• • i:;.L"•:. ~:

30 - 40.

DEec!'price (cents/kWh) "'K'4.25

R,:evenuei ($millionl : : 317
.Oprating expenses (Smillion)"' ".>.,.

F .uel cost ,:' 196

-'Waste fee . --..
Fixed O&M 16
Variable O&M "' " 4
Decommissioning .
Incremental cap. 6

Operating income .. 94
Depreciation (tax) 24 . :-. .
Interest, payments ". K . . • 26K'..
Debt principal repayment ' 22
Taxable income 44

• '" Income taxpaymentr.".'2::" 17.
Net profit " : "29

4-38,-,; ,A451 K' 4.78
• 326 ,' 336 : 356

'2 05K''t" 2'¶ 1 j
234

'KK

17' '18' 19
4 .x4' 5

K"'"•: :-:'••' ":

6 7 7
93 93~ 91

451 'ý 41" ~~33 K

:, :! ':' K'"qU ., ". .,..: K. :

24"'> 22,~ 18J
24 26 30''

24 30ý 40
9 11: m , 15 •
36 "33 28

5,54, T 45K

4 133. '555

23 34
6 9

8
83
8 -28.

KK.K: 
44 

. K..:.,• :

51.
20
16

45
0
01

45
17
28

l.0O ::.01 . 13,45
746 1,003

712? 1111

K" '51 K 76

II 19

is5K 20
-45' -223a
0"
•' :0

"K 0 ' < 0
0 0
0 0

S -45 -223.

~~Qs
K' 5

K KKd

K K ~ ~

K' "KC
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'cc
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K
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"a. For thre pu rpos es of comparing en ergy supply options, plant operation is riot termi nated wh1en Oper ating costs exceeud revenues. K~ KK
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. . eN1t.Appendix 5.B.- Nuclear.Power Plant Construction' Costs . :

This ssection contains a' summary of available information on nuclear power plant con-
struction costs he information includes~construdion cost estimates by government and.
industry. sources, actuial'cOstdata from recent:experience abroad, and some recent indica- ..

..: .:....tions`ofthe current market'valuatin`.of:nuclear plants. The data are somewhat sparse but. .. .. ..
are helpfl in determining what nuclear pl•a:nts cost to build now, whatathey are projeted• , 4 '4. . 4 :
,toicost n the ffture,andjvhaljcost will make nuclear viable in a competitive electricity
generation market. Cost figures are presented in a variety of formats.( vernight costtot.l

construction costs, levetied 'costs) inmthe sources cited and are generally,. presented in the '4
.- .:.. . form at given'by the source . ........ . , . 4 '4 .. 4 .. 4 .4 . 4 .

CONSTRUCTION COST FORECASTS ~4~ " ~

LIA -Annual Energy Outlook 2003"
Cost and performance characteristics for nuclear plants in the Annual Energy Outlook are
'based on~ current estimates by government' and industry analysis. Two cost cases are ana-
lyzed,. the reference 'case' and' an advanced nuclear cost' case, where overnight costs. are.'
reduced to lbe consistent with the goals'4endorsed by DOE'sOffi'ce of Nuclear Energy.~. <.

In 'the reference case, overnight :construction, costs are predicted to be $2,044/kWe in 26 10.
and' $1.,906/kWe in.;2025, specified in 2001 .dolas Cosruto cot arsumed to.
decline over time based 'on a representative learning curve.. The. overnight costs reported 4'

include'a 10% project contingency factor.'and a 10% tec'hhnwi~lotmsmf~t hc
is applied to the first four units 'to reflect thenec toudegsimate 'optimsm facora which 44

a-dnd uiit. The report indikctes a five year lead' time for cons iiuctin. Predicted overniight
costs for4 the advanced nuclear. case are $1,535/kWe iii 2010,. dropping to $1,228IkWe by
20251 also' reported in. 2Q061 dollars. The advanced case. does: not include a technological.
op'timfiism factor,"" 444, 44' 4'

'DOE-NE - 2010,:Roadmnap Study5
The. economic analysis in the 2010 Roadmnap std-ae aaercapoc'to nudar.
capital: costs,, but. states that engineering,. procuirem~ent; and-. construction..costs. vary.
between $800 and $1,400./ kWe. Addig' 20.prcn fo ower's css and: project. contin-'

4gency, the.approic mate range %for ovright costs>4is $ 1,000-$ 1,6001/ kWe ini 26000 dollars..
Co stýuction' is assumed to occ~ur over 42 m4ondis, wit six months between construction
and: cmmercial operation... '

In additionto the 'parametric analysis, the 2010 Roadrnap st'udy evaluated eight advanced
nue patdsgn ~ scadidae or near term! dep oyme'nt. The cos etmate's for the '

new designswer prvded by Vendors; with vaios eels of: cofidene 'and detail. A brief'
summary of relevant information for, the eihdegnis tabulated in Table -5B 1

': . " =' ": . " . " ." " : .. ' ' . " ." • : " ". " . . . :< ' . .'Z =. " ". ,=:•':= " • '. : ".i " ' '. . .:t: d e s i g:..n s'7 '. .:: . .' '". "" " :'-,..- "" " "'.b" . :'. '." ". ".... ' : :: " "- .' -: . '..'B': .. . :'1" -. " ,,:
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Table A-5.B.1

DESIGN OVERNIGHT.COST OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION

4444 4444
44 4

444 444

44 44

GEABWR.

GE ESBWR

Framatome
SWR 1000',,

Westinghouse•.
AP600 .

$1,400-SI 600/kWe' 48 month construction (,Japan)
Real construction experience

Lower than ABWR A Availability goal of 92%. . '
Simplified design to reduce cost

$1,150-SI 270/kWe FOAKa Cost exdclues cooling tower
15-20% reduction for NOWb 48 month construction, 91 %avail.

$2,1 75/ke IFOAK. •4.4
$ 1 '. 657/kWe NOAK..

. 5years from order placement to
'comimercial operatiorn

Westinghouse
AP1000. ',. .

S1,365/kWeFOAK,
$Si 040/kMeN0AKý4 '

Cost assumes twin units, includes :.
owner's costs and contingency,

Westinghouse4. $687-i ,224/kWe FOAK• • 0 : G0300 MWe plant availabil ht.85-99%
IRIS K : $746-~S1,343IkWe NOAK4

Pebble Bed Sl,2-50/kWe NOAK 110 MW units
Modular Reactor >. . .. :

General Atomics,, . 1 l22/kWe:,.. Cost includes contingency-and ownes
GT-MHR. :.:4 . 25%:reduction foriNOA.. . costs .

a. FOAK - F]Tst-of-a-kind

<C

4444 444

44 4

4 4

44

b.NOAK -Ntivof-a4kind 44 4 4

NEAE. k.. • •.ro ected Costs-of Ge nerat n, : E ectri. i. 6

44ll' ' ' The.estimates of construction and operating'.ýsts for power•:plantscontiained wsihi nthe,:.
NEAIEA report are compile4d from OECD countries an~dare based on a combination of
engineerlig4 estimates, paper analyses, and industry experience.I The auto decompose
the cost submissions, and r'ecompile them using standard assumptions and~ two real dis-.
count rates,-.5%/oand 106/o. No:t every country includes the samne cost4 items in its totals, mak-i'
.n. comparisons across countries: difficultandall costs are converted to US dollars using,
a spot exchange rate. Cost estimates are listed fr.• the United .States :and for the entire

444441 OECD range. (See Table A-5.B.2.) Costs for cdlosed fuel cycles are not included in the range
. of.estimates. The costs reported in the NE IEA report4 are. identcal:t those in the NEA'

repo'rt Nuclear Power in the OECD,44published in 2001.- V44 '
44 . " ' 4 " .4 4 . '. . . " ,. " .. " .' " ,4 .' " ' . . ..4 " . . , . " " < :". * ' ' .. • • " " . ", " " '.4""4 " • • : "

4:.• [ : .• . ', :. !."..:• . •. . .•:... ,..3..:;. . ,.: ) / . :•• :.• :. . : .: .: 44: 44..::-. :.,: .V• ' !.• • ."•' :.. :: .:i.:. ."
I I I : • II " " IIII II I < IIII : •. . .I i" I I I • IIII"I II I•I : • • I I:III I• I f :• I"I II I • : :I .I::II II•': , " I: I I•: :: • I I4 I I4 I4444I4II4III III +4II 4I: :

.. ..:. ." .i• : ::.:.: : ;",•• .::":::.•:" •: .• :::•.i::• •..•.• '..:.:- ..! : ": " • . • ..i ;, :::.:::.. :.5 " ... .'" ' ;• •< :'° " ""4":4 4 " " : .:: : :'4"
I4 i i I I " III I I:;I :I: • II I• III I• : I • • I:I I I III • : I I • II I I4I4 I4II III 4 I4 44 I4I III4 I I II I• I I • : I I •: I I I ;• I I:I I III I :II: I I :I < I II

'. 4444444"::"';.

:. 4 : 4 " .

44444:.-:!•i!

Table A-51.2 44444

PARAMETER' ' UNITED STATES OECD

Base year for costs 1996' 1996
Capacit facor 475% 75% 4

Overnightcostk 4$1S,5851/kWe $1,585- $2;369 /kWe 4

Ovemight cost (2002.dollars) $1,831 / kWe > $1,831 - $2;M3 / kWe
.T.otal cofnstruction cost (2002 dollars) $2;139 / kWe $ 2,1 39 - $3,1 01 / kWe.
>Construction period. 4 years, 4 4-9 years 4

a. Includes owner's cestand a contingencyfactor-
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Finland '"" "''

The Finnish parliament in May 2002 approved construction of a new nuclear power plant.
by the electric. utility Teollisuuden VoimaOy' (TvO);.based in part on the ec6nomi. C'. analy-
sis of generation. options by RistboTarjanne of the•.Lappeenranta University.of'Technology,
Finland.7 A fifth nuclear unit is seen as th:sipe.ri.rigeeiratior:n choice to;liriitindpots .of
Russian natural gas, allow Finiand to..:met6tK Koto rotocol:.commitments,; and guarantee..

. cheap electric power to the Finnish'niui ,try:.Iti:importia't to,: note•that TVO.is a:non-.
profit company that provides electricity to itsind istri alshareholdersat c effetively.
'pr6viding a longfi-term power purchase agreement not likely 'aviable to plant owners in a
competitive environment..

The economic analysis supporting the decision to build a fifth nuclear reactor compares.
• " the, economics of a new•nuclear plant to apulverizedcoal'plant, a combined-cycle gas tur-

bine:plant, and, a' peat-fired plant.:Low nuclear construction and operating costs, high,:
plant performiiance, :and a 5% real discount rate contribute•, to. nuckar: power being ihe. .1
.. " -super choice. The study 'ssumed an initial nuclder investent cost of 1)749 eos/kWe,

includingihterest•duiring constructibn, and a five year:'constructiofi. period. Using an
:exchange •ate of 1.0 euro.U.S.udollar and inflating to 26012 dollrs, the total. contruction,"

" . cost .used.in, the$analysis is roughly $1,830/kWe, implying an overinight.cost of about..i

UK\Energy Review" .

~' ,The ~U'KPerformance and Innovation, Unit's: Energy Review addresses the construction
cost of nuclear plants by evaluatinfg sub~mitted. estimat es from British .Energy and BNFL.Y
T........... .. ........... • :.t.h const.:tion. cost.,-,air izewell B,c..cm.pleted.in 1994, was
::....... £3 ,000/k Wein2000:money $S",oOwe atcurrent exchange Irates.), inlding first- of-

a-kind (FOAK) costs (£2,250ikW excluding .FOAK costs or $US3,700ikWe 'at current"
exchange rates.), for a. t•otal•cos .of generation: around 6p/kWh ori 9.6.'¢US/kWh at current.
exchange rates (excluding FOAK costs). Industry.(British Energy and BNFL). now..predicts:

D .'.:...r..that tie: Westinghouse APl000' coiuldgenerate el•ctricity at 2.2.3.0, p/kWh '.or 3.3 to 4.8
.US/kVh ignoring FOAK costs. Thie. construction costs assumed:: intese ..estimates were

. .c6nsideredcommercially confidential and werenot ichluded in the report The PIU report
no.? testhatthe construction::cost provided"bytheindutýry we're better than the best recent

... estimates from OECD countries,', and that operating a.vailability estimates were question-
ably.high. The PIU"analysis suggests a range of 3p/kWhto 4p/kWh (or 4.8 to 6.4 US/k W."

- ' .. for. future nuclear cost of generation, consistent with total constm•r•cio costs Of roughly
.. ::..:...:1,0 ,70kWe in 20 money, or about $2,00-$2,1900/kWe at current exchange rates..

* *

'I'

RECENT MARKET VALUATION OF NUCLEAR PLANTS

,Sale of Seabrook Nuclear Station -. 2002
Inr 2002, 88.2% ownership of Seabrook. Nuclear. Station, (1,024 MWe) was: transferred to.
Florida Power & Light, through: a.'competitive aucti6n process:. The sale price• was $749••.
million for the operating plant ($730/kWe), plus $25.6 million for, components from an
• Uncompleted unit and.,$.61.9,1million for. nuclear fuel. Thedeal inclded no powerpurchse ...

agreement. FP&L will receive the 'current balance 'ofthe decommissiohing trust fundesti-
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mated at $232.7 millionh: he, NRC operating license for, Seabrook is set to expire in-,
SOctober 2026, allowing for more than 20yearsofservicewith the possibility fa 20-yea -

license extension. This: implies that the market value of a fully licensed and operating
nuclear power plant with a good perform'aice: record is less, than half ofithe opti-
mistic cost4 estimates for building a new nuclear poweriplant and only about 30%, more
thanithecost ofCCGTs being built in New •England du g~this time period. This in tu.rri,
implies that merchant 'investors in1 nucle~are powrer plants b~elieve either (a.), that future oper:-~

. ating costs are much higher than is assumed in engineering cost studies.or (b) that- the, .
commercial risks associated with even a licensed and operating plantare so high that a very:
high cost of capital is limputed t'o future-cash flows, or a combin~ation ofli'tK Comparable,4 '

h analyses of other recent nuclear power -plant saescomento~ very.simiil••gncdusions. The I

Smarket~ value of nuclear plants is far below, t replacement, cost,, aresulththat is inconsis-÷
tent with merchant investment in new nuclear "plants.. .. , .. ..

441~iii~

½.: :!.:.•.±:;.

4 . 4.:. •':• ,:.i -

*. ,4.1 .••; :y, ,

4 :!. , 4 : , . ,,

:" "".." "..• i: :. 2 " • ".

.4 4

/4
4.44

44%'

44

44 44'.

444

'44

444 444444

.4 444
4 4 4,44

4, 44,4

44 444

444

.4 4 4

44

4 444
44 4 4

/4 44444,4 4

Bro'wns Ferr'y.Unift I Restiart,- ;TVA'.4
In May•.2002i, the TVA board of directors approved a p•!•it• restar Browns. Ferry Nuclar'

,.Unit 1. idle. since 1985 .The decision was based on recent improvementsmin nuclear.oper-
ating performance and costs at TVA plants and a reducedestimate of the cost to restart the
unit. The analysis tiered from Energy Vision 2020, TVXs resource integration plan, which ,

4 in 995 recommndiied deferrinig a decision.6in Browns FerryUmlt I until more data could;'
-be collected on operating performiance anldcosts. Browns Ferry Unit 1 has an active NRC>44

o operating license that .wil expirein: 2013, but TVA plans, to applyfor aia 20-year license
4extension if the unit is recovered.~ , . - .4,

• . . . .4.. . . .. .. .4. . . . .. .4 . 4.: . ? . , " • . .• .•

-Thenew analysis estimates thatate restart of BFN.Unit lllcost between $ 1 56 and $1.72' ..

billion in4 2002 dollars and wiulltake er to '. omplete.' I This corresponds to an overnightj9.4
capital cost ofabout $1 ,280/kWe. The 2002VA• report indicates tat tihe levelized cost of
the. projectwill be less than that of an alternative natural gas-fired combined cycle plniit,. :
based on a financialresearch report quotingthe levelized4•44t ofacombined cycle plant as -,
$51.00/MWhi.12", 4 /4, 4

The crucial factors-that makes nuclearcompetitive in this case are (a) that the expenditures..
are required. to upgrade: an existing plant that already has significant capital facilities, in.'
place and4d(b) TVA•'sassumed low cost of capital The:restart will be financed. entirely.with :;-

.4 debt, TVA- is able to. borrow money very cheaply, aand the company.: doesn'.t-,.pay- .f6der.ial
inc I ome taxes or.6ocal property and sales. ta••ce .1 Coupling their low cost of capital ,with-i5,
recent experience. of high performance and low operating costs, nuclear appears to be the
low-cost option. -44 4444

. .. . . . :: :
,4-,... . .. 4.. 4i .

.:,. .. ' ... 4.".:,

44444I. 4, 44. 4,,:•i.'
4.. .:.. 4 • 4:¢ ..

: RECENT NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION ABROAD6.:
. . '. . 4, • ... •:• . . . .. ~ ;.. . •4.:..'.. 4.: . 4:. . .. 4: 44:.. .. :::, •?%

44444

4;
4 44.444444

44 4 .4

444 44
4444

.. fw .countries are-- actively. building, nuclear• lants using new nuclea, designs and
: advanced.. coinstruction.- techniques to whichý a stimated. cost•r"'•ductions are attribut~ed.• :

44: 4Unfoartupaely actual costi,.data f6r these projectsis;diffi&ilti to acquire.'Pject-costsfor&
:, newly operating, plants in Japan and South Korea are discussed in this ~section and should".
. provide some evidence as to whether projected cost reductions are beingmrealized. .4

" . .•:.. .. • : . • :.:" .• ":.. . :. ::.: ::.L . ' .. " ' : ):: . • •: " '.:: " •::.: ":/ : .. : • ... >•.... ~ i•: •:::• •'/:i.. " :.::i .•i .:4, '/:.:..:4?

ý c

/ 4

44 .44'

44/ 4

44 444
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i : :i... -.... It .is :impOrtant :to note• the. diffciulftyN: incomparig costs' of'construictin, prpjedtsacross.J.
• .:/.:.::.i .:......cotntries. Differences in :the relative costs of local resources and construction technologies,:i•
: :: .:. .::•:.•,.:.* government regulations, .lab~or productivty ,and the fact .that• a :large 'fiaction of :nuclear!:i.•
: :. , i:•.:..i:. :.:•":.:plant.¢oSts:depend on ical labor"and €on~gtructioui resources ai•idae: not tradeable across•.
:.: 1..:.:IL: '!•i.:icoiintri~s:are'. such :•thait"the" costs: of construction.projects in~ different. countriesPmust be:•:

... / :....::....:::7cmp~ed' ithgreat ca/re: Currency.exchange rates Nnay rtcaccurately reflctthel relati:ve:.•

'.. :.. :: :': "i::.fluc~tuatiosthat Obscure •al"co:st.:!4 AnN ternati~ve apipr6•hdi t6dinternationial :comparison: .:
:.: :::.:.i::.y•is the.use of purchasin~g power parities (PPP) .hat ad jusi. for price level difefer~enkebetw~ee.n.
:".. ..:•...::i,.::ci ountries and,.thus iattem p~t tequa•liethe pur•chasinig, powerN•oif0dfferent ii~tren0.-esi:..ih:::
• f i..'::::i. :.:.:J apan~eseand Korean onstructionl cost:. data below areinterpreted using PP•s cornpfldby:
" ' .::::!, , :~i:the OECD a•nd EuoStatN for groSs fixed !capi~tal. formation, includig S•on•truci~nmachin-.

i"::: i. • •:.•ii.ery, andeqi~pm~en. 13.:.•ThePPPs are asembled everytree years based o•n .pr`ice`s o•f`repr~e-:•.
: .i:::.:"::.: ::...: :.sentative, goods, services, and .N~rojects, :provided b B"pairticipating coun0itries.U:Th'e ulseI of::.

,.:.:....:.:..,"Y, PPPs for intternationaL "compa~risons :of, constructin: projects, does not Nresolv6 alM'regional•: !
:i.i :• :( .:".:?:"::diff~ences, :but ii s: generally: •expced. to be m:ore .:consistent:• and perhaps m•ore : accuratei .:
::;"':'" ' •" '::"N"•" than usin "urre "'t !"an " te alone " •• !i•: i: .... :: :. : i:. ... : ". ':'•":' "

:..:i •: ..! :: • th n u in : u re • xc a g :• t s ~t n ,..::,: i: !:::•"•::... •:..:.."i:..:•:•::.::.:::: .:.: ,..!i.... : :G .' 'N' ...

• .i.:.;!: :..• • ?. • " 2,•
•..: • • . . .. .. . .. :.• .. •Ni... .. . . .. ,

"'.","•: ::: : . 5..

N'.." . " .~

•*, . • ? ." ::•:.:?. ."..< ::...".• N N J!.:SI .::

!% .. . •:i:!i.'."... ' :,••?.i: ':... ..•% ..: UN ..: : UN.:

DNK
... J anese .Nuclear Plant .COn.struction N:..:•::•:="••i:: UN:: N:.. :I••';•!. •.••..::::" .':

..'< Japan. is 'one. of the few. countr~ies'5activey buildig nuclear.planits at.lii't•e..•.: N.

N N • • .. "N. :N : . N " : .. "" z . " .. • ? " : ) : " • •" . :' '":." " . . " " • " !. .. < ." . " :? "'' : : " " " •. " . " 5 .!:
•N • • .'.N. . NN:" . . . . • . . . . .. N::. N. . . 'N. .N: • : . , • k ,., • : : . . • , . • • .• :•. .'. : :. . .

Co~ •ii•::.:•!nstructioncqtsfor re~cen cea lnts b~i:y Thok~u ad Kyusyuutii~ties were comil•)edii:•.for. frus by a.Japan~eseanalystfrompublic inforatin and ar~e tabulated below.:. N N!i.:::•:.!.•:

N N...:. ., . N': :: N." " . .:• " " ;. : . ' :: :.• . : :. . : : .• .:- iii: ,, :.' i " -. "'" / . ".; :; :: : . " .: .::... ~ % ... :• i.
• .. ,......:.......,..• .. •::..:...:.• . ..!...

Ta~ble.A-5: 3i .8:.3,N .

: •W1•©li :.

.*•:. N hku Elemctri:
" . Kyus'u Electric.:.

,.L.NAME OF Pt.ANT

:,.i:! enkai.3 :(pwR).
:,i~..Genkai 4.(PWR)

:. • : .825 MWe: N•.:..:..
N !::.::.. ..i: r o0M w e:.:::,: N ...

OPEAIn0DAT~E: kN .N: N.: (::i0o9 YEN): N"..

N. Januaty200)2: N'.i@ N ::: : :314• <';:.? N

:.March 1994: - i: "i ::: :399:;:i:~ .N •
.J.-.ul/1997 3::• 24•;::•..:i

N ''N'

U.S. EOUIVALENP
N N N N N

N ' N $2,409/kWe'
N N $2,8~8/kWe

NNNN $2~288/kWe'

"-. o.t. Comp:i ledi : rom pulc. th to by., ... ;....: the.... Mr Cete '.:r:..ner...y and' E.. ir. nment. l : oli" ... .. se.ach";;

":i:Recent "dataNNfrB• pai .b ,!fOr. Tokyo. Electri Power Co0mpany .(TEP3CO) at i•t.isi".
•.. :.Kashiwazaki- Kariwa: Nudear. Power Station is gjirennext: Ui its:: 3. and 4, :both. 1,;000...•eN.
i."BWR: desig~ns,.were completed. in 1993 !and 1•994 'respectivel. More interestingfor oururr-:i:u••

N. ~..posesun~its..6 aind 7,..GE 1l,356 :MWe ABWR designs, were:ic0mpleed in)•: 1996"and. 1997..
N:i~ A"ppoximate 'costs of conlstructing the reict0o.s.come from' muliple' sources,. all Nf Nwhichi

.. .:give values withiin N m est ranige of :each'oth~er:! TEP€O .annual: repor'ts, publicly available'•.

N. , data:.on reactor €osts from TEPCOI and.:direclt.!ommunications with TEPCO...:,.ii.:: N .i'.

N N" N..Data contained:,in T;EPCO's Annmi iReports~were"aalyzed as follows. Increinmntal capitaliN.
:.• cost~s were estimated bsased, on the ~average.inrease in~nuclear.asse.t values inm years. inwhich;:
Sreactors were not added to the asset base:.This quc approach resulted in incremental cap-..!.
. ital .coqsts on, the .order of current data in thelUinited States.SUbtracting. incremental capi-.
• : tal costs from: thae.annual..increase in nuclear assets produced an estitmate of the construc-.
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tion costsfor.each plani in the year itbegan construction-.•everi! factors may skew the con--
struction' cost estimate, but they are not seen as significant within the scope of the•study..
Estiinates0of interest: during constructioni in Japan;: during this time period'5areloand so
whether;•or: not•:it t.Scapitalized and ýminudedin the aisst:balancewil htVe'S0nly a bmio .
effect Inflation wasn ignoredas it.ha• been row in Japa" over this period as wellt.'he annu-

.. .:...:.:al, rei)orts:v•elded €.onstruction-cos~ts,of3j20-340 bilhon, yea, each. for units :3, and'4, and. 400-....•....+•::.:: .
420 billion:yen each for units 6. andK7. zUing: a PPP of 158 yen /.U.S. dollar,16 construcion

costs were equivalent to $USI,800-$1..S2,00f/kWe for the ABWR units.

TEPCO presents rough figures for construction4 .costs-of each plant on its wwebsite. The,
approximate costs presented are 325.billion yeni for Kashiwazaki-Kri'wa (KK), 3' 334 bdi-.
lion yen for KK4,418- billo 4yen for KK6, and 367 billion yen for KK7. These values 'are S

close to those derived from the annual reports, with'the exception of KK7 at $1 ,710/kWe,"
using the same PPPaas above. Information compiled for us byKa Japanese nnalyst8on: pub-,
licnfr ma~tio..n nconfit.rms these etmes43biloyn-frK6($2,020fkW&) and 384

billion yen for KK7 ($1,790fk<We).

<C

4c

Korean Nuclear Plant Construction~
" South Korea posseses 1.8operatCng nuciearreactorswth twonmore plannednto connect to

the gridiin:2004/2005. The latest reactors, Yongg.•.ang 5 & 6, are 1,000 MWe PWRs, using
the Koriein I andard Nuclear, Power" Plant (KSNP) design, based on the Combustion

g t . Engineerwgn.esystd.i 80!Te Yongwngpant isowned, and operated by Korea Hydro, &
Nuclear• Power, a subsia, of KoreKE Electc.Power, (KEPCO). KEPCO is• a, state-run.

monopoly that isiAn the process of privatiiing its power generation business. The construc-
tion was financed through debt. . . . .. I

Construction of the two reactors" cost an estimated 3.91 trillion Ko"rean won. The overnight
cost is. estimated at4' 3. 11: trillion won5 at 2002 priceevel•, of Using a, PPP of867 "won / U.S.
doila'r,18 th~e unit overniight coist is equivalent to about $1.,800 / kW&. and the total'construc-
tion cost• isequivalent to about $2,300 /i kWe. Care sh6ould be taken when attempting to
apply these cost figures to construction in other parts of the world, because the challenges
of international comparisons discussed above beconieniore significant wh'ean eelpn

"" countries are being* considered."'"~"" """. ,~,,~eoig
:" " " 5." 5 5'• " : •" :::: ' • i t. • .'. .,. .... ... ............ ....:..:: :.. 4.:- .,,,.'.... S ;::.<"."." 4:.::.'.•..,.. :::..:.."•. := .f.,. :

" .• :V " ".. . . . . . ..5 " ..,. . . . .. 5.: . . ? . . :• • / < , :: • . .. ? , • • .: • .• • v .:. . . .: . :• .:- . ; v • . . . . .:. .: . ... . . • c u ~ e a e . . m ~ o s , e , . , .. • . .•. . . . . • . . : :, . .r .. . . . . . . ...• , : . .. • : : .• : .; : .. : .• .. . . , . . . . .
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0@ Appe~ndix ý5.C -Nuclear Power Plant Operating Costs

Nuclear. power plant op.erating costs are generally assumied to'be more pr~edictable than
those~of fossil plants, dudeto.,relatively stable fuel prices.~ This appenidix presents several 'esti-.
miiiates of historical operating.:costs and projections of future costs for nuclear plants. The
focus' is on noh-fuel operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. .Some sourcesrecordhon-
nulfuel eratinu csts whiceý otherd include the cost of fuel. For purposes of•c•mparison,
n uclear fuelosts can be assumed to be in the range of 5-• mills/kWh.

Recent performance of nuclear plants indicates that inon-fuyel O&M costs averaged between'
12 and 18 mills/kWh. Cost.s e bes,ýPlants have.,been below8-.mi Us/ .kWh while costs -
for. theworst plants have exceeded 25 m ils/ Wh. Piojectionis of future costs tend toward.

• .the low enidof this range and below, with some projections as low as 5 mills/kWh for non- .
fueluO&Mi.

EIA- - ELECTRIC POWER ANNUAL 2001 ,'. >.

T.S. Energy InformationvAdniinistration (EIA) reports average opeaig costs for major
U..investor-owned 'electic utilities in its Electric Power~ Annual. 19 The current Annual

rports average, .ope .r atifig c~ostso for the period, 1990-2001, based othr. Noiit -fielg of&MR
Formr1, Anrnual Report of Major, Electric Utilities,. Licensees,> and Otes onfue FERC
costs for nuilclear4 plants. averiagedJ18 mills/kWh,~ adjusted' to 2002 dollars, for the period,
1990--200 1, and. have. declined in eac o b.f the past five ye~ars. For the' five year period end->
ing in 200 1, non-fuiel: O&M costs averaged. 16 mil1hkWh andithe avierage has dropped to~
14 mills/kWh since5 ' 2000. For c .omparison, fossil steam plant O&M. costs.averaged around
6 mils/kWh for the 12 year period, excluding fuel costs, '

• ': -: : 5 '. .' : " '.>. '55

5' '55
5>
5' A

Table A-5.0.5 Nuclear Power Plant Operating Costs, 1990-.20011

: . . .. :199G-2001 1997-2001,,
'mills•kfW): " " 1999 200 ' 2001 AVERAGE AVER.AGE

Non46fueO&M'5 14.1 13.3 13-3 . 15.3 ' 14.9
-2002'dollars 15.2 14.0 13.6 18.11 16.1
Fii~Icosts' 5.2 5.0> 4.7 5ý7 5.1
Totaloperatinq~cost 19.2 18.3 1021.0 20.0

Sourceý ELAEleri Powe Annoal 20031

EiA•- NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATING COSTS

The EIA report, An..Analysis of Nuclear Power Plani Operating. Costs: A.1995 Update,20.pro-'
ides moredetailed'informationonnucear plant operating'costs, though 'the analysiszis

limited to pre-.19. 94% data. As in .the Electric Powe'r Annual, utility data are collected from'
FERC Form 1 filings and..historical trends in operating costs are. analyzed. Between 1974
and'1984, real non-fuel O&M Mcosts 'escaatea. at an annual rate-of:12% andincreasedreg-
ulatiry action was; cited asthe major factor causing thei cost escalation. Over the last five
years of the sample period (1989-1993)..; O&M' costs ated by less thanI 0/1 annually,
with acost. of $96/kW. in 1.993 (equivalent to' 13 mills/kWhi.fOr. 85% capacity: factor).."
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0

The 1995' report offers a number of interesting statistics about nuclear O&Mcosts. First,
the report lists 0&M costs for individual plants ov.r the last four years. From these data, ,'.

it can be seen that O&M costs' for the best pefformer are just over half (56i%) of the aver,.
age costs across th fleet. Costs for the 'lowest cost quartile are 20%'.below average, 16%,-,,,,

! , above average for the highest cost quartile, and 860/o above 'average for the worst performer.i.

Second, a regression analysis determines that plant aging, NRC regulatory activity, and :.
regulatory centives to improve performancewere the 'three most important factors influr,;.
encing changsi-n .O&M costs over time.21 It is estimated that 67:/% of the reported O&M: .
costs are labor related, with, the remaining 33% for expenditures on maintenance materi- .

Third, and most important for assessing•the tota.l cost of nuclear generation, the report .. "
lists cost items that5 are not included in the reported &M costs.. Insurance premiums' for.,
property damage, third-party damages, and replacement power in case of an accident are :
not mcluded. Additionally, NRC regulatory•fees and-some payroll taxes and fringe benefits•..
are not, included because they are reportedinm aggregate for the utility9 A study performed•..;.'
by Oak Ridge National Laboratory'estimated that the repo.rted O&M costs understate the
actual costs by up t. 30%.122 . .,

0

C5

C

TC

* C

• ¢..."• .: • ¢%

'S

5, 5

s',,5s4

NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI)

NEI presents 3-year rolling average, production costs for U.S. nuclear plants based on data,
from the Utility. Data Institute and t~heElectic Utility C~ost Group.23 The ta.ble shows con-
sistent cost redui.ctions: across the fl'eet. The fleet 'average production. cost:'for 1998-2000

~was 17.4 mills/kWhi mdcuding fuel costs. However,5 the lowest~ cost qua.rtile achieved total '

O&M costs of about 13 mills/kWh and the s'econd lowest' cost quartile 15 mills/kWh. 5

Table A-5.C.2 3-year Rolling Average O&M Costs fors'i '~55

U.S. Nuclear Plants '

mI~sk1J1st 2nd '> 3rd 5  4th(ilkh) QUARTILE QUARtTILE QUARTILE~ QUARTILE

1996-1998.
1997-1999
1998-2000

143 16ý9,i
55 13.3 15.8

12.7.5 15.0,

".20.4 . .".::.38 .".
1. 84 280.
17..A.3 : 24

S A '~

4 5:
t'5

'>5
55' 5

OPERATING COST PROJECTIONS5

S 5'
55 5 5

"5:,
5 5 5

The' most recent.projections fro.m.. EIA are for fixed nudear O&M costs of.$58fkW and var-.
able O&M costs of 0.43, mill/kWh,.24 Assuming an 85% average capadty. fao:torithis is equivI
alent to,8 mffis/kWh (excludiniig: fuel):. The economic analysis in the Departrent of Energ,, '-
2010 RoadmaP study pushes OPerating costs 'down further by projecting: nomn :. .O&M
costs around 5 miUs/kWh frnear, term .deployment. plants.2. The report.notes that :thig is in
line withf. thebest currently .perating plants. And:.TWA, in its, evaluation.of the proposed
restart:of Brows:s Ferry Unit4.', projects O&M.costs below 8 mils/Wh, based. on recent
experience .at its. other nuclear facilities., These. operating cost, projectionsare, significantly'
below' the- aciualoperating cost numbers drawn.from recent. 'perienc.di'splayed'above:.:

" " ' ,, •, , ,' " , . , ', . . . , " ":• " : , , " , , , " " ' , " . " ' ' , " " , ; , , " . , " ," ' , , " , '" ' • " : " ,, " ' ' " " : , , :, ,' j r ': ? , • " • ""5 'k
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Appendix Chapter 5.D - Cdstsfof Reprocessing re"i:oc ::sin " (PUREX

Spent UOX fuel typically>contains.a little over 1% Pu. Through reprocessig (PUREX,
process), .t.is possible to recover this plutonium .and.use it to make MOX fuel for use ,- .
LWR's. H6wever, because of the high costs of reprocessing and of MOX fuel fabrication, the
cost o'iep sitory•lisiosalrmust be very high in order for the MOX option0to becomeeco :
nomicaly coimpetitive with the once-through UOX cycle. We support this conclusion with.
the following, analysis.

Fuel Cycle Cost Model A simple exression for the fuel cycle cost is s follws-:.

FCC= EM1 *c1+ EM C 40 AT, [$1 7
• .-..: :::.•:.: ', ..:: , ? i .• : :'..,:• .:• :::,:;: .•:,.. .::, :.:::•• .. •". • ., .,.• ii: • :- ,:i..:::::.; ..::~ ? : ".,..:::; .'i~ •:,:: ••...::1:'!

* N;

A

7 4

'N

where: .

FCC-= Fuel Cycle Cost [$1
M mass processed at stage i [kg or kg SWUI.

Ci. = unit cost at stage i [i/kg or ./kg SWU I

=carryingicharge factor (yr-1)
A ", •-delay between the investment for stage i and:'

the midpoint of the irradiation of the fuel (years)26

'AN

UOX cycle•. The once-through UOX cycle is represented below (for 1. kgIHM27 Of fuel):

'Naturaluranium . :".. Enriched uranium • Fresh UOX Spenr UOX.
. .0.2kgIW w•K .IHM.. k9 IHM ,

Assumptions

3... 235 c•.ontent •of natural U- O . 7... .1../.

a. Enrichment tails asa:0.3%/

* Fresh fuel: enrichment: 4.5%

,' Losses are' neglected '

J ~Bumnup- 50 %MWD/kgHM ...

A. Capacity factor. 0.9

I Thermal, efficiency.' 0.33
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a

The Separative work per unit of efiriched product can be obtained as:28

kgnSWil xP \ ( P-Xlt11 X 1 \ ____

~'k~rdc~ (2xp.- 1)rjn- + (2x, I), In (2x,,t 1)
kgpodcXP nat '4> X00,7, Kt

wvhefe *N:NN

xp=product enrichment
*Xn, natural enrichment '
* 11  tails assay ,.'

• .i::•:::: :ii•:i• k!i•:S u:!i:.i•!:i::ii!.! .;!•:;;:!•:i:'.: • x .:• •:;.::x¢:.~ x; • ." .f ,:,)!"i::[..:.•!"..:: • ::.x .,:;..• .:i?): :.x •i- xl:.:i"!i21:.:'• ::. :.;!.

....: •;:;: ~g~ roa ct,•:::.•; ,• •.=;: :..!., ::,: .:....: !1;.=:X~nli :>, • 'a•" '.X•:"] ••=.•;:.'4 •" :. :: =. •,,!".-• Xt : t.:.:• aL: ;Vi; ":::"•!"NN:NN .N

*3

"I

In(_~0

N~! N N Using the values presented above fo we, get,.2,N anWU/k" " N NNN;:": • N:•:• •" " " ' " 'N ::"•: 'N: NN ca .... NNNN• !" ""•: •• "' .. . ". . .! ... : •• : =

. • The fuel cycle cost can now be calulated (for 1 kgLHM'of fresh UOX, fuel):

Table5A-5.D.1 Once-throueh UOX Fuel CycleCost'4 .' N N .N.

N ~ N',.

'N 'NDIRECT COST CARRYING CI4A
N 'N N N ' iC, A i(Yr) A CUr4 MirCIr@A1li

Ore purchase~ 10.2kg> ~ 30$k'' 4,25 307 N N 130,
Conversion- 10.2 kg 8'S/kg' - N 4.25 N 82 >35"
Enrichment v6.23 kg SWUIGO10 S/kg SWU 3.25 , 623 <N202
Fabrication I kgllIM N~275 $/kglHM 2.75 275 76

NStorage and disposal 1 jkglHM 400 S/kgJHM 30. -2.25 400 '-90

N, Total 1686 N 353N
Grand Total 2040 NN

a. The cost of waste storage and disposal isassumed to be paid at the end of irradiatioas even though the unit cost of S400A91HM is a pr
N forthelImrR/kWebr paidby utlites duringiradiafloa n'.

The calculations are based on the following assumptions.:

N.:'. 'N !•,- : . a '•::. N,•::"; ": ": : :: : .'

.< :i" :• •: ". :•::,.. :• NN: " N•[•i, :' :•:. " . . • .il

.. . .. .. .. . .. .. N. . :. • . .. .N•.• . .. .. . 4;. . : .

• .... ,:•... . <:'::C;:::.. ..;:•:. :,•:. .

N.. .:: • . : • " ... .. .z .: • .N . . ,. . . :... . . "'4

:•:i•!:'.: '.i" • • !::: :..i:.i:•.. i.:.!.: i.N • i. .:,'N ::,i.

'.4> iNIC

6,~ .,ii "..i: :!:i:' :.:
N N.r: . .:: ... • • :: i•.. N -•\ .. .:• :

.. • .. , :.,' :. ..' :. >•<< ... >.i .. :. '•. " .: .•" .:N i -

.: E N,... . . . ... .x : x .: L .. ' .

• .. . .:. . • . :. :.., . . . ... N .. N•;. . . . , .
,.,.-• .,:.:.> : : •:.• .. " . ' : NN: •• •

• ¢ ... " : !••" . N .N.., 41.•..i.•• • ... :

:. .: :• *":. :....,:: . e c.•..i!'.!f
N.: N:>• •. .:.:. . . . • Y . , ~ . . . •

:.. i::""' / : ':," ""-,•; :". , 3 <:.., '

.........
:.i : ., : ¢ .. :.•,:".": .~i" : ,;:.:•.: ,N:ON .

:. ::.. .:: . . :..•..• .. ... ,.:.... Ni N•• . N::-. ,•.• • : .

• . :,, ": :. .': . .. •. " '.. 4 N:• • N : N:.. .. ;

•'• .£ ':• .:. '. :.! / :-. '.'• ' :., ,:- '?• :. '.:/,'

e$)•"•'' as. follows., *"'.N: i.: .:"~ ?":.•:••..• • '."c
A Fue. l ird•aiatio•r time :4 .5 y

A Lead times: ' , '

. - 2 years for ore purchase

. • 2years for converslon N.

. ': . 1 year for enrichmenti

ears '.
N N':." .• ." , . , :. . .

'NN ~NN4

N '4'

'~ N

N :. : :,N N ''.=.=: •:• • b .U : " :. " : • ? ::' " .÷ : . .•: .:. =: :.'...,. N . . . . . N:... . . " 'N . .=: ? ;-:. •: : .• :"...:": : ...• .:,i.i•.:N'•. N:• . . • ea ~ o .f~ l faflaC'':,..:.ranr :i..:.'"'.. .:v.•... .. N:. ,: .. :: N:.. N N::::."..;.:::i :. .
=.:":/ . .. :..• :- •": i ." .. i.;•.: ... ; : ":,,.: :;••,,:. .. .. . .:L . k• ::;:,,:• • :: .• . :: ,..: ..i.:: . .".i.:;:.: :: :.N N ." N.. N:.

• : .' >. . : .: ' " ! " ' " . . "N•. " NT . : . .. , .: • . . .'' N. • .. .N. . N'. • • • • . . .• . . : " . ' . • "• . .: .... •..........• .. n...,*h an fa t r . ..- 0 . er y a .. ,.N. N•. • .. N.*,. , . .. :. .. ... :. ..
• " •... . 'N . • .. ... •.. . charge. ... ... .P p.. a , year. . N . • :. :.. •x......:•.. • ,•..

,Nt..l. ..- ; : . . • : >:% . . .•.; ." .. • . . •.. .t• •. . , , , • . . . . . . .. .. • •'N -. N,< .. N:N . ...
,• i; •.. • ... .:.=. 4' .:• , .: . > .,• ... .. : ... . • • • :. ,: '...,• • : .. ;... .,. : : , . .iN.N..,: :. .. •:N. ..: N'i,,.. •: ."

N!: Ni~i: ••''.::•i..: .Th3&db6stig:thus.$ 2,040/lcgI HM..We-can obtainthe: kuel cycl>cost: in ¢kWh(
N :'' . : : :. . " . " • : ' : i " " " • " :N . " : : ' . . " : .' . "' . " . . : N' ." " . " " : . , " ..... ' "'N. N. : .,; . . . ¢ :? :. .. : . :. • .v : .: ..
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1000kW>' 24h.
• . kWK)'-~= 5.15

O.33kW(e). S. Wh (e).
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The fuel cycle cost is therefore 0.515 V/kWh(e).

MOX cycle . .The MOX cycle can be represented as follows.(for I kgIHM of fuel):

Spent UQOX fuel N otal plutoniumn Fresh MOXSpn O
526k : . 4 .. . I. K. .... • .IHM , kg HM

i . • 7 . ? •' ? "i • i: .i . . ::: 'Z :. . ... " .. , i . '.:. R e p ro ce ss:i.n.g "..>: . ."L . • :. ' : . " •:•i: ••L ." .. i ".•! ?':: ..• 'i• , i

D N

HEW and ~ Depleted uranium
separated uranium N N 5.26 kg 7

Assu~mptionsN N ' '

Z Dii content ofres cnnnt ni 7%~w

We Pu aclt tefe yl conten ofr glfresh MOX: fuel):N NNN .'

Table'"N ." " .D" Single Recycle ." . . : ..el" .y. .e.Co.'

N . ... w '<• .,< . . . .a.,. .. . . . . i. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . N ,' .. ,.N• .... . . . . .• N. .
..-. .' '. . ?., :•.•: ' ! : I ::.:A.x~ p r f pi:. . " j,•.,• • . .; :•'. :. .' t:: p ,. .7"-. : . . : N"..'.: ,:.. N:'.,• • . : :.• . :. >.:?. .

N N N' N N:.... :::':!::: ,•: I ! d !:7 :: : : Oe it •• a•~ :;i•i! :: i:: ::::i ; i•:?•: ii

I- I II: I ; I II T / II I kI II II f I I III IIlI I :I I ,:I II : •I : ":: II ~ II '':•III NII NI I•• I• •I I I I • I~• III I • ••I

".. 'N :" U:. C apacity lfactor: 0.9:.,.:.... "".: .: ::. :.:.:; •";. ::. •'..." . ... ::Z ..i,,

N N . .. *: T h er I:II II: III I eII fIf: I cI I eaI•II I cyI~I1 I : 0 .33•I I III III II ?• IIIII: I II t IlI•::: :I:( : II•IIIIII =l III•I: :::

N:ll'l ••[ 1ll l1Ta!ble A-5,D.2 :.•Sinigle ReyzdeNNMOX Fuel Cy.cle Costz ,. N:.:':: N;::: N:! N : •:i::!i: • :,i:l:lll•l'

N N N

N N

:o

0

N..: . . . . . ... - ..: .

N :...?: • . : I, :.:

N : ' : i N.'./.

• N:i .:. . ::?: !" .:

•N':.., . '• N:. •! .• N

N... .• : . : .; :::!::.' N., '. .,

llNll N1 ll N 1 l11lll • "• ' l:•l :

N:I I I: I1 • ' I I IN"I I II
N • .,N.•:'. " N?, : :? :

:• : :?.•!. :i • NN Nf.::: ,

I N NNI I N:1•I: I III ll:I: 1
N':. . N.. : . .. : : : . • .

1 1 NI I I l l l • l ll : l l l l

NN . •. c.. • . .

N . .:" i : N : :.: i :"

.. ", NN. N N..'.:" " :,:..
Mi i DIRECT COST CARNG CHARGE

Credit forUOX SF 5.26 -400 N 4.25 :-2105 -895.
RepTocessing 5.26 N'N 1000 4.25 NN5263 2 237:

'HLW storage and disposal 5.26 300 3,25 N. ' 1579 '513:
.MOX Fabrication, i..' 1 1500 3.25' N 1i500. 488,
MIX Storage and dispo•al 1 400 2•225 N N400 -90
N ' " :..•T,•.tal 'N N 6637. 2253

Grand Toial.NN 8890.

Assumptions NNNNNN

1 Fuel irradiation time :.4.5 years N •

* edrties:.N N

NI I II' 2'yes: for acceptance of spent UOX fueliI

NS 2 years for reprocessing, .

N" 1.year for storage 'of. HLW from reprocessing;

N 1 year for MOX fuel fabricationN N

. .The cost.of acquiring depleted uranium is neglected
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4~444 44-

4'4'4 ~4

. Both"the€cost of0 separated uranium storage andithe.potential value of separated urani-,
umamaterial:are not. included in the aiialysis. Under. cuirentconditions, separated ura-
nium is not used for fuettfabrication because using naturi uranium is less expensive.
Separated uranium is simply stored for possible use in the future. Since cost of storing,
separated uraniumis very modest due to its low radioactivity we ignore it in this analy-

. .The cost of HLW storage and disposal i.sassumed to be 25% lower than the cast of spent'.
fuel.storage.and' disposal. The HLW contains most of the fissipn products (including Sr-,.
90 and Cs- 137) and all the minor actinide present in"the processed spent fiel, hence

. • .storage and disposal requirements are not expected to be much improved compared to
spet..nt fel. Howe~ver, because HLW has a lower volume and very small plutonium con-
tent, modest savings can be expected,"~ fo

N The cost of storag.e and' di•sposal for spent MOX fuel isassumed to.be th same as.for
.spent ,OX s en ot.rerocessed-.due to .the. degrd isotopic .

... ` comnposition.of its utonium..We.therefore consid'e.`.it° to be a liability comparable to
'4. ~~spent'44X u~el4'."~

0. 1lper year '

The fuel cycle cost is therefore $8,890/kgHM, or 2.24 CIkWh(e). This is approximately 4.5
times higher than for the once-through UOX cycle under U.S. conditions.

The iceetlMOX ftecost copre o UOX fuel cost will contribute' to an increase
in the' cost of electricity in' proportion to the ratio of<'MOX to UOX fuel in the entire fleet:
Accordingly the incremental elcrciycs for the fl'eefwill be:'4'

4' 0.51.5 cents/k We-hr (1260/11500)-F2.24 cents/kWe-hr'(240/1 500)~ 0.791 cents/kWe-hr<

or a blended increase in the cost of electricity of 0.28 cents/k We-hr in the MOXIUOX cycle
compared to ~the once through UOX cycle.3"

* CONDITIONS FOR COMPETITIVENESS OF THE MOX OPTIONI

It is imp~ortant to determinie under what: cfonditionis the MOX, fuel cycle becomes Cost COM-
petitivew~ithi the once 'through UOX cycle. Cost copnet to cosdrae'()cost of'
natural. uranium, (2)' cost 'of" reprocessing, .(3) cost <of MOX fabrication, anid,(4) cost of'
waste storage aniddisposal. Table A5,3. present~s the value that would ma~ke the fuel cycle
cost of boith options equal" (breakeven value) for each of these four cost paramnIeters.

•@ •..:• : :::if~i;•..i:.•i~ :;::,::.:•:t...::• t ".:•" :.>:.;'...: t •!•• •"."!:?¢ i";: f .•;;./!••:<;..•...i•.:••;$:.;•..•.......••t:..• .. •. `•i`•..•.• .•:.•.•. `;.4 4, 4 ' '4 4• i. ,,/ =t
• .;• :•.:•... .::... •i•:•: p e t•U X .• e :@ i,;•::- ''' " '"::,.:•: ; :.....•:.. :.:••. :; :. '.. '" '.4..t... ...-. ... '4 . • < . .. . .. :..:

... '..!:' " :•: " '..'•' .. " -: .' • :'•: .•ii f i'::• " '""": :: .".':: •:' .' ,, ," :.':"' '': :-;""'" ' .:.. '.. '.:.' .. '< '' ::/ ':k, .'4.: .'""-'.' 4 ".. :: " : 4 : "4'. : '.= • "$ " :¢ ' .;

4 i
"4

44
4C

4 '44~4

;44 '44

44

44'c
4 4 44
4 <'4

44 444 4 44<~

'4' 4
4 444

4' 4 4 44 44-' 4 4'' 4'

4 4

4 4
4 4 4

'4 4

4 4 4
44 44
4 4 44

4 44
"44

c
44 44

4 4444

4 44

<'

4 4

44 4 4~~C

4 :~4 'K
'4

4 4'

laolep-1.v.j BreaKeven values,

COST COMPONENT ORIGINALVALUE REQUIRED VALUE REQUIREDIORIGINAL::..

Natural uranium . ' , "$30/kgU.: . ,'. ' $560/kýUt . . . 19
Reprocessing,<4'K 1,000/kgIHM' $9O/kgIHM" 0.09"

'MOX fabrication. $ 1•." 0l/kIHM Impossible N/A '4" .
Waste storage and disposa• : " .:$400/k9gIHM:(SF) : $.30/kglIHM 2.8

$300/kg9HM (HLW)v .•• 1 . 00/kglHM 0.33

.?.:,
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T"e cost o natura uni um is not likel to reach suchthigh levels in the foreseeable future.
The cost of reprocessing will probably :never drop down to<l the. required value of
$90/kgHM. As fo. waste storage aýd: disposal, it is not reasonabl:eto expect that the cost'.
will be I Vtimes higher: forN UOX and MOX. spent fuelthan for HLW from reprocessing;, .
indeed, although the.0volume of the HLW is much smallerit, stil •contains.mos of "the fls-
sionf products and: allfthei. miinor actinides.fromý. thi6 spent, fuel. Therefor'e,its hait load in,
the first few hundired,.years shouldf be' c'omrarable: t6 that of spent. fuel'. It can also be-
observedfromTable A-5.D.2 that:, even, if.we',assu•ne that HLW storage:.and& disposal can
be done at zero cost, th:etotal cost of the MOXbioption is still iý$6798/kgHlM "(otained by
subtracting the cost.: of: HLW disposal, $1579.+$5:13,. from the totalcost,. $8890). This is

. equivalent to1.72 rW/k h(e), or more thanI n 3 ti .es he cost of0the once-through optio i n. It
should be noted, however, that. •the. origina• value• selected for 'the. costs, of waste.' storage' :.
and disposal are• no0tiabsolute reference: imp.rtan .differeni.es exist.between countries
because this cost depends on how difficult the•nuclear waste: probiem is .perceived to be.,"
For some countries, the cost of waste: diposal may very well be :much- hig'her than the ref-'
erence values us'ed here.< '' "

Finally.: we consider the effect of changing our cost assumptions for ore purchase,: repro-.
ce .ssing, MOX fabrication,. and Waste storage and disposal simultaneouisly, We find: that the
fuel cycl cot f te two options is equal under ,the following revised assumptios

:•-:: :ii::..:i..:: ::!•:: r h e: cosi~g • d h e ein io n s:: :.. !.• .i ... ..•,:i.•:~~: : i ::!: • :i •..:::• :::.i...:..:.i :) .:::. : •::i!..::):.::. :% • : .:{:•:.:.:;i:i: <:.

'Table A-5.D.4. Breakeven Values (components adjussted simultaneously)

,,.1

N, A

"N

NNN~ '1

N N
N N'
'N

'N

Ni

%:

< .. .. % ...•i.< .....! ::!=::: • .'N

COSTCOMPONENTN- UNIT ORIGINALVA1iUE. REQUIRED VALUE.

•Ore purchase - N $/kg 30 N . 50'

Reprocessing, $/kglHM 1"000 " 600.
MOX fabrication $. . /kglHM 1,500 1,100
Storageand 'disposal: .. .. .

Spent Fuel ' $/kglHM 400 N' NNN 600
HLW N/ N .¢"kg.HM 300 N 100

Fuel.cycl cost (both~options) 6.3 mills/kWh

N Table A-5.D.4 shows. ,.that1 .'by revising several cost assumptions in favor of plutoium recy' -
cling;we. obtainlequal fuel cycle costs for both options. Although the required ore purchase
pr.. ipe .ishigh and costs. fr eproessing, MOX fabrication, an d HLW'disposal can be char-

. acterized as optimistic, they fall within the range of uncertainty defined by other, fuel cycle.

ncst stuoteg.se Table N ,, "N ,

COMPARISON: WITH OTHER. ESTIMATES"N

There have. been. a number of studies. on. the" economics of 'reprocessing writh signfficant
'differencess in. assumptions. The: most comprehensive study has. been carried: out by the
~OECD/NE4k.32 This. study~thoroug, ly evaluated the cost of the, once-through and plutoni-

uocu at cost of the orct ugh option: is' about:umn'recycling fue~l cycles, and'.onc.ued that the xc-hrou
15% lower, (based on the,.assumptiors p~resented inl~able A-5D5.Ti~~tefi
the.:OECD diffier significantly from,the: resultpresented'earlier, where the cost of the once.-
thiough option was found to be about .4 times lower. , " '
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There are several differences between the methodology used' in the OECD st
simple fuel cydcle. cost mmodel used in this app•ndix TheOECD model•is more:
the methodology for dealing with carrying charges is more in-volyed. Inaddit
tinties uses different assumptions about the workings' of the fuel cycles. For en
i"is. given. fdr the irradiated uranium recoyered inr•Pepocessing; implying that

.fAelhbfriatio:. In spite of such differences, assumptions, regardcinxg unit cost
domin.a .ntfactor influencing, fuel cycle cost estimaits. ThijOECJI stuyse
M.uch modlorelfavortleto the areprocessing dption.nIn fact,unsing the OECD ass

o .ur ode reult innealyequal costs for both fuel cycles. This is 4shownr inT

Table A-5..D5 Fuel Cycle Cost Usihg OECD Estimates' 4>

COST COMPONENT 4' OECDESTIMATE-

tudy and: the.
detailed and>
in, i.t some'-
mplej,a cred-;
it: Rsused for '
ts•remain- the,
:osts that are,
;umptions mn
able N-5.D.5.

4 2 . . ' 4:. '44-:? .

4" /" 4.: •'' " " " :,i "":":..'

4, .. .. 4• . ' 4. :, " . i: •

. % .• 4 ,.444 .- •..•

) (4 '4'4>s

4'44

4 444,4 4
>54

44 4 4 444
4 4 '444,

44444
'444 '4

44>44'~.'

~5 44 4' 44 44~ 4

4 44'4'4'

4 4

44 '54

44

44 444 4'
4 4 4 4

444 4>.'

¾

'9

4444

i:i:

.:.i

444

444 4'

Ore Purchase.
Conv.ersion; 4'4

'4 Enrichment, 4 2
UJOX fabricationý,
SF" storage and disposal4..

'4 Reprocessing>
HLW stoage and disposal
MOX fabrication

74;:~ 5 >4 $/kgHM
8 .'h6Agswu

4 44 4>04 '4 275 $/kgHM
0 Xt570 $/kgHM 4

'4 4444620 $/kgHM.'
44 '~ 2 60 $/kgHM'

1, 100 $/kgHM

44 4 44•

4444444'

44•

FUEL CYCLE COST'4

'4 F' ~ Once-through', . 6.43 mills/kWh .

MOX option. 4 44 6.80 mills/kWh>'7 .

'4Table A-5.D.5 shows that OECD unit costs for? the various back-end 6peritionsý diverge sg
ni.ificantly from the ones Ilthat I wea'issiimed in Tables A$-.i n A- .D. 'Sc~ifeec

canitbe expected, as fueltcyde co~st studies genierallyfshow 'Very large uncertainties ton such'
estim~ates:. Indeed, few data orn the cost of reprocessing aind recycling operations are pub-4
licly available4• and spent fuel or HLW disposal has not been imnplemented'anywýhere in they
world, o .'the costs associated, with these operations' cannot be determine'd precisely.'
Furthermore,' estimates are diffi4Cult to make: for sevefal 'reasonis. First, .engihieering .,cost4

44estimates frti type of activity are notoriously tincertaifti Second, since. fuelcyc~le facili-
ties are high hcapital cost pla~ntsithe cost of capital assumption is very imrpot'tant,ŽýT -hfrd '

4the cost estimnates per, unit, product depend'4on ~assunmption, about bohplant poutvt
'4 and on allocation'of frcedtcinstruction and d'eteldpffI ent cot ounit 'outpu .t- Finallyi the

fltenmatve dispoaltcot fonetherstpentfuon oroe is fiot established. GertafinW little con-
fidece an e pace inanyestmat onthedifference in disposal'costs for HLW anctspent

fu eL.,.~" _ . 9 '

4Several other studies provide estimates of the unit costs for various fuel' cycle operations.
~. The OECD/NEA provides revised estimfates ina4 recent study on advanced fuel cycles.34<

'~TheGen-IV Fuel Cydle CrosscutPGroup'4off'er'sa'ra nge, of 'estimates in its report .35 Fetter,'
Buinn,'and'Holdrex have offered'4an analysis 'of the economnics 'of reprocessing versus direct,'

dsoaof spent nuclear fe 36F~inally, the 'National' Research'CounclstuyoNcea:
Waste3 has an 'appendix on recycling economics.> Note that' the unit costs presented in
these studies: implicitly carry three charges- the di'rect. cost ' the'atvt, aialcag

4'that depends. u~phiý the assumed. rate of r'eturit, ad a.'capita' chaRge' for the "orklin
progress,"' i.e. the% bold-up time for material. flow. through the system: (fbr example, if it>
takes two years oirthree yearszof plutonium inventory to maintain. a. given material flow at

4 4'" "4 " : " ' > " " " " " " > " " : ' ' n e t ru" • " h ' ' •' : " " : • * < : " : " 4 '" '• " " ' ". ... • ': • .. "::.. - .: :. . :: " • .• • - .! ::: .: .. : . • " • .. # ? :• .... . : .• .: .: . .: . . 'i s k h • . • • :- : ... :. ::. .: .
4 4 '4 4 .: :: :::.i. :' ii:i•:}: !i•..i{ ••". .i.}i' !•:: i:,M X .~ i !ii:!{ iili:•:i:. f: .:~~:i} .: .{ :{• .: i6 8 m ll)~ (",i•:f:{ - ,o.i! "... i.:: :•.:::i{
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a reprocessing plant, this influences the cost of reprocessing). We include. in Table A-5.D.6
our "best gu1ess:" for ihe value of the parameters but stress, in the strongest possible terms,
as- can be seen from the difference in estimates made by other studies, the tremendous
uncertainty in these numbers.~'

Table A-5.D.6 Comparison of Cost for Once-through and Recycle Process Steps

d (ower bound -nmnl-uprbud

'> COSTcoMPONENT UNIT~ OEC/NEA34 (2002) DOEGEN-IV35 Fetter, Bunn, ftldren3- - Our Best Guess'

Ore Purchase $/g' 20-30-40 20-30-80 33' 30
Conversion,$k3-73-8 4-6-8 8
Enrichment $/kg SWU 50 80-110.....56-80-120 ~ 50-100-150< 100
U_!OX fabrication - $ /kglHM 200-250-300 20&-250-350 150-250-350 - 275

--. SF storage nd'disposal' $/kglHM 410-530-650 -210-410-64 0-150-300O(moire than HLW) 400
UIOX reprocessing. $- /kglHM 700-800-900 -500-80G-,1,10 500-1000-1600 .:. K1,000

- .MOX reprocessi .ng - - SglH-M 700-800-900' '00-80-1,100
H-LW 5torage and disposal' $/kgIHM 63-72-81 - 80-200-310' 0-150-w300. (less than SF) - 300,
MOX fabrication $/kglHM 900-1,100-1,300 600-1,100-1,750 700-1500-2,300 1,500

CONCLUSION,

The. simple fuel cycle cost mo•del shows that the MOX option; is. roughly 4 times more
• expensive than once-through UOX, dsing estimated 0osts under U.S. condition•sThemiial

recycle can be shown to be competitive with the once-through option' only if the price, of : .
uranium is high and if optimistic assumptions are made regarding the cost.'of reprocess-
ing, MOX fabrication, and I-LW disposal. --

The case is.often advanced that disposing.pf reprocessed high• evel waste wiUlbe less expen-
sive than disposing of spent fuel directly.- But there. can be lite c.nfdence today in any '

- estimate: ofsuch: cost savings; especially if disposal. of. TRU- waste aso0ciated with thermal ."
•.........recyc1&!facilities :and op'erati6ns is. ta•n into accoun,: Furthermore, our coSt model shoWs:

that even if the cost of disposing of reprocessed .high-eve. waste were zero, the basic con- • . •
clusion that-reprocessing is une~conomnic would not change. ----

It shoild be~noted that the cost increment associited with reprocessing,and thermial recy-
c de is small relative to the total cost 'of nuclear electric generation. In addition, the uncer-
tainty in any.-estimate of fue•l cycl costs:is extremely large.'
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Appendix 5.E- Price and Availability of Uranium

URANIUM RESOURCES AND RESERVES

The most authoritative source for estimates of 'uraniumi resources is the
Book.38 Figurelsfromn the latest~ editionl are shown in Table L,

-- ' ,'Table A-51E.1' OECD Conventional Uranium R'esources
''"' '.(millonmetric tonsas of January 2001)

KNOWN CONVENTIONAL.RESOURC•S' REPORTEDUNDISCOVEREDCONVENTIONA
K COST RANGESK"• )' Y4 COST RANGE'S

Z<4O$/kgU 40 - 8O$/kgU >80 -130$/kg <130$ikg'UJC ' os Range Una~s
44421' A ~1 0 ,08 44 6.8 5.5

To9tal UaimResources: 16.2'

.. 4.: : '..:A "'" . " :, . . " .: . . : .S . , :':4'': '; :< " .' " .::/.4,. •! '. . ?. " . .• • 1 9 < . >•'.:': • . .::' ! : ::. :. :. )4,. £
4:. ' .', " " 4" ' •A4" . : ".. " ' 44" .,"4 A:: : ' .A : :444"j . ' ". .. '" ." . :• O • .. ::. . : '" ." " '

OECD/LAEA Red"

L RESOURCESA

4AC
ignedA

A.44/:• 4 he term "reserves" refers to the known conventional resources that can be extracted using.:. ".
.current.tecnology undericurrent. economic conditions-at various-recove costs..For ,

'example from Table !, reserves recoverable at costs.= $40!!gU amount to about 2 million • 4444

metric tons of uranium (M-TU)~, enough for-about 30 year's at the' current consumption 4

rate.39 Hoiowever, reserves are, only a small fraction of thep total uranium resource base, 4"

"which also 'includes known deposits that are not economic to'iecove ~at, "present prices: or
are, surmised 'to exist with varying degrees of, Lin etaihtypjiiZ the vicinityof well-mapped',

'4deposits' or by similarity of one unexplored, geologic strucure to otheriii'pped and pro-"
,ductive ones:.When uranium ,prices rise senlyuneconomc resources l become eco-

nomic 'to.recover and mining companies will also have 'an incentive to delinete presently
unmapped .r.esouriees. As a result, new.reseres.will.be created. that can be used to, fuel' a'
growing installed, nuclear. capacity.A . : -. .. 'A .. '4 ..

A quantitativ'exeample4of the increased reserves that would be created as a result of high-
er .prices has been given by the Uranium Information Centre in Australia: a doubling of the

: uranium price r- which has been declining steadily sincethe, late 1970s; see Figure I - from
: present contrac levels could be-expected to:create about atenfold increase inmneasured

resources.40 : The term "measured resources"v inmthslcontext refersto reserves extractable at
c~osts• = .$8O/kgU, which from.Table Il'amount to about,.3.million MTU. Thus, a d6ubling.
of ur0nium'.price:s;from about $30/kgU to $60/kgU' could4 be expected toincrease• these
reserves to approximately•30 million MTU.• This can be compared with, the requiremehts
of the fbllowin'g, 1500 GWe mid century scenario: installed• nuclear capacity grow0s:.in•ear
from the current 350 GWe to '1500: GW oi''er 50•years andafter this growth period, nno new".
plants are built and existing on es are operated for h'e'reSt of their lifetie•••Thet otal pro-'
duction. over the growth period 4is 4625 GWeiy: (assuming•ii a capacity factor of 0.9)'
r .equiring 9.5 million MTU ('assuming aSg a. .iu ::rcnsumption of 226.5' MTU/GWe'•y).
.Nucear capacity hent gins•Odecline.. the newest plants still have 50 years of production:
ahead.ofitem,. but the units, built at' the begin g of the growth period mist be .decom' "..

missione& .Assuming an. average remaining ife of' 25 years for the fleet, total 'electricity :
produiction over the decline period is 33,7500GWe-y, requiring 7.5 milli6n MTU. The total
uranium consumption: for this scenario is therefore .17million MTU`. The 30 million MTU
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Although uranium is different fronm other extactive resources"
because of its. national security implications, we do not believe
that this fact :changes the fundamental process by whiciichhi:i.
er prices not onlylead to exploration.efforts but also create an
incentie to, innovate, wich. leads to technological progress
a-nd: tends t6 holdpries downi.,

Table A-S.E.3 20th Century World Production and
Price for 4 Selected Commodities

:-. : fl:.u •

-'INCREASE IN
PRODUCTION

PERIOD (Per. (:er•:nt1.

DECREASE IN,
CONSTANT DOLLUAR:

PRICE . .'
(percent• .

Aluiminum>99 (
Copper
Potash.
Sulfur

I[ 

f

190099 9

1900-19,98' 9

1907-1998

3,250"2,465:

3,770
6,000

:. . ... :. :.

., .:.........: .. .. : ...:.:.L..:? ;::. ..:•:.i•:.;":• ,.7/:::: •

NOTES ~*9-

I1~ By "real.'weimean that all cash flows are expressed in constant dollars that have been adjusted for the effects
of general -irnftion over the life of the~project. However, the cash flows themselves. m.ýust first be calculated
using nominal dollars (including inflation) inorder to properly calculate income tax obligations since tax
d~preciatibn is based on nominal c~onstructioin costs and nominal interest paymentsa are a. tax deductible,

2.' Taxable~income may be redluced ~by~allowing carry forward of net operating losses;most likely in early years of
7oper .ation where both interest paymnents. and tax depreciation allowances are substantial.

3,~ The modcelcan be readily adapted'to .allo~wireal prices for electricity to grow at a constant rate over time, but,
this ccimplicates somewhat comparison of alternative technologies.~

4. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2003 With Projections to 2025, DOE/EIA-
0383(2003),January 2003. 9999

5 , U.S. Depamrtment of Energy Office of Nuclear EnergyScience and TechnologyA Roadmap to Deploy New'
Nuclear Power Plants in the United States by.2.010, October,2001.

6'.' Nuclear Energy Agency/linternational EnergyAgency, Projected Costs of Generating Electricity, Update 1998.~

7. TarjiannO, Risto and Rissanen, Sauli,.Nuclear Power7 east-Cost Option for Baseload Electricity in FiinilandThe'9 9

' , Uraniijm Institute 25th. Annual Symposum,. 2000.: ,." !: . .

8. The exchange rate between euios (EUR) a~fd U.S. dbllars (USD) has fluctuated between 0.85 and 1.18 EUR/
USD over the past two years. For. our pur .poses, a central. value of. 1. EUR/.1USD is acceptable.,

9. UK Performance and Innovation Unit, The Economrics of Nuclear Power.7'PiU Energy Review Working Paper,'
92001.99 9 99, >,, 9

2> :... .: . ) ... •3 ' • .% * . :.: . .< ..9 :.9,9 :•r., • , .: S ." ' > ,."9:9 ".". - ::9:':9.. ) : . ... .. :... -•. " ' .• 5 :

999 ," 89..7

89.4

" 10. International Energy Agency, Nuclear-Power in the OECO, 2001.99 ::.

1:1. Tennessee Valley Authority, Final.Supplemental Environmental Impact, Statement for Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant Operating License Renew~al, March. 2002;

12. WilliamsCapital Group Equity ResearchJuly200l.

13. 'The TVA Act requires.TVA to compensate. state and local governments with tax equivalent pjayments,.

14. I n the:case of South: Korea, the exchange raitebetween Korean wion (KRW)and:U.Sdollars (USD).:rangd from.
800 to 1,800 KRW tUSDdurinngtheconstructin ohaseof the ceent nuclear project.

1 .i: ECD, Purchýsing Power Parities anc Real Expenditures: 1.9 Benchmark Year, 2002.
S"'' 16. The currency. exchange rate was 119:yen US. dollar on May j8, 2003.

17. Construction costs for Yonggwang Units 5 and 6.were obiained through personal communication with
Professor Soon .H-ung Chang of Korea Advanced. Institute ofSc:ence and Technology (KAIST) .

1.8:' The currency exchange: rate was 11,20&won/USD. on May 28,2003:

19,. Energy Information Administration, Electric Power Annual.200,.DOE/ElA-0348(01), March 2003.

.20. Energy Inforiation Administration, An Analysis of.Nuclear Power Plant Operating Costs:A 1995Update,
SR/OnAF/95:01,.Ap. ." 1995.

21, Energy. Informati~on. Administration (EiA), 1995.
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22. lbid.< '<

23. Statistics reported by NEI were extractedfrom the February 2002 NEI A.nnual Briefing for the Finandial
CommunityNuclear Energy 2002: Solid Value... Significant Upside'. <

24. Energy Information Administration, Assumptions for the-Annual Energy Outlook 2003;EDOE/EIA-0554 (2003),
January 2003.44

25. U.S. [Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Energyj Science and Technology, A Roadmapo to Deploy New
~ Nuclear Power Plants in the United Stares by 2010, October,2001.

. :..' , , 26. Note that T" can vary depending on the fuel management strategy"4', 44 .

27.:The unit used for mass of nuclear fuel the.kilogram of initial heavy m.tai'denoted kgI HM:.We always refer to.
the initial mass of heavy metal in the fuel because the heavy metal atoms are fissIoned as the fu&l is irradiated,'
and therefore their mass decreases with time. '44 <4

44 28. Seefor example, Tsoulfanidis and Cochran,'The NuclearFuel Cycle' ANS, 1999;p.62... ..

29::Alternatively, a simple linear relationship can be used toapproximatethe SWU requirement. For a tails assay of .
.. ... 03 .~o w h .", te following hold .... ..

4444 444 44* ~kg SWUh444 4

3.Tivaucorsodtotefee of I milltper kilow~att-hour of nuclear elecricity generated paid to the DOE4
by eahuiiy4prtn nuclear power plant: 4 4 > 4

0-001$ O033kWl(e)4  24h. 1000kW 5OMWd.$.. . .
14004 4

4 4 k~hfe ~ IlkWh- I'd' 1MW I 41kgQWM4- < kglHM~~.<

4(313ThWe thank Matt Bunn for reminding us of the effect of increased MOX cost on blend~ed electricity cost.
32. OECD/NEM'TheEc~onomtics of the nuclear fuel cycle,'1 994. 4½4

<4< 4433. Forexample, thie NRC~study (footnote 7) estimates the levelized reprocessing cost for a 900 MTHM /year plant *,<

varies for different owFner operators as follows: government $800/kgHM, utility $1300/kgHM, private venture
4 . S~2000/kgHM. ''44

34. OED/ EActrt-divnSystems ad Fastheactors in Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles" 2002 >

35. DOE,'l eneratibn 4 Roadmap -Report of the Fuel Ccyle Crosscut Group200i >1 44

44 ~36Y Fetter, Bu'nn, Hotc en,The Economics of Repro'cessing vs. Direct Dilsposal of Spept Nuclear Fuel' 1999 44

:4..4'.•• ;. .••:: :. •• :? . 2': .:• • :• } ;. " ,: : . .'.=' 4 4 4 4 4 4 4:. <.4..", 44.! '. : • .. •'. "=:'. .. • .•.; :* ' : : W :':• "'"" " "J ••.. 44 i' 4, • <

4 437, 4'Nuc~l~r Waste -Technaologies fortseparati~n~s -Shd transmutation 'Committee on SeparationTechnoidgy and «
4Transmutation systems, National Research' Counbc1, National. Academy. of Sden ces, Append Ix J, 1996

38> OECD/NEA & lAEAMUrani um 2001]:Resources, Product ion, and. Demand42002' 4

39. Current light water reactors consume approximately 226.51 MTU,'G5We-y of electricity generated, hence the
demand for today's fleet of 350 GWe is approximately 70,000 MTU per year, assuming a capadity factor of 90%, <

4440. Uranium Information Center,"Nuclear Electridityemt edition; Chapter 3 (2000). Available on the web at
http~wwvk.uic.com.au/nie3.htrh. <44>'44

>441. See vvw ;ec4cmineso/nwsrlese400- n25htl

42. R. Martinfl'Juclear RockTime Magazinejeb..1 6tb,2003.<4 >

4 4 43. K.S< Deffeyes and I.D. MacGregor,' WorddUranium ResourcesScientific American; Vol. 2142, NoKI, Jan. 1980.44 4

<444. ai Wilumn,omas Goonan,Donal BliaEric Roden burg,Technologica I Advancemeint - A Factor in

4 Increasing Resource UsC* U.S. Geological. Sur~vey, 2001.~
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Appendix.TA9+ International Programs in High Level Waste Management
and Disposal.;9. .. ... .9 ' ... .. ..... 9...... .9..:.....: .... 9.

Most countries with nuclear power programs - and all the major.ones - have adopt-
. 'ed as their: preferred technical approach to the final disposal of high-level waste 'the..
e...mplacmeof ,sealed waste-bearing canisters in mined structures ('geologic reposi- .

.: tories').hundreds of meters below the eartlf. surface. No country has yet esiablished..
•a operatingrepository for high-level waste, and all have encountered difficulties with

their programs. In many countriesipublic and political o position to proposed nucleari.
waste facilitiesý and-to the transportation of nuclear vtial bys r"oad or 'rajfhas been

• :..:.intense;and.public opinion' poll0 reveal c.ep'sk•pticismiaround the world about the.9 ."

technical feasibiliit" of safely storing.1 .nurplearwaste over the l6ng periods for which it"':.'
will.remaiti hazardous. Many peoplethink -theat no new nucea r power plants shouldw
be built until the waste issue hasbeen resolved. hInseveral "major nuclear countries laws. 9
have been enacted whose practical' effect will be to slow or even prevent the licensing,
of future nuclear power plants in the.a•bsience of demonstrable progress towards waste,
disposal. In other countries where d.cisions have been'taken to, phase nuclear power:.
o'ut .ompletely, the'nuclear waste problem h•.sbeenprominenlitedas a rationale.

•Athough geologic disposal is the announced technical strategy in almost.everyc..•oun- .:
try, .there. are important differences in how countries are planning .to 'implement it,.
Nowhere isý repositoryldevelopment proceeding v'er quickly, but. some. countries. are
seeking to moe 9forward as rapid•y as domestic political and institutional constraints
will allow, :w:hile others are pursuing a more leisurey app roach. iis' r 0on' two'coun-
tries, the United States andi Finand, have ..• ified specific: siteso far repony toresun-

The U.S.,. Canada,: and Finland are among a group of countries that 'are planning to
dispo~se. of.'their, spent fuel directly. A second group of countries, which includes the
U.K. a"nd. France4,. is. reprocessing. its spent: fuel, and willdisposeof thevitrifiedý high-
level'waste from: reprocessing :operations. Athird group is storing its spent. fuel temr-
porarily i centralktorage fýciities,'and has Postponed the decision on whoher or riot' !
to reprocess until a later dateA few 'countries - notably indudingjaan and Russia .
: . " have announcediprohibitions on:the direct disp:osal.of :s•ent fuel. There' has been. a
long-running debate• about the relative advantages of disposing. of spent fuel directly,.
versus reprocessed.waste. We comment on this debate in the main b'dy•0f this report.

• National waste disposal programs also vary alonig several' other important:technical .
dimensions,. including:. (1) the candidate geologic media in which: the.:repository will'
be located; (2): the geochemical environment; (3) the relative rdeiance on' engineered"
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versus natural barriers to radionudide transport; (4) the thermal design of the facility -
including the age of the waste at thetinme of emplacement. ; '.... ..

A summary of international plans and programs in high-level waste disposal is contained. .
in Table A-7.A. 1.

Table A-7.A.1 High-level Waste Disposal Plans of Ledn Nula onre

PREFERRED/~.~ EARLIESTANTICIPATED l<
MANAGEMENT' SELECTED"' REPOSITORY'

'COUNTRY? RESPONSIBILITY '~GEOLOGIC MEDIUM> OPERINGDATE STATUS'

United States DOE Volcanic luff 2010 Site selected (Yucca Mountain, NV); application for construction license
Finland ~ Power compan7ieS (POSiVa Dy) Crystalline bedrock ~ 2020 ~Site selected (Olkiluoto, SW Finland) -decision ratified by ParljamentA*

~"'in May 2001 C
Sweden Pyower companies (SKB) ~ Crystalline rock 2020 Searching for a suitable site
Switzerland~ Power compa'ny coop (Nagra) ~Crystalline rock or dayý 2020 or later, Searching for a suitable site N ''

France Ind. Pub. Auth. (ANDJRA) Granite or day ~' 2020 or later: Developing repository concept,
Canada 'N Cro.W Corp. (.AECL) ' Granite ; 2025 or later ': Reviewing repositoiy concept.,,
Japan National agncy (NUMO) " Not selectedN 2030s; 'Searching for suitable site',-
United Kingdom Under review $Not selected After 2040'O . Delaying decision until 2040

Germany ederalcntractorNo date specified? Moratorium on repository development for 3-10yearC
."company (DBE) '

Appendix 73B -The Feasibility of GeoloTgic Disposal '' '

The concept of deep geologic disposal of high level wastes has been'stuidied extensively in'
many national and' international research, programs fort several decades.~ Considerable
~technical-progress has been made over this~ period'. Although'practical experience in build-
ing and operating geologic repositories, for, high-level w~aste is still1 mainly limited to a fewý'
pilot-scale facilities, there, is today a high'Ievel of confidence within the sc~ientific and tech-
nical community that the geologic:repository$ approach is capable- of safely'isolating. the '~C

waste from the biosphere for as. long as it poses significant ri~sks. This '.riew has been stated
adsupported in several, recent. national and international assess'rents:ý[-] ti ae

oan:d1)a understanding ofthe-processes adentthtcudtransport radionudlides
from the repository to, the biosphere; (2) mpathematical models that 'enable.:the Ion --term
environmenital impac't of repositories to~be quantified-, and &(3), natural analog situdie.s
which support the models and theirextrap'olation to the very long~timue-scales required forý C
waste isolation. Natural analogs al'so provide' evidence that' key, processes important to
modeling the performance of geologic'systemns over long time periods'have not been over-
looked [51. ' N

A geologic repository must provide protection, against every plausible scenario fin which
radionuclides might reach the biosphere and expose~ the human populati'on to dangerous C
doses of radiation. Various possibilities must be considered, -inchidiiig the risk opf>volcanic
activity and 'the possibility of humnan intrusion'into the repository either inadvertent. or
intentional. Of. the. possible. pathways, m'the .biosphere, the ~one' receiving' most attention
involves the entry ofý groundwatier into the repstr tecrosion of the waste contain -
ers,' the leaching of' radionuclides into te groundw~ater, and the miigration .of the contain-

mtdgroundw~ater towards locations wvhere it might be used-as drinking water or for agri-
c ultural purposes,.
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Appendix 7.C - Radioactivity, Decay H'eat, and Radiotoxicity Decay Profiles of
Spent Fuel

Figures 7.1-7.3 in the main text respectively describe the radioactivity, decay heat, and
radiotoxicity decay profiles of spent PWR fuel with a burnup of 50 MWD/kg HM. They
were constructed from data generated by Zhiwen Xu in the course of his Ph.D. research at
MIT [17].

The radiotoxicity is a proxy for the risk posed by the spent fuel in a geologic repository. It
is defined as the total volume of water required to dilute all of the radionuclides contained
in I MT of spent fuel down to their maximum permissible concentrations, where the max-
imum permissible concentration is in turn determined such that an individual could safe-
ly obtain his total water intake from such a source. Thus,

.1"radin°°"id f XN,(t •
radiotoxicity at time.t = •"i"' P )

where X1Ni(t) is the quantity of radioisotope i present in 1 MT of waste at time t (in
Bq/MT), and MPCi is the maximum permissible concentration of isotope i in water (in
Bq/m30)

The. calculation of the maximum permissible concentration for each radionudide was.
based on% the assumption that an adult would ingest water containing.the radionuclide at
a constant rate of 2 liters per day over the course of a year. The concentration limit was,
determined by imposing the. requirement that the individual should receive a committed:,
effective dose of no greater than 50 mfikems from this source. The limits were computed.
using the radionuclide ingestion dose coefficients for adults published by the International:
Commission on Radiological Protection [18].

To illustrate for the case of strontium-90: The ICRP-72 ingestion dose coefficient for 90Sr
= 2.8 x 10-8 Sv/Bq. Thus, the total allowable annual intake for a committed effective dose
of 5x 10-4 Sv (or 50 mrem).= 5 x 10-4 /(2.8 x 10-8) = 1.786 x. 104 Bq/yr. The maximum,-
allowable concentration: of 90Sr is then just:

1.786x. 104'. (Bq/year) =21.q=2.45 x 104 Bq/rn.•.:..
0.002 (m3/day) x 365 (days/year)..

The radiotoxicity decay profile for spent fuel is shown in Figure A-7.C. I. Also shown for:
comparison is the radiotoxicity of an 'equivalente amount of natural uranium: ore - that,::
is, the quantity of uranium ore that would have to be mined in order to generate the met-
ric ton of spent fueL According to the figure, after about 150,000 years the spent fuel will
be no more hazardous .than the: parent: ore, implying that a high-level waste, repository.
should be: designed to isolate the spent fuel for approximately. that length of time. Of
course, such comparisons take no account of the different environmental risk factors for
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Figure A-7.C.1 Radiotoxicity Decay Profile for Spent PWR Fuel (M3 water/MT fdie) e0 c
Basis. PWR Spent Fuel

50 MWd/kg HM
4.5% initial enrichment

All)

.. . ... ... . .. ............. ....-. .....

, , 5,.,'-

',"" ' ,:c

Np'

.. .... ....................... . "...... .. ' : .......T

Iu*:o -°i ¶ i t *t ',"- u. ', '.
L-0,511: " I .P''

The radiotoxicity index corresponds to an ingested dose of 50 mren/year and was calculated using ICRP-72 adult
dose coefficients (1996)

Amount of ore mined to produce 1 MT fuel @ 4.5% U-235 enrichment

these materials. Uranium ores (and other naturally occurring hazardous materials) are
deposited randomly, frequently in permeable strata, and with groundwater often present
in abundance. By contrast, high-level waste will be buried at depths of several hundred
meters in locations selected for geological stability, low groundwater flows, and remotenessC
from population centers. On the other hand, a high-level waste repository is a man- made
structure,. with shafts and boreholes linking it to the biosphere. Moreover, as noted previ-
ously the presence of heat-generating materials has the potential to disrupt the geohydro-
logical environment and accelerate the corrosion of the waste canisters. All of these factors
- and others besides - must be considered in assessing the actual risk posed by a waste
repository. In short, although frequently used as an indicator of the radiological risk posedC
by the waste, the radioitoxicity index is an imperfect proxy of limited utility.
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that. is exposed at the surface. 'In practice, crystalline rock that is located within 2 km of the sur-
face: providesa adequ ate access for deep drilling.,

Suitable host'. rock also. occurs beneath the sea floor. For this reason.the concept may be
particularly inmteresting for. densely populated countries like Japan, Korea, and" Taiwan.

Since :mnost Of thevpower. reactors in thes'e countries (Gndindeed in most countries) are:.
located ono or close: to :the, coast, the possibility arises of.0constructing artificial. offshore•
islands. rm which to: dri•lbeneath the: seabed. Seuch islands could•alsoserve as temrporary:
storage..venues for.the~spent fuel,.eh es iating. the requirement for 6on-landwaste trans-s.
portation- and storage.

The pervasiveness of.suitable geolog y for deep boreholes introduces the possibility of dis-
persed .waste disposalsites, thus reducing the need for spent fuel transportation..Co-locat-
ing boreholes with at least;.some: reacdor•sites may be technically feasible. Alternatively, the
boreholes could' be consolidated at a central location. For example, a borehole array occu-
pying an area of 4 km2, iroughly equal to the subsurface footprint of the Yucca Mountain
repository, couldac&rcommodate more than the Yucca Mountain spent fuel inventory.•6

NOTES :

"The radiatoxicity, calculations presented in Appendix 7.C were carried out by Dr. Brett Mattingly, whoc also pro-
vided valuable research support in the preparation of this Appendix. ,

ISeveral modeling studies of. copper canister corrosion under expected repository conditions havbenpr
formed in Sweden, Finland, and Canada, Each of these studies has estimated anexpectd cope yaise rie
time exceeding o~ne mrillonyars.7. Natura anlo sudies also indicate that elemental copper canisterelife
extremely slow and predictable rates insuch conditionis. [8]; '

2. Freedoxygen is introduced into the near-field ~envifonment during waste emplacement operations. Oxidation
of Pyrite in the berntonite backfiill helpis to rest-orea reducing environment'arouind the canister within a few
hundred years atmnost. During this .oxic ph .ase, the copper mantle is not expected to corrode by m-ore than 2.5
mm. Copper corrosion -under reducing conditions occurs via sulfide attack...Dissolved sulfide conicentrations
will be limited by equilibrium with sulfide impurities in the bentonite.The copper corrosion rate under reduc-
ing conditions i's m~uch sl~ower than und~eroxi~dizing conditions[6,7],

3.. A reducing .envirionment s#96ogly inhibits the dissolution, and tranisport of actinidles in groundwater. The solu-
-bility of thýe long-lived fissionp p roduct isotope Tc-99,is also significantly decreased in reducing condi-,

tions[144,161.;
4.Other o'ptiois considered at that time were disposal in surface facilities, extra-terrestrial disposal, ice sheet dis-

posal; and. dis'posal fin the sedimentary layer under the deep ocean floor. Of these only the sub-seabed dispos-
a[ option has attracted any subsequent attention~

.5. Grant Heiken, Los Ala-mos.Sdentific Laboratory, Earth and Environmental Sciences Division, personal communi-
cat .io n, ..N ovember 1,5,1200 2.N

6. For example; suppose the borehole drilisites were arrayed on a grid measuring 2 km x 2 km with a spacing of
0.5km.; Suppose in{ addition that ten holes, each 5 km -deep, Were drilled from each drillsiteý with the'lower.3
km ~of each hole filledwith Waste. canisters,. If each canister is 5 meters in length and. contains .I.PWRI assembly,>
oeqiaetyabout'05~f pn fuel;'the talsefu inventory in the borehole repoisitory would be

abu75,000 MT- somewhat more than the legal limi atYiicca Mountain. The storaige capacity of the reposi-~
tory could be further increased by increasingi thenumber of borehole5 per drilisite, increasing thie active>
length of each borehole, and increasing the packing density 'of the spent fuel reds ineach canister by re~consti-
tuting the assemblies, If each of these parameters. was dobld say th toacpct-ftebrh reposito-

..ry would be more than 8 times that of Yucca.• ' ~.
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App. .endix Chapter 9 Public Attitudes
EUROPEAN ".a.........R. NUCLEA•. : :. .
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• Attitudes towa r nuclear power'vary •5 t,. ac I.(
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Our analysis of U.S. survey data finds 'much weaker correlation of.demographics with atti-
'..: :.tudes toward nuclear power than is.evidwent.in the Eurobarometer data. Indeed;, once we•<,.,

control. for. perceptions of the technologies, the correlatidn~s vanish altogether. We suspect'. '1
that the:samel'is true in' Europe: p.sinions ares driven by e.conomics. environmental harms,.
and solutions .to the waste probleml. Replicating our survey.in Europe and other countriesl7 ''i,

is important for understanding, the nature of public attitudes towad nuclear power and:
other energy options. For a discussion of the roots of .French opinions toward nuclear power,•
see- http://Wwwpbs.orggfbh/pages/frontline/shows/reacrion/readings/frenh.htm• attnibutes,,,/'. :. . ., ' ' . . A : .'.A.. '. . ,' A ' :,.'<.• • . . . ' : . , . . . . . . . . : . '! : '. .' . '..• . . . . .. . . . ' .:. . . . : : . ::. .. • : : . ). ,, . , . : .

Do

•...,.. ... :..

MIT ENERGY SURVEY .' aa

'Sample Statistics. Knowledge Networks drew a random sample of 1800 people from' their < A'

panel to particip•ate inaii energysurvey; 1358. completed the survey. Survey respondents '
7 were' 18 years' or ove, with the median- respondent about 45 years old. The typical person i ,

hadi•ncme between $40,000 and. $50,000. Thirty-one' percent comipleted highl school; 28
percent had some college; andl24 percent had a bachelors degree orr higher. Three-quar-
ters of the • espondents were white; 62'percent w.ere ma•ried; 52 percent were f e.

Question Wordings a Distribution of Responases •n Future Use: A ,

Question 11: To make more elcrct omeet the country's nesorthnxt2yasewperlanswl
haeto'be b'uilt. Companies and government agencies need to'strt planning today. How should we meet '

this demand?

D

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES (a•l groups)' : ' .

." :.. REDUCE. REDUCE KEEP INCREASE INCREASE

FUEL NOT USE. : A LOT SOMEWHAT SAME SOMEWHAT A LOT

'Coal 4.8%.~, 23.3' A 29.9 ' 25.0 10.7. 6.0
Dams " 1'.4. 3.8 11.2 31.1 34.21. 18.0
GasA 1 ~ .i4 6.3 24.1 37.2 22.7.' . 8.1
Nuclear• 9.2 19.2 186 , 24.6 18.3 9.8
oil 3.4 "'19,7 ' ; 33.6' 302.2 9.5 2. 2 '..

Solar 1.4 2.3 ' 4;9 13.6 27.0 50.4
Wind, 1.6 A 'A 25 . .4 .7 13.9 24.4 52.65.

: . : • ... .-. , • . • • .. . . •::?• .... . .. .. • ... . . / : . ..A % .: .. A...: : A,, ::• :• .• .• :• , . .,.. : • . . ..
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Question 8. How expensive do you think
it is to produce electricity from"
eachof the following fuels?: :

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES (all groups).

EXPENSIVE

* .4:::
6'"'

. . : ..MODERAEiLY ::: NEXR
• :. "." . =:•:.. •..•

.4 44.

44' 444,4

44.44 4.44~4
444/

4444

4.4''

1. Very Expensive,
2. Somewhat Expensive;
3. Moderately Priced; ..

4. SorewhoatCheap :
5 Very Cheap .

.4,4

.. Question 7: Some ways.of generating.

electricity may•be harmfu~lt.o the i
environment wei Ive irn because
they produce air pollution,' water,.

:i : . ' .pollution, or toxic, wastes. How4
harmful do you think'each ofthese:.

.....:..••::• , •;•:..,.... ,•.:... ... , .. :.L.. . .: .• . . • .• . . .. : .•, ...A

FUEL Very (1) Somewhat (2) Priced (3) Somewhat (4

Coal 134% 24.5% 351% 21.4%Nudear 388 330 19.3. . . 74

Natural Gas, 11 .8 328 . . 2..4- ,: .115
Oil 4 25.2 421 26.7 , 5.3

Hydroelectnic 9.9 24.5 '347 224
Solar , 9.91 19.4 ''22.7 "4 28.1

Wi rid 4~44 4.S 11.6 , <19.3 31.1

OISTIBUTION Of ESPONSESt .- .. '..

VERY-, ' MODERATELY" SOMEWi4AT1  $LIGHTLY

Col329 ' 317, 4 24.2% 9~.4 Rc

Nuclear '~~45.1> 22.5 T4 U 7.32~ 10.44
Natural Gas s"' . 6.9-- 18.0/ ' 35.0'>', 29.4
Oil "' 23.4 4 '37.1" '28. ",0,, ' 8.6 '

:?:i'. 4:4 :!

S Very (5) AVERAGE
• .:?.

power sources is! ;,nigher vaiues
are less h. u Hydroelectric 60 • 120 19.0 4 292
, : " > "are less.harmrul:) ', : ::: Solar2 . ' ' 31 '140•• :•:Solar 2,9:

44k' '~ Wind "' 4 1.7 "' 2.9 6.9 ''~ 12.8'

Question.9 .T e are 4i 100 .... " . w 4la" ,. . ti ted 4.H likely cl ".out :' .. 140.t:a .
in the n•xt .....0. y .h.r w ill be4sri•s. ac id n at. a.nu ...ar-p .we r plant?
A l mt.: -' . " t i . .. .. . : ..9..Ve y Lk '. .:.,. ...

Question 10.Theo yar appreeox imatrel 100h nhfl~~iguclear poewlat ansi nted ctat estore likely do youy thekatrs.ta

Stonly Agreeti 189%

Agreyil1 '' '42303

S•.ew.a,,i.e.y:. . ', 3 :. •r...ng.l.y . • .,• •44.e. 21 9.

• • • >5 : • • • ." • k ,< :2 . . . ": . .• • :.: ;• : .• ! : '. , • .:. ' " .c . .. > • f :. -. :• . . . . . ' • . . : •, . :. • • •• • • : '. : : , . ..4. " . .'4 4 4: • .. •
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING. FUTURE USE

For each fuel, Question 11 isthedependent vanable.For all uels, responses to Questions
7 and 8 are used to measure perceived harms.

Table A-9.2 Relationship between Perceived Harmand Perceived Cost and Future Use,
Holding Constant Other Factors 5

SIN FJUMRE INCREASE/]REDUCE USE OF... ,.'

5 < sConk Hiydro 'Gas. Nudear,< oi~ Sun .W~ind
i::i: .;.

Perceived (Lower) Hlarm:
Coal
Dams .
Gas
Nuclear

D

n0l

oils

Wind

Perceived (Lower) Cost:
Coal
Dams

Gas
Nuclear
Oil
Sun
Wind

,Nuke Accident
Nuke Waste Safe~
Glo~bal Warming

R-squared.

+38- .03 <-.09 -0
-09 +32" -.~5L13** -'04>

+,03 .13" +30- .8
.07 .05> -. 09* +35"*

.06 '5 .16- +,06 -. 00
-10* +'02 -10 -.01~

+.09* .04- .01 +.06
.05 +.l5 10- -06,
.07 +.02 +.15* _A2-

+.03 .05 +ý01 +.14"
-05 +.04' .01 .00
.02 -. 10- +.02 +.015

+.05 +.0~f6 -.01s >+.00 ''

+-07 • 13"
.05 .02
-00, .06
-14" -02

+.29* - 13*
-.22" +:30*:
-14" +10*

+.01 .04
12** +0*

+.00 .01
.01 -06*

+0* -.02
-. 03 . . . . .

• .. 08: -12-•..;i ••'.

05
.00

+12**
+,27-

-06*
+11*
+'01

.02

.01

+05

+ ;:".-Osi.!ii

-08**
+.01

4 6

,~>' ~5* 5,

+. 01 + 03 +.05. -.22. . -. 00.
-. 01 .-. 05 +.00 : .18. . +. 01
-.03 -.02 ,00 -.02 +.05

+.080*
.-. 06-;;•,

.49 .53 .57 .55 .47 .49

(%otyexp.Iiaed)'
5tabstically significant at p< -55
Stai~tialy signlkancri atp <Li;

In:s.'mimar t. the results of our surveV finid"

* The public correctly perceivies the relative costs and benefits -of nucear power
compared to other power sources. . .: . . . . " :

E, The public has yet to connect the way we geneiate power to carbon enmissionsand.i
global warming. "5', ,

0. Additional 4information~ may not be enough, to change public attitudes toward
nuclear pow er.•

NOTE

1."For a discussion ofthe roots of.French opinionstoward nuclear power see:. ",
http.//vvww.ps.org/wvgbh/pages/frontline/shows/reaction/readings/f"rench.htmiattributes.
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My fellow Americans,

Keeping America competitive requires reliable, affordable, and clean supplies of energy. Over
the past five years, my Administration has taken steps to increase the domestic supply of energy,
including alternative and renewable sources. We have also worked to improve energy efficiency
and to make our energy infrastructure more secure and reliable. We implemented a new
National Energy Policy, and last summer I signed into law the Energy Policy Act of 2005, the
first comprehensive energy bill in more than a decade.

America's energy challenges require continued action. For the sake of our economic and
national security, we must reduce our dependence on foreign sources of energy - including on
the natural gas that is a source of electricity for many American homes and the crude oil that
supplies gasoline for our cars. To achieve this objective, we will take advantage of technology.
My Advanced Energy Initiative provides for a 22-percent increase in funding for clean-energy
technology research at the Department of Energy. To change how we power our homes and
offices, we will invest more in zero-emission coal-fired plants, revolutionary solar and wind
technologies, and clean, safe nuclear energy. To change how we power our automobiles, we will
increase our research in better batteries for hybrid and electric cars and in pollution-free cars that
run on hydrogen. We will also fund additional research in cutting-edge methods of producing
ethanol, not just from corn, but from wood chips, stalks, or switch grass.

Applying the talent and innovative spirit of our citizens, we will foster economic growth, protect
and improve our environment, move beyond a petroleum-based economy, and make our
dependence on foreign sources of energy a thing of the past.

GEORGE W. BUSH
THE WHITE HOUSE
February 20, 2006



The President's Energy Vision

President Bush believes the power of technology and the innovative spirit of America
will reduce our reliance on foreign sources of energy, which will help ensure a growing
and prosperous America in the 2 1 st Century. We have both the technology and the
know-how to meet the principal energy challenges we face: promoting energy
conservation, repairing and modernizing our energy infrastructure, and increasing our
energy supplies in ways that protect and improve the environment. Meeting each of
these challenges is critical to expanding our economy, satisfying the energy needs of a
growing population, and raising our standard of living.

A sound energy policy is also vital to national security and protecting the environment.
We currently spend more than half a billion dollars a day on imported oil. We are
increasingly concerned about the vulnerability of the electricity grid and pipeline
systems to both unintentional and intentional disruptions. We are also focused on the
environmental consequences of energy production, including emissions of air pollutants
and greenhouse gases, primarily from the burning of coal, oil, and natural gas.

Since 2001, the Administration has spent nearly $10 billion to develop cleaner, cheaper,
and more reliable alternative energy sources. As a result, America is on the verge of
breakthroughs in advanced energy technologies that could transform the way we
produce and use energy. To build on this progress, the President's Advanced Energy
Initiative provides for a 22% increase in funding for clean-energy technology research
at the Department of Energy in two vital areas:

1. Changing the way we fuel our vehicles. We can improve our energy security
through greater use of technologies that reduce oil use by improving efficiency,
expansion of alternative fuels from homegrown biomass, and development of
fuel cells that use hydrogen from domestic feedstocks.

2. Changing the way we power our homes and businesses. We can address high
costs of natural gas and electricity by generating more electricity from clean
coal, advanced nuclear power, and renewable resources such as solar and wind.

Just as our current challenges did not arise overnight, neither will the solutions to these
challenges. We must make a sustained commitment to addressing the fundamental
causes of high and volatile energy prices, while protecting our national security and the
environment. Through the Advanced Energy Initiative, we can take new, bold steps
towards the goal of a reliable, affordable, and clean energy future for all Americans.
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Changing the Way We Fuel Our Vehicles

Crude oil is used to produce a wide array of petroleum products, including gasoline,
diesel and jet fuels, heating oil, lubricants, asphalt, plastics, and many other products.
Not surprisingly, crude oil markets are monitored closely by consumers, businesses, and
governments, because the prices of petroleum-based products depend heavily on the
price of crude oil.

The transportation sector receives nearly all of its energy from petroleum products and
accounts for two-thirds of U.S. petroleum use, mainly in the form of gasoline and diesel
fuel. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) projects that consumption of
gasoline and diesel fuel will continue to rise because the expected increase in total miles
traveled will outweigh improvements in theefficiency of fuel use per mile traveled.
This is projected to lead to a one-third increase in imports of crude oil and a near-
doubling in imports of refined products over the next 25 years, such that these imports
would account for 62.5% of our total oil use by 2030.

Advanced Energy Initiative Goals - Fueling Our Vehicles

* Develop advanced battery technologies that allow a plug-in hybrid-electric
vehicle to have a 40-mile range operating solely on battery charge.

* Foster the breakthrough technologies needed to make cellulosic ethanol cost-
competitive with corn-based ethanol by 2012.

* Accelerate progress towards the President's goal of enabling large numbers
of Americans to choose hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 2020.

In 2004, the U.S. consumed 20.7 million barrels of crude oil and refined products per
day, approximately 58 percent of which were imported from other countries. About
half of these imports come from non-OPEC nations, such as Canada and Mexico, while
the other half come from OPEC nations, mainly Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, Nigeria, and
Iraq. Oil supply disruptions pose a threat to our economy and national security, and that
threat rises the more dependent we are on oil imports, particularly from less stable
regions of the world.

Over the past two years, world oil prices have increased significantly relative to
historical levels. Crude oil prices, which hovered in the $15-25 per barrel range from
the mid-1980s until 2002, have been above $40 since February 2005. Many of the same
factors that drove world oil markets during this time, such as low spare world-oil-
production capacity and rapid world-oil-demand growth, will continue to affect markets
in the near term. Other factors, such as geopolitical instability and weather, are also
important but less predictable.
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To reduce America's vulnerability to oil supply disruptions, and the associated
economic hardship for our Nation's families and businesses, we must reduce our
dependence on foreign sources of oil. This means increasing domestic production of oil
here at home and expanding capacity to refine crude oil into products that consumers
demand. It also means accelerating deployment of efficient hybrid and clean diesel
vehicles in the near-term, developing domestic renewable alternatives to gasoline and
diesel fuels in the mid-term, and investing in the advanced battery and hydrogen fuel-
cell technologies needed for substantial long-term reductions in oil demand.

Emnloyine Existin2 Technologies

Consistent with the President's National Energy Policy and the energy bill signed into
law last summer, the Administration has taken a number of steps to employ new
technologies to improve the efficiency of our oil use and develop alternative fuels to
displace oil.

o Vehicle fuel economy. The Administration increased CAFE standards for light
trucks and SUVs for the first time in a decade, raising the standard from 20.7
mpg to 22.2 mpg for the current model year 2007 vehicles. We have proposed
additional increases in the fuel economy of light trucks and SUVs produced in
model years 2008-2011, which would save 10 billion gallons of fuel over the
lifetime of those vehicles.

o Tax incentives for efficient vehicles. The President proposed, and Congress
enacted, tax incentives of up to $3,400 per vehicle to encourage purchase of
highly efficient hybrid and clean diesel vehicles, which offer near-term potential
to reduce demand for fuels made from crude oil.

o Clean diesel regulations. The Administration finalized rules that regulate
emissions from both highway and non-road diesel engines and fuels, reducing
emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides by more than 90%. Diesels offer 25-
30% fuel efficiency advantage over current gasoline-engine technology, without
the "black puff of smoke" of earlier versions.

o Renewable ethanol and biodiesel. The energy bill signed by the President last
summer established a renewable fuels standard to require the use of 7.5 billion
gallons of ethanol and biodiesel by 2012, and extended tax benefits enabling
both fuels to compete in today's market.

o Alternative fuel facilities. The energy bill also provides a 30% tax credit for
installation of alternative fuel stations, up to a maximum of $30,000 per year.
Currently only 556 public "E85" (85% ethanol) fueling stations exist in the U.S,
and many more will be needed to increase the use of renewable fuels above the
10% that can be blended into conventional gasoline.
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o Hydrogen vehicles. In his 2003 State of the Union Address, President Bush
announced a $1.2 billion Hydrogen Fuel Initiative aimed at developing the
technology for commercially viable hydrogen-powered fuel cells to power cars,
trucks, homes, and businesses with no pollution or greenhouse gases.

The effects of these actions are already being seen in today's marketplace. For
example, in 2005 sales of hybrid vehicles exceeded 200,000 for the first time ever,
based in part on tax incentives for their purchase. And ethanol production capacity
increased from 3.4 billion gallons in 2004 to 4.4 billion gallons today, with another 2.1
billion gallons of capacity currently under construction.

Accelerating Future Technologies

To significantly improve our future energy security, we must do more to reduce our
future demand for oil and refined gasoline and diesel fuels. The President's Advanced
Energy Initiative proposes significant new investments and policies in three promising
areas: (1) advanced batteries; (2) cellulosic ethanol; and (3) hydrogen vehicles.

1. Advanced Batteries

Accelerated consumer adoption of hybrid-electric vehicles offersthe potential to
significantly reduce oil consumption in the near-term. Further gains are possible
with a "plug-in hybrid vehicle": a hybrid-electric vehicle that can run either on
electricity from its own batteries or on gasoline. Unlike current hybrid vehicles,
which can use only the gasoline engine to charge the on-board battery, a plug-in
hybrid can be plugged into a common household electrical outlet to recharge its
batteries. This allows a consumer to drive as an electric vehicle for the majority of
driving that takes place within 40 miles of home. For longer trips, the gasoline
engine kicks in, and the vehicle drives like a regular hybrid-electric vehicle. As a
result, fuel efficiency of plug-in hybrids could exceed 80 or more miles per gallon,
particularly when the hybrids are driven in urban areas. Plug-in hybrids would
generally be charged at night, when electric utilities have spare generating capacity
available.

Current battery technologies used in
today's hybrid-electric vehicles store only
enough energy to drive the vehicle in an
electric-only mode at low speed for a very
short range (1-2 miles). Simply adding
additional batteries is not practical -
according to some estimates, each hybrid-
electric vehicle battery adds an additional
$2,000 to $4,000 to the price of the
hybrid-electric vehicle. To address these
issues, advanced battery technologies such
as "lithium-ion" batteries, similar to
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batteries used in cellular phones and other consumer electronics, can be adapted for
vehicle use. These batteries, coupled with the development of advanced electric-
drive technologies, will enable the commercialization of plug-in hybrids that can
deliver the desired range.

To help bring down the cost of these highly-efficient vehicles, the President's 2007
Budget includes $31 million in new research funding to support advanced battery
research, a 27% increase over 2006 levels. In addition to the gasoline savings they
make possible, plug-in hybrids represent a practical step toward hydrogen fuel-cell
vehicles, which have some of the same electric-drive and power-management
technologies. Through the large-scale replacement of gasoline with electricity and
hydrogen produced from clean coal, nuclear, and renewable technologies, we could
dramatically reduce future oil use, balance-of-payment deficits, and emissions of air
pollutants and greenhouse gases.

2. Cellulosic Ethanol

Transportation fuels derived from biomass can be produced either by the conversion
of sugar or starch crops to ethanol, or by conversion of soybean or other plant oils to
produce biodiesel. These clean-burning fuels are currently mixed with gasoline or
diesel fuel in small amounts (up to 10% for ethanol and up to 20% for biodiesel) and
used in conventional vehicles to help reduce petroleum demand.

The 3.4 billion gallons of ethanol
blended into gasoline in 2004 amounted
to about 2% by volume of all gasoline
sold in the United States. Greater
quantities of ethanol are expected to be
used as a motor fuel in the future, in part
due to two federal policies: an excise tax

-exemption of $0.51 per gallon of
ethanol used as motor fuel, and a new
requirement for at least 7.5 billion
gallons of renewable fuel to be used in
gasoline by 2012 (included in the

recently passed Energy Policy Act).

Virtually all domestically produced ethanol currently comes from corn. However,
corn and other starches and sugars are only a small fraction of biomass that can be
used to make ethanol. A recent DOE/USDA study suggests that, with aggressive
technology developments, biofuels could supply some 60 billion gallons per year -
30% of current U.S. gasoline consumption - in an environmentally responsible
manner without affecting future food production.

To achieve greater use of "homegrown" renewable fuels, we will need advanced
technologies that will allow competitively priced ethanol to be made from cellulosic
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biomass, such as agricultural and forestry residues, material in municipal solid
waste, trees, and grasses. Advanced technology can break those cellulosic materials
down into their component sugars and then ferment them to make fuel ethanol.

To help reduce the costs of producing these advanced biofuels, and ready these
technologies for commercialization, the President's 2007 Budget increases DOE's
biomass research funding by 65%, to a total of $150 million. The President's goal
is to make cellulosic ethanol cost-competitive with corn-based ethanol by 2012,
enabling greater use of this alternative fuel to help reduce future U.S. oil
consumption.

3. Hydrogen Vehicles

In his 2003 State of the Union Address, President Bush announced a $1.2 billion
Hydrogen Fuel Initiative to reverse America's growing dependence on foreign oil by
developing the technology for commercially viable hydrogen-powered fuel cells to
power cars, trucks, homes, and businesses with no pollution or greenhouse gases.

Through partnerships with the private sector, the Hydrogen Fuel Initiative and
related FreedomCAR activities seek to make it practical and cost-effective for large
numbers of Americans to use clean, hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles by 2020. Since
hydrogen can be made from domestic fossil, nuclear and renewable energy
resources, this will dramatically improve America's energy security by significantly
reducing the need for oil, as well as help clean our air and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

To continue our progress towards
reducing oil consumption, the
President's 2007 Budget increases
funding for hydrogen technology
research by $46 million over
current levels. Under the
President's FreedomCAR program,
the Department of Energy is
conducting research in partnership
with industry to make today's
hybrid-electric vehicle components
more affordable. These
components are also needed for

tomorrow's hydrogen vehicles. Although we have made significant strides in
reducing the high volume cost of a fuel cell by more than half, further innovations
are necessary to make this technology cost-competitive. We also 'need to develop
improved materials and methods that will allow for economic and effective
hydrogen storage in vehicles and at refueling stations. A significant fraction of the
hydrogen funding added by the President's budget will be used for basic research in
materials science to address this fundamental challenge. Finally, we are working
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with industry to develop technology to enable safe production and delivery of
hydrogen.

The promise of hydrogen technology is too great to ignore. The Department of
Energy estimates that, if hydrogen reaches its full potential, the Hydrogen Fuel
Initiative and FreedomCAR program could reduce our oil demand by over 11
million barrels per day by 2040 - approximately the same amount of crude oil
America imports today.
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Changing The Way We Power Our Homes And
Businesses

Natural gas has numerous uses in homes, industry, commerce, electricity production,
and transportation and is a vital component of fertilizer and chemical production. In
2004, the United States consumed 61 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day, primarily
for industrial applications, residential use, and electric generation. At present, 85% of
U.S. natural gas demand is met through domestic
production; the remainder is met largely through transport !4Al1tRAL
by pipeline from Canada, with an increasing amount MO
arriving by tanker in the form of liquefied natural gas V09
(LNG) from Trinidad, Algeria, and other countries.

U.S. natural gas consumption is projected to grow to 74
billion cubic feet per day by 2025. Over the past decade,
natural gas has been the "fuel of choice" for new natural
gas combined-cycle power plants. Compared to coal-fired
power plants, natural gas power plants emit less air
pollution and cost less to build. As a result, demand for
natural gas in the power sector has increased steadily over
the past 15 years, even in the face of dramatically higher
prices.

Wholesale natural gas prices at Henry Hub on the Louisiana Gulf coast (a common
natural gas pricing benchmark) averaged around $2-$3 per thousand cubic feet from
1994 through the middle of 2000. Prices then spiked to a peak of $10.50 per thousand
cubic feet in December of 2000 in response to an unusually cold winter and low
hydroelectric production in the West before falling back to their previous low levels.
Over the past four years, natural gas prices increased substantially from roughly $3 per
thousand cubic feet in early 2002 to over $8 per thousand cubic feet recently, with a
pronounced price spike due to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. At present, natural gas
prices track high crude oil prices because natural gas is often used as a substitute for oil
in power production and heating. Furthermore, the tight balance between supply and
demand has led to a more volatile market, which can respond dramatically to weather
events and geopolitical developments.

Advanced Energy Initiative Goals - Powering Our Homes and Businesses

* Complete the President's commitment to $2 billion in clean coal technology
research funding, and move the resulting innovations into the marketplace.

* Develop a new Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) to address spent
nuclear fuel, eliminate proliferation risks, and expand the promise of clean,
reliable, and affordable nuclear energy.

* Reduce the cost of solar photovoltaic technologies so that they become cost-
competitive by 2015, and expand access to wind energy through technology.
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This substantial increase in natural gas prices and volatility has had a negative impact
on the U.S. industrial sector. High prices for natural gas translate to increased
production costs for U.S. companies, which places them at a disadvantage to their
foreign competitors. As a result, many firms have either shut down U.S. production
facilities altogether or relocated them to another country where energy costs are more
competitive with the global market. According to the National Association of
Manufacturers, the chemicals and plastics industries, which rely on natural gas both for
energy and as a raw material, have lost 250,000 jobs and $65 billion in business because
of rising natural gas prices. High natural gas prices similarly harm the competitiveness
of U.S. farm products in global markets, as natural gas is a primary input for fertilizer.

Diversification of our electric power sector will ensure the availability of affordable
electricity and ample natural gas supplies. At the same time, increased efficiency will
help reduce demand for natural gas. By easing the demand pressure on natural gas,
prices will drop and U.S. firms will be more competitive in the global market, keeping
jobs here at home.

Employing Existing Technologies

Consistent with the President's National Energy Policy and the energy bill signed into
law last summer, the Administration has taken a number of steps to increase the supply
of natural gas, improve efficiency, and develop alternatives to natural gas for electric
power generation.

o The Administration has provided new access to domestic natural gas supplies by
streamlining its permitting processes, providing additional funding for
processing of permit applications, and offering new lease sales in promising
offshore areas.

o At the President's direction, Federal agencies are working to expedite permitting
processes and accelerate development and expansion of U.S. liquefied natural
gas (LNG) terminals, which should improve natural gas availability and reduce
prices.

o The energy bill set first-time energy efficiency standards for 14 large appliances
and raised existing standards for others. These standards will help reduce the
need for "peaking" power provided from natural gas.

o In the absence of Congressional action on the Clear Skies Initiative, the Bush
Administration finalized two regulations: the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)
and the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR). Together these two rules create a
similar program to control air pollution from the power sector and foster
investments in newer, cleaner coal technologies.

o The energy bill also provided several new programs to encourage investments in
safe and reliable nuclear power: production tax incentives and "risk insurance"
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intended to cover costs of unforeseen legal or regulatory challenges to plant
operation. Nuclear energy provides reliable and clean power.

o Finally, the energy bill contained $3.4 billion over 10 years in tax incentives to
encourage the production of electricity using renewable wind, solar, biomass,
and geothermal energy sources, including the first-ever tax credit for residential
solar energy systems.

The effects of high natural gas prices are already being seen in today's marketplace.
The percentage of new power plants fueled by natural gas has declined from more than
90% when President Bush took office to 64% today. Thanks in part to Administration
policies, only 31% of new power plants projected to be built by 2025 will use natural
gas. The Energy Information Administration also projects a near-doubling in non-hydro
renewable energy capacity between now and 2025.

Accelerating Future Technologies

To enhance our future energy security, we can and must do more to reduce our future
demand for natural gas and foster alternatives for power production. The President's
Advanced Energy Initiative proposes significant new investments and policies in three
promising areas: (1) clean coal technology; (2) nuclear power; and (3) renewable solar
and wind energy.

1. Clean Coal Technology

The U.S. holds more than one quarter of the world's coal reserves, and the energy
content of the Nation's coal resources exceeds that of the world's known
recoverable oil. Coal is also the workhorse of the Nation's electric power industry,
supplying more than half the electricity consumed by Americans and serving as the
cornerstone of America's central power system. To preserve this economically vital
energy foundation, we must invest in innovative, low-cost environmental
compliance technologies for existing plants and develop cleaner and more efficient
technologies for use in new plants.

During his 2000 campaign, the President
committed to investing $2 billion over 10
years to fund research in clean coal
technologies, a category of technologies that
allows for the use of coal to generate
electricity while meeting environmental
regulations at low cost. This research and
development program is pioneering more
effective pollution controls for existing coal-
fired power plants and an array of new
technologies that would eliminate air and
water pollutants from the next generation of
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power plants.

To tap the potential of America's enormous coal reserves, the President's 2007
Budget includes $281 million in funding for the Coal Research Initiative, nearly
completing the President's $2 billion commitment 4 years early. This program
includes $54 million for the FutureGen initiative, a public-private sector partnership
to develop innovative technologies for a nearly emissions-free coal plant of the
future that captures and stores the carbon dioxide it produces rather than releasing it
into the atmosphere.

2. Nuclear Energy

Nuclear power provides slightly more than
one-fifth of the electricity that we use to
power our factories, office buildings,
homes, and schools. Over 100 operating
nuclear power plants, located at 65 sites in
31 states, constitute the second-largest
source of electricity generation in the
country. The plants are, on average, 24
years old and are licensed to operate for 40
years with an option to renew for an
additional 20 years.

Nuclear power provides significant benefits to the Nation, in the form of cleaner air
and low and stable electricity prices. Nuclear power does not emit the air pollutants
and greenhouse gases that result from coal-fired and natural-gas-fired generation.
Nuclear power is also domestic and provides energy security - North American
uranium reserves are more than sufficient for the foreseeable future. Moreover,
once constructed and paid for, nuclear power plants are relatively inexpensive to
operate - 1.8 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity generated. This is slightly
below the operating costs of a coal-fired power plant and well below natural-gas-
fired generation at current prices.

Nuclear power also faces significant challenges. New nuclear power plants require
more up-front capital expense than other plants of similar size and must go through
a lengthy regulatory process, which has not been tested since Congress adopted this
process in 1992. The energy bill attempts to address these problems through a
package of financial incentives (including Federal "risk insurance") intended to
reduce the risk of an investment in a new nuclear plant. However, management of
spent nuclear fuel remains an issue, both with respect to the risk it could be stolen or
diverted for potential misuse and with respect to its ultimate disposition.

To enable a bright future for nuclear power, both in the United States and around the
world, the President's 2007 Budget contains $250 million for the Global Nuclear
Energy Partnership (GNEP). Under this partnership, America will work with
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nations like France, the United Kingdom, Japan, and Russia that have advanced
civilian nuclear energy programs. Together, we will develop and deploy innovative,
advanced reactors and new methods to recycle spent nuclear fuel. This will allow
us to produce more energy, while dramatically reducing waste and eliminating many
of the nuclear byproducts that could be used to make weapons.

As these technologies are developed, we will work with our partners to provide
developing countries with small-scale reactors that would be secure, cost-effective,
and able to meet their energy needs, as well as related nuclear services that would
ensure that they have reliable fuel supply. In exchange, these countries would agree
to use nuclear power only for electricity - and forgo uranium enrichment and
reprocessing activities that can be used to develop nuclear weapons. By working
with other nations under the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership, we can provide
safe, cheap, and reliable energy that growing economies need - while reducing the
risk of nuclear proliferation.

GNEP also will help resolve nuclear waste disposal issues. Based on technological
advancements that would be made through GNEP, the volume and radio-toxicity of
waste requiring permanent disposal at Yucca Mountain could be greatly reduced,
eliminating the need for an additional repository. It is important to emphasize,
however, that GNEP does not diminish in any way the need for, or the urgency of,
the nuclear waste disposal program at Yucca Mountain. Yucca Mountain is still
required under any fuel cycle scenario.

3. Renewable Solar and Wind Energy

Solar energy is clean, abundant, widespread,
and renewable. Various technologies can
capture this solar energy, concentrate it, store
it, and convert it into other useful forms of
energy. Concentrating Solar Power (CSP)
devices optically focus or concentrate the
thermal energy of the sun to drive a generator
or heat an engine. They do so by means of
lenses or mirrors arranged in a trough or tower
configuration. Solar water heating systems
directly absorb the sun's radiation with specially-coated absorbers to heat air or
water for use in a building. Solar water heaters can be used in large commercial
applications or in low-profile installations on residences anywhere in the United
States.

Photovoltaic (PV) devices generate electricity directly from sunlight via an
electronic process that occurs naturally in certain types of material. Electrons in
certain types of crystals are freed by solar energy and can be induced to travel
through an electrical circuit, powering any type of electronic device or load. PV
devices can be used to power small devices (e.g., road signs and calculators),
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homes, or even large stores or businesses. Worldwide growth rates for PV for the
last 5 years have averaged well over 35%, meaning the amount of installed power
doubles every 4 years or less. However, this rapid growth is from a very small base;
PV still accounts for less than 1 percent of electricity generation worldwide.
Emerging technologies, such as "solar shingles" where PV cells are embedded into
roofing materials, offer the prospect of "zero-net energy homes," which on average
create as much energy as they consume.

To fulfill solar energy's promise, the President's 2007 Budget proposes a new $148
million Solar America Initiative - an increase of $65 million over FY06. The Solar
America Initiative will accelerate the development of advanced photovoltaic
materials that convert sunlight directly to electricity, with the goal of making solar
PV cost-competitive with other forms of renewable electricity by 2015. As the per-
unit cost for these advanced PV technologies falls, sales volume will go up, driving
new innovation and further cost reductions. Globally, attempts to bring electricity
to the developing world will frequently employ solar PV as the lowest-cost
alternative.

Wind energy is one of the world's fastest-growing energy
technologies. In 2005, the U.S. wind energy industry
installed more than 2,300 megawatts (MW) of new wind
energy capacity - or over $3 billion worth of new generating
equipment -. in 22 states. Areas with good wind resources
have the potential to supply up to 20% of the electricity
consumption of the United States.

In response to a recommendation in the President's 2001
National Energy Policy, the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) prepared a Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to evaluate issues associated with wind
energy development on Western public lands (excluding
Alaska) administered by the BLM. The EIS, which was

finalized in late 2005, implements a Wind Energy Development Program within the
Department of the Interior, establishes policies and best management practices for
wind energy right-of-way authorizations, and amends 52 BLM land-use plans in
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming to set aside areas of significant wind energy potential for further
development.

To expand the generation of clean energy from wind, the President's 2007 Budget
includes $44 million for wind energy research - a $5 million increase over FY06
levels. This will help improve the efficiency and lower the costs of conventional
wind turbine technologies; it will also help develop new small-scale wind
technologies for use in low-speed wind environments. Combined with the ongoing
efforts to expand access to Federal lands for wind energy development, this new
funding will help dramatically increase the use of wind energy in the United States.
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Building On Our Past Progress

President Bush has placed a high priority on ensuring affordable, reliable, and clean
sources of energy for America. In May 2001, he proposed his National Energy Policy,
which included over 100 recommendations to increase domestic supplies of energy,
encourage efficiency and conservation, invest in our energy infrastructure, and develop
alternative and renewable sources of energy. Over the past four years, the Bush
Administration has worked to implement these recommendations and improve our
Nation's energy situation. In addition, last summer Congress passed the first
comprehensive energy legislation in over a decade - the Energy Policy Act of 2005.
This historic bill follows many of the principles outlined by President Bush to
strengthen our Nation's electrical infrastructure, reduce our dependence on foreign
sources of energy, increase conservation, and expand the use of clean renewable energy.

However, several important elements of the President's National Energy Policy remain
to be addressed:

o ANWR: The President continues to support Congressional action to authorize
environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration within a small area of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) located in northern Alaska. Using
modem technologies and subject to the world's most stringent environmental
protections, ANWR could produce as much as 1 million barrels of oil per day to
help meet our future energy needs. Opening ANWR will also create tens of
thousands of new jobs for American workers.

o Refineries: Due to consolidation in the refining industry and increased demand
for gasoline and diesel fuels, U.S. refineries have operated at more than 90%
capacity in recent years. This has strained the existing refinery system,
particularly during times of unforeseen disruptions, and led to high and volatile
fuel prices. The President has called for new investments in refinery capacity,
either through expansions at existing sites, or through construction of new
facilities on former military sites. The President has expressed his desire to
work with Congress on legislation to help accomplish this, and believes that we
should develop a one-year, EPA-led permitting process that can provide
expedited decisions while maintaining high environmental standards for review.

o New Source Review: The New Source Review (NSR) permitting
program creates regulatory uncertainty because it is inflexible, its applicability
requirements are confusing, and it can impose high costs due to delays in the
permit process. Such discouragement results in lost capacity, as well as lost
opportunities to improve energy efficiency and reduce air pollution. As called
for by the President's National Energy Policy, EPA has continued a vigorous
program of NSR improvements designed to remove unnecessary regulatory
barriers to modernization in the energy sector, thereby helping to address the
extreme demands being placed on our Nation's energy supply infrastructure.
However, litigation has slowed the implementation of these rules. These rules
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should be adopted in legislation, so that private industry is encouraged to invest
more quickly in upgrades that will make our energy sector more efficient and
productive.

o Offshore Oil and Gas: The Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) is a significant
source of oil and gas for the Nation's energy supply, providing more than 25
percent of the country's natural gas production and more than 30 percent of total
domestic oil production._Estimates of oil and gas resources in undiscovered
fields on the OCS total 76 billion barrels of oil and 406 trillion cubic feet of gas.
The President continues to support existing moratoria on OCS production where
states do not wish such activity to occur off their immediate coasts. However,
the President also supports increasing OCS production in cooperation with states
that support such development.

o Alaska Gas Pipeline: The North Slope of Alaska has an estimated 35 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas, which is currently stranded due to the lack of a pipeline
to transport it to market. At present, nearly all of the natural gas produced
during oil production operations at Prudhoe Bay is reinjected and used to
increase oil recovery. Approximately 3 billion cubic feet per day (equivalent to
about 30% of current Gulf of Mexico production) could be brought to market
through an Alaska natural gas pipeline. Although the Alaska Natural Gas
Pipeline Act signed by the President in 2004 contained numerous incentives for
the industry and the State of Alaska to reach agreement on those items needed to
build the pipeline, no agreement has been reached yet. The President continues
to encourage all parties to resolve remaining issues as soon as possible, so that
stranded gas resources from Alaska can soon be brought to the Lower 48 states.

o Clear Skies: To ensure that we meet growing demand for electricity while
protecting the environment, the President has called on Congress to enact Clear
Skies legislation to cut power plant pollution of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
and, for the first time, mercury by an unprecedented 70 percent. Clear Skies
will significantly expand the Clean Air Act's most innovative and successful
program to further reduce emissions from more than 1300 power plants
nationwide by as much as 9 million tons annually. Utilities will achieve these
reductions by spending almost $50 billion on cutting-edge pollution abatement
technology. Clear Skies will also help promote new investments in cleaner coal
technologies.
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GOV. SPITZER UNVEILS CUTTING-EDGE
GLOBAL WARMING REGULATIONS

News Wire

US Fed News Service, Including US State News
October 24, 2007

Gov. Eliot Spitzer, D-N.Y., has issued the following news release:

Fulfilling his pledge to provide sound environmental stewardship, Governor Eliot

Spitzer today unveiled new draft regulations to carry out a cutting-edge regional

program that will cut greenhouse gases emitted by New York power plants. Today,

New York issued draft regulations for implementing the Regional Greenhouse Gas

Initiative (RGGI).

0 RGGI is an agreement by 10 Northeastern states to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Under RGGI, participating states will each issue their own regulations, and when fully

implemented RGGI will achieve a 16 percent reduction in emissions from projected

business-as-usual emissions. Under the groundbreaking draft regulations established

by Governor Spitzer, a power plant would have to buy enough carbon credits or

allowances (one allowance per ton of emissions) to cover its emissions in a flexible,

market-based system that are similar to those used to combat acid rain.

"Global warming is the most significant environmental problem of our generation,

and by helping lead this regional program, we can reduce emissions from power

plants - one of the main sources of carbon dioxide emissions in the Northeast," said

Governor Spitzer. "Absent federal leadership, states across the nation are taking

action to cut greenhouse gas emissions and reduce their impact on the environment.

This is a new approach and one that should be replicated at the federal level."

In a major departure from previous programs, the state will not simply give away

allowances to power plants. From the start, companies will have to buy allowances

through an auction for every ton of carbon dioxide they emit. New York was the first

O state to advocate auctioning off 1oo percent of its pollution allowances - a strategy

that most other RGGI states will likely follow.



Power plants pump out 25 percent of the total annual carbon dioxide emitted in New

York State. For the initial six years of the RGGI program, carbon emissions will be

capped at current levels. In 2015 and in each of the subsequent three years, the cap

will be reduced by 2.5 percent for an overall reduction of 10 percent.

Proceeds from the auction would go toward energy efficiency programs and

renewable energy projects. The program would also provide opportunities for power

companies to offset their emissions through other "green" investments.

Senator Martin Connor said: "I praise Governor Spitzer for his leadership in

announcing New York State's plans for the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. New

York will be in the vanguard of leading the nation and the Northeast by creating

innovative policies to clean our environment, air and water, by reducing carbon

emissions, and by using energy from our power plants more efficiently and

effectively. The recommendations being discussed today will make our city and state a

healthier place for our children and their children to live in well into the 21st Century

and beyond."

Senator Liz Krueger said: "We all need to face the reality of global warming, as well as

our responsibility both as individuals and as a state to address this crisis. I am

gratified that Governor Spitzer is acting aggressively to make New York State a leader

in the fight to reduce greenhouse gases."

City Council Speaker Christine Quinn said: "The City Council has been working to

increase energy efficiency in buildings, which account for nearly 80 percent of New

York City's global warming emissions, and to reduce congestion and vehicle

emissions on our streets. But the only way we're going to fully address global

warming on a statewide level is by reducing greenhouse gases produced by our power

plants. The Governor's plan will fight global warming, both by reducing C02

emissions and by investing in green, renewable energy sources, and I am proud to

support his efforts."

Brooklyn Borough President Marty Markowitz said: "Bravo to Governor Spitzer for

striking this blow against global warning and greenhouse gas emissions--and for

recognizing that with a little courage, being 'green' is much easier than people think.

Here in cutting-edge Brooklyn, we're proud of our solar-powered subway terminal at

Stillwell Avenue in Coney Island, our co-gen co-ops in Clinton Hill, our huge new

green roof in Red Hook, our food justice efforts in East New York--the kinds of

sustainable initiatives that have the rest of the country saying 'Brooklyn, NYC, and

New York State -- How green it is!"'



Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Conservation Pete Grannis said:

"Global warming is the issue of our time. It's a problem that demands the attention

and the action of every government body, every business and every citizen. With these

regulations, we will be attacking it in three ways: first, reducing emissions; second,

fostering energy efficiencies and conservation, and third, spurring the development of

clean and renewable sources of energy."

Paul Tonko, President of NYSERDA, said: "NYSERDA is pleased to be a part of the

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and partner with the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic

States involved. We are steadfast in our commitment to reduce carbon dioxide

emissions and combat global warming. New York State has been committed to

moving toward a clean energy economy, and addressing the impact of greenhouse gas

emissions plays a vital role in that effort, as well as the future of our environment."

Peter Lehner, Executive Director of the Natural Resources Defense Council, said:

"This is a win-win-win policy for New Yorkers and our environment that also sends a

signal that will resonate from Washington to Wall Street about the future of energy

and emissions performance. It establishes a concrete limit on global warming

pollution from power plants while generating a major new investment stream for

cleaner, more efficient energy technologies. The sky belongs to all of us. Companies

shouldn't be allowed to use it as a free, private dumping ground. These rules will

ensure that polluters pay their fair share for the emissions they put into our

atmosphere."

Laurence DeWitt, Pace Energy Project Senior Analyst, said: "We applaud Governor

Spitzer for his willingness to act now to confront one of our state's and nation's great

economic and environmental threats. Governor Spitzer was the first national figure to

support a ioo percent auction of carbon dioxide allowances - a position he took when

he was New York's Attorney General."

Jason K. Babbie, Environmental Policy Analyst for the NY Public Interest Research

Group, the state's leading consumer and environmental organization said: "Global

warming is turning up the heat on the need for bold pollution reduction solutions,

and Governor's Spitzer's draft regulations provide a way to decrease pollution while

making polluters pay. These are the types of solutions that New Yorkers need."

David Manning, Executive Vice President of National Grid, said: "We understand the

urgency of addressing climate change and have established our own goal to reduce

our world-wide greenhouse gas emissions 60 percent by 2050. As owner of over

6,500 megawatts of primarily low carbon natural gas powered generation in New

York, we have actively supported the RGGI process since its inception and we



applaud Governor Spitzer and Commissioner Grannis for continuing to lead the
charge to reduce C02 emissions in the Northeast. We believe the 1oo percent

auctioning of allowances and use of such proceeds to facilitate energy efficiency

programs is an appropriate approach for reducing energy demand. We look

forwarding to reviewing the details of the draft regulations and to working with DEC

and NYSERDA to make the final NY RGGI rule an example for the nation to follow."

Carol Murphy, Executive Director of the Alliance for Clean Energy New York, said:

"By auctioning lOO% of all allowances and using these funds to encourage energy

efficiency and investment in clean energy resources, we are taking essential steps

forward to making New York green again. Once again, New York is leading the way on

an important policy that benefits us all. It is essential that we continue to seek new

and innovative ways to encourage use of clean energy in order to protect our

environment, cut our dependence on foreign oil and promote economic development

in our State."

Under RGGI, annual emissions of carbon dioxide from New York power plants 25

megawatts and larger would be capped at 64.3 million tons from 2009 through 2014.

From 2015 to 2019, emissions would be reduced by 1o percent. This will achieve a 16

percent reduction from projected business-as-usual emissions.

. "By design, this plan creates winners and losers. Older, less efficient power plants

with higher emission levels will pay more to comply with RGGI than newer, more

efficient units," added Governor Spitzer. "Dirty generators will be at a competitive

disadvantage, and there will be a new incentive to build clean, efficient or renewable

generation."

The draft regulations are the culmination of dozens of public meetings, which

included energy industry representatives, between 2003 and 2007.

RGGI is part of a regional strategy to combat global warming. Under the draft

regulations, power plants will have to procure enough allowances or "offsets" to meet

their actual emissions over a three-year period. In order to ensure that the cost of
compliance does not increase dramatically, the state would permit generators to use

offsets to account for up to 3.3 percent of their overall emissions. Offsets are
greenhouse gas emission reduction projects from outside the electricity sector. For

example, generators could choose from a number of projects - from planting trees on

land where there are none to landfill gas recapture - to removing a corresponding

amount of C02 from the atmosphere. Offset projects provide generators with

gft additional flexibility to meet their compliance obligations.



Other states participating in RGGI include: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland.

Each state is given allowances to approximately match current emissions; each state

has discretion to allocate up to 75 percent of their allowances. Maine and

Massachusetts recently published their proposed regulations, which call for an

auction of ioo percent of allowances.

The release of the draft regulations kicks off a 6o-day public comment period that

ends on December 24th. Public hearings will be held on December ioth in Albany,

December lith in Ray Brook in the Adirondacks, December 12th in New York City

and December 13th in Avon.
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